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May 10, 1974 

The House met at 10:00 A.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

Tape 1589 (Morning) 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

PETITIONS -----
MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Trinity North. 

PK - 1 

!-IR. C. R. BRETT: Mr. Speaker, this is the second day in a row that 

I had to ask leave to present a petition. I do not know what it proves 

other than that nrobablv my district has to be one of the ones that was 

probably neglected for a long time. 

This pet1tion is from the residents of the communities of 

Harcourt, Monroe, BurgoynP.s Cove. 

follows: 

The prayer of the petition is as 

Whereas the road from Georges Brook to Burgoynes Cove is known 

as Route 28, is in a deplorable and downgraded condition: 

Whereas residents must commute to and from their places of 

emplovrnent, Clarenville and Come By Chance each day: 

Whereas our children must commute by bus to their schools in 

Clarenville and Shoal Harbour; 

Whereas in a time of sickness residents must travel to Clarenville 

to see a doctor: 

Whereas the area is attractive to tourists and supports fishermen: 

Whereas the residents are conce~ned about rural development and 

development is impossible without adequate transportation means: 

We the undersip,ned and voters of Burgoynes Cove, Monroe and Harcourt 

in the electoral District of Trinity North request that the Government of 

Newfoundland and Labrador have the road from Georges Brook to Burgoynes 

Cove upgraded and paved,commencing during the sW11111er of 1974. 

As I have already pointed out, Sir, this particular piece of road -

maybe the whole district received a very small oo_rtion,practically none 

of the goodies that were thrown around even during an election time for 

the past twenty years. So maybe the time has come for some action on 

gravel roads. As was outlined in the nrayer of the petition, it is 

necessary for people in this area to commute to work, children to school, 
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;,ll the rP<:1riPnts to r1,..,..,.,.,,,q 10 ,..,.,,.,,c:al facilitif's and it must be 

very, very tryinp; to these r,eool.e to have to travel over these muddv 

and dustv ro:ads. 

This vear we hone to see the comnletion of a provincial park 

close to the Rarcourt Area. This will obviouslv increase the 11mount 

of traffic that will he travelling over the road this summer, there

fore, of course, increase the amount of dust that will be flying. 

~lr. Sneaker, I ask that this netitior. li<' t ah led and referred to 

the denartment to which it r!'lates. Hopefully it will p.et some action 

this year. 

:MR. SPEAKER: The honourable ~ember for Bonavista North. 

HR. P. S. THOMS: Mr. SpPl'lkPr. T rise on behalf of my colleagues on 

this side of the House. We will heartily sunport the pet:ltion and we 

trust that the prayer of this petition vill be answered durin1; the cominP

season. Other members on the government side of the House have already 

announced their contracts have been asked for various roads in their 

districts. T am sure the honourable !'ember for Trinity North is no 

exception. I believe he announced yesterday or today that it would be 

approximately Sl million snent in his district this vear. tam sure 

th;,t seeing th~t he is so close to the administration and very close 

indeed to the Premier that he can persuade the administration to have 

the nraver of this netition p.ranted durin~ the summer season. I trust 

that he wil 1 nrove himself and that this administration will respond to 

the or~ver of the petition. 

'ffi • SP EAKER : Are there any other petitions? 

MOTIONS 

MR. SPF.AKER: The Hon. Minister of Justice. ----- ---
HON. T. A. Hir.K!"lAN (MINJSTF.R OF JUSTICE): I have a motion here hut 

I have loRt it, I think I recall it, Mr. Sneaker. I p.ive notice that 

' will on tomorrow ask leave to introduce a hill, 'An Act Further To 

Amend The Judicature Act . ' 

ANSWERS TO OUF.STIONS FOR WHICH NOTICF: HAS BF.F.N f:TVF.N 

,_ ""'T.., .. 
:.> I i .l 
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ORAL QUESTIONS 

MR. SPEAKF'.1l: The honourahle Member for St. Barbe North. 

~!R. F. B. ROW!': Mr. Speaker, I have some ouestions for the Minister 

of 1ndustrial nevelonment or Industrial :Relations and for the Minister 

of F.ducation. Would the Sneaker indicate whether the Minister of 

Fducation is going to anpear during the oral question oeriod? 

The Hinister of Education is in ~ort au Port . 

MF._RO\:J!"~~ Well nrohahly the Honourable Deputv Premier or the 

Minister of Justice could answer a couple of quest1ons, Mr. Soeaker. 

In vietJ of the article in the "Dailv News•· this morning that all 

systems are go for the re~ional collep,e, might I ask the Minister of 

Justice why he finds it necessary to go to Montreal to settle the legal 

formalities for eighteen point three acres of land which I understood 

were donated to eith~r Memorial University or to the government for the 

ournoses of construction of the rep,ional college in Corner Rrook? 

MR. ll.OBERTS: 

)'IR. HI CI<>-'AN : 

That was donated by Bowaters. 

Presumin~ that, and this is a oure assumption, I cannot 

find the article which the honourable gentJeman is referring to. I 

certainly have not heen directly involved in the legalities of the 

transfer of the orooerty. I assume Bowaters' head office for Canada is 

in Montreal. 

MR. RClBERTS: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

J\owaters Newfoundland head office is in Corner llrook. 

ll:lght, hut the parent companv is in ~fontreal and I assume 

that they are negotiating with the solicitors for Bowaters but I do not 

know. I really do not know. 

MR. ROWE, F. B. Does the minister know whether he is goinp; to M"ontreal 

or not? 

MR. HICKMAN: Whether who is going to Montreal? 

MR. RO~ffi, F. B. The Hon. Minister of Justice states in the paper that 

Alex Hickman will go to Montreal as a legal formality. 

as a complete sun,rise to the honourable minister. 

It seems to come 

AN HON. MEMBER: Today is Friday to the honourable minister. 

MR. HICKMAN: I will say it is. No, Mr. Speaker, let me assure you -

wait a minute now. 
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AN HON. tff:1-iBER: floes he want to see it? 

MR. HlC](}IAN: I am delighted to hear it. 

AN HON . ~!EMBER : Inaudible. 

MR. ROWE, F. B. • .. cabinet solidaritv on the other side. 

If anyone want to invite me - I suspect that this refers 

to some member of staff 1 n "'Y department. You kno~J, why would I go to 

Montreal to draft a deed? 

MR. ROWF., F. B. Well this is the very question I am trying to find 

out, Mr. Sneaker. 

MR. H:~_C_KMAN: \,Tell I nrohablv have, hut •.. 

MR . ROWE . F. B. Mr. Sneaker, it is unfortunate that the Minister of 

Education and the ~inister of Industrial ~elations are not in their 

seats to answer some of the auestions. Probably the -

MR. HICKMAN: Thev will be here on Monday. 

'.'-IR. ROWE 1 F. B. Could the minister -

MR. ROBERTS: A supplementary question. 

MR. ROWE, F. B. Could the '-linister of Justice -

MR. ROBERTS: Is the honourable member still on that one? 

~IR.. ROWE, F. IL Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Okay. 

MR. ROWE, F. R. Could the Minsiter of Justice indicate who will be 

renting the building to the government and on what terms? 

MR. HICKY.A!'I: No I am not in a position to know. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well a supplementary question then. Based on the fact 

that this 1 and ,,,as p.i.ven or ar.re~d to he Piven hv Bowaters for the 

purnose of the colleage, would the minister undertake to find out to 

whom it has been transferred and why? And whether it is being transferred 

to the company with whom the government have made a sweetheart deal in 

respect of the proposed regional college in Corner Brook? And if it is 

to be transferred,for what consideration? l real1r.e he probably has not 

got this information. 

HR. HICKMAN: No I have not . 

'IR. ROBERTS: Will he undertake to find it out? 
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MR, HICI01AN: I will undertake to find it out, ~r. Speaker, hut at 

the same time I must take f5sue with the comment hy the Hon. Leader of 

the Opposition. To my knowledge there has been no sweetheart deal made 

between the government and anvone. Honourable gentlemen will recall 

that when the regional college was agreed on in principle that proposals 

were advertised for by government from any companies who were prepared 

to enter into the necessary financial arrangements. There is no sweetheart 

deal. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

1"R. HICKMAN: 

The Hon. Minister of Justice has walked into it. 

No, no. 

MR. ROBERTS: A supplementary question. Is the minister aware that the 

nroposal from Western Realities Company Limited, a company that is either 

about to he or has recently been incorporated, is not a firm nrfce.: Is 

the minister aware that officials from the Denartment of Public Works 

an.d Services are negotiating a price? 15 the minister aware of these 

things? Will the minister check into it? Will the minister check into 

it to see if it is in fact a sweetheart deal that I say it is? 

MR. HICKMAN: It is not a sweetheart deal but I will -

MR. ROBERTS: Will the minister undertake to -

Yes, yes. MR. HICKMAN: 

~IR. ROBERTS: Table in the House, Mr. ~peaker, the documents, the tender 

documents, the proposals. Is the minister aware, Mr. Sneaker, a further 

supolementary, that there was no firm price submitted, that there were 

no firm contract documents sent out? This is one of the great cotential 

scandals of all times. 

X)l. SPF.AKER: Order, nlease! 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. ROBER.TS: Oh the thnmper thumps again. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Member for St. Barbe North. 

"R. ROWE. F. B. Could somebody, the Government House Leader or the 

Deputy Preimer,indicate whether or not the Minister of Municipal Affairs 

and Housing will be in his seat this morning during the oral question 
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oeriod? Mr. Speaker, I had some imoortant questions to put to the 

Minister of Education and/or the Minister of Municipal Affairs with 

regards to the school tax authority for the Avalon Consolidated School 

Board in St. John's Area. I would like for it to be noted that they 

are not in their seats and not there to answer some fruitful questions. 

MR. SPF.AKER: Order, please! 

MR. ROWE. F. IL Well why do they not turn up for the question period? 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: 

HON. MF:MBERS: Inaudihle. 

MR. SPF.AKER: Order, nlease! 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudihle. 

MR. SPEAKE?: If honourable members are ouite, I will try and say 

something. 

It has just been brought to my attention that we have in the 

galleries from St. Phillip's Elementary School, Grade V Opportunity 

Class, thirty-nine students,with their teachers, Miss Clarke and Mr. 

Sheppard. On behalf of all honourable memheri:: I wish to welcome you 

to the galleries this morning and trust that your visit here is most 

interesting and informative. 

~- ROWE, F. B. Mr. Speaker, I wonder if it would be in order to 

move the oral question period to 3:00 P.M., this afternoon, when some 

of the m:1.nisters are in their seats to answer the questions? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

No, it would not be in order. 

No, all out of order. 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 

On motion that the House resoved itself into Committee of Supply, 

Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY 

Mil. CHAIP~.AN (STAGG): Order, nlease! 

For the information of honourable gentlemen we have eleven hours 

and nineteen minutes time remaining of the seventy-five hours allocated 

to the consideration of the estimates. 

~.ffi.. P. S. THOMS : Hr. Chairman, if I can at this time, seeing you 

mentioned the houri::; if the estimates are not passed when the seventy-five 
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hours are uo, shall we go into overtime? 

AN HON. ~RER: Sudden death. 

MR. CHAil!f'AN ( !,TAC''..9l.:._ Sudden death. yes. 

The question was addressed to the Chair -

AH l!ON. 'MRMBFR: I think we better stick to hockey. 

}ff. CHAIRJ-!AN:(STAGG): The rules are clear on that subject and I suggest 

the honourable member might read them. 

AN HON. '-IF.~ER: A good idea. 

!'fR. CHA IR."1AN : (STAGG) : 

nage 41 of the estimates. 

t,•e are presently dealing with 711-03-04 on 

MR. P. S. THO}IS: 'When we concluded last night the minister was endeavouring 

to answer some questions that I nut to him in regards to legal - aid. What 

I wanted to know is if he could explain the whole set up of legal-aid. 

How many lawyers were involved? The staff of legal-aid? What is covered, 

and if people outside of St. John's could apply for legal-aid and if they 

would be given legal aid? Because some of my constitutents to date have 

been refused legal aid. So I would like for the minister to explain it. 

~-'R. HICKMAN: Mr. Chairman, I very gladlv appraise the information but 

this committee is very fortunate to have here this morning the Chairman 

of the Legal -Aid Society, the honourable the Member for Placentia East. 

1 will defer to him as I understand he wants to have a few comments on the 

Legal-Aid Programme and then if there are some questions still outstanding 

I shall be very happy to answer them. 

MR. F. AYLWARD: Mr. Chairman, I am glad of this opportunity first 

to inform the members of the Cot!911ittee generally with respect to legal 

aid, and, of course, through this media to let the public know really 

what the Legal-Aid Progra111111e has done and what it is all about. 

I feel myself, Mr. Chairman, that the Lep;al-Aid Committee and 

the Law Society of Newfoundland have really done an excellent job in 

providing a top-notch service to the people of Newfoundland who are 

entited to receive legal-aid, when one considers, Mr. Chairman, that 

this legal - aid Programme only started in 1968, in June of 1968 actually. 

Well I suppose its inception was in 1964. I recall at a meeting of the 
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Law Society and I brought up this question. Like any society or 

organization where one brings up a question one generally ends up 

Chairman of the committee to look into it,and that is wh2t happened 

with legal-aid. 

But I recall the members of the committee, Mr. John O' Neill, Mr . 

Ed Neary, !•r. Marshall, who is now the Member for St. John's East, Mr . 

Allen r.aule, Mr. Martin and Mr. Kevin Griffin of Grand Falls, who is 

now deceased. Well they worked for two years and subsequently reported 

to the Law Society and the Soc1.ety in 1968 apnroved the setting up 

of the legal--aid. At that time we had no funds whatsoever artd through 

the co-operation of the now Attorney General we were provided by the 

government with an office on Duckworth Street and an annual grant of 

$10,000. From that grant of iust $1n,ooo, we tried to provide a systematic 

type of legal--aid on the criminal and civil side in Newfoundland. 

For the three years, ~•r. Chairman, I think the members of the 

public should know it is really for 1968, 1969, 1970 and in fact 1971, 

the Law Society of Newfoundland provided legal-aid in civil and criminal 

matters without any cost whatsoever to the recipients of legal-aid. In 

1971,the grant was increased bv the provincial government,from $10,000 

a year to $25,000 a year. At that time we engaged the services of a 

lawyer, ~!r. Timothy Chalker,who stayed with the committee for about a 

year and a-half, then he stopped and went into private practice. So for 

1968 we had $10,000, for 1969 we had $10,000 and for 1970, $10,000 

and for 1971, $25,000. 

So for all of these years, Mr. Chairman, the members of the Law 

Society, as I said, Provided legal-aid to the recipients,under a restricted 

nlan,without any fee whatsoever. In some cases where the lawyers to whom 

cases were assigned could not themselves handle these cases, they retained 

lawyers and oaid the fee themselves. Tn 1972 we still received a grant 

of $25,000 and we negotiated a reduced scale fee with the Minister of 

Justice. 1973, last year of course, was a great step forward when the 

nrovincial government increased the grant to $100,000 and on behalf of the 
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make sure that the minister himself is fully aware of some of the 

problems which I am gojng to deal with very briefly, some of the 

problems in the District of White Bay South. 

Startinr, at the extreme northern end, Sir, I would like to commend 

to the minister a sugf!est i on that hopefully money will loosen up this 

year to provide water services at any rate for .Jackson's Arm and 

Sops Arm and Pollards Point. These places have received certain 

grants under the old unincorporated water vote or communities water 

system vote, whatever the real name of it was. They received money 

there, not nearly enough to do the complete job to provide the basic 

of life, water to the people of those communities. Although part of 

the job has bren done and I would ask the minister and his of ficials 

to try to look after that this year, any remaining work that has to be 

done, Try to look after Jc, Sir, the money you are talking about 

is in the tens of thousands, not a great deal of money at all but to 

the people concerned, while not a matter of life and death, there is a 

difference between a halfway pleasant 11fe and a life of drudgery for the 

woman of the ~ousehold or the man who comes home from work and has to lug 

water two or three miles during the heat of the SU111111er. So I would ask 

that the tens, maybe $30,000 or $40,000 I do not know, $50,000, I had 

a study in there done by an engineering firm and I forget the figures 

now with regard to the Jackson's Arm one. Jackson's Arm, Sop's Arm, 

Pollard's Point should be looked after,hopefully this summer,by the 

nepartment of Municipal Affairs and I hope the minister when he rises can 

say whether in fact that is going to be done or not. 

Down in Hampden Bayside a rea thev have, of course that is a 

municipality, they have a water and sewer system there which is inadequate 

for certain purposes, I leave it in the hands of the department to meet 

the exigencies of those col!DDunities when they arise because it has an 

organization there and they can contact the department. 

Comin~ on to the Baie Verte Peninsula, Sir, Westport and Purbeck's 

Cove are two other communities where they have difficulties with these basic 

municipal services. Part again of the problem has been solved. One of the 
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legal aid in c·riminal cases. Now the province entered that agreement 

in March hut the a~reement was retroactive to January 1, 1973. Mr. 

Chairman,under that ag,reement the province was given the right to 

desiFUate the p.rovincial agency in the province to administer legal -

aid. I feel thirt the province, the p:ovemment and the pe.ople of 

Newfoundland were indeed very, very fortunate to have the legal-

aid committee then constituted to be able to provide this service 

because the money alone really is not sufficient, Mr. Chairman. 

We heard the A·t ·tornev C'.eneral say here last ni~ht that 

he has encotmt~·red over the years considerahle difficulty in trying 

to obtain lawv,ers tor his department. We heard him say that he 

has offered as high as $32,000 a salary scale for legal draftsiqen 

and trying to get people to conduet the prosecution in criminal 

matters. 

Now, Mr. Chai,rman,here they had these funds available 

and thev wanted service nrovided to everyone in Newfoundland who 

is charged with an inr!ictable offense and who could not afford 

the services of a lawyer. So, for the honourable ~tle111Bn from 

Bonavista North I would say t1'is, that there ar-e two types of legal

aid, legal-aid in criminal matt-era ard legal-aid in civil matters. 

In cri111inal 111atte,r,s llhich are cover.ed by the agreement 

between the province of Newfoundland and the C:overnment of Canada, 

every individual in Newfo\Bldland who is charged with an indictable 

offense and who cannot afford the services of a lawyer is entitled 

to legal-aid in criminal 111atters, not sunanary conviction now ~utan 

indictable offense. 

So. we have from the beginning.,even when legal-aid was 

voluntary, made it ab\Bldantly cJea•r that we wanted to provide legal

aid, not to the residen,ts o.f St. John's or the residents of Corner 

Brook but to all of Newfoundland and Labrador. This means now t-0day 

in Newfoundland anyone anywhere in Ne,-1f0tmd land or Labrador who is 

chargccl wHh an indictable offense or a child who is charp.ed with an 

offense under the Welfare of Children Act, in these two cases these 

are covered by the agreement between the province and the r.ovemment 

of Canada. They are entitled to legal-aid if requiring these -persons 
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to pay for a lawyer they would incur heavy indebtness or be reouired 

to dispose of modest assets. 

What this means in effect is that the person does not have 

to be a pauper. In fact, under the test applied on the criminal 

side, the situation could arise and very easily and very often does 

arise where a man who is working and has a family or even if he 

does not have a family and he finds himself char~ed wjth an indictable 

offense and he does not have any money and he would have to borrow 

money to pay a lawyer or he would have to dispose of some modest assets 

to get money to pay a lawyer, under this agreement,although he is working, 

he qualifies for legal aid. 

So, this means, ~r. Chairman,that anyone in any part of 

Newfoundland or Labrador who is today charged with an indictable 

offense and cannot afford the services of a lawyer or if requiring 

him to pay for a lawyer he would be obliged to dispose of modest 

assets or incur heavy indebtness, then he is entitled to a lawyer. 

Now the point I am trying to make is simply this - I 

do not want to delay the committee, Mr. Chairman - but you can 

imagine what a demand on legal services this i~poses. The Attorney 

,,eneral says the trouble he has trying to get people to conduct 

prosecution. The legal-aid committee was functioning so that we 

could then undertake and did in fact or have in fact to date 

provided this service to the people. When this agreement was entered 

into, I, as chairman of the committee, circularized the profession 

and I asked the number of lawyers in Newfoundland arid Labrador who 

were prepared to provide legal-aid in criminal matters to send in 

their names to the legal-aid committee. 

This was for Comer Brook we had an office,because Corner 

Rrook was the only other center outside St. John's where there were a 

sufficient number of lawyers. 

So, ~r. Chairman, what we did then was we circularized the 

profession and seventy-five lawyers indicated their willingness to 

accept criminal assi,mments. That means that seventy-five lawyers 

in Newfoundland agreed that if a person needed legal aid and he qualified 
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under the plan and he wanted a lawyer, the perscn entitled could 

select his lawyer. 

I felt very strongly, ~r. Chairman, that throughout this 

programme we should try as far as possible to ensure that the individual 

receiving legal-aid had a right to chcose his own lawyer, within the 

scope of course,depending if the lawyer was to provide the service. 

So, today anyone in Newfoundland who qualifies for legal aid in a 

criminal matter and he wants a lawyer, he goes to the legal-aid office 

in St. John's or in Corner Hrook or he writes the legal-aid office and 

if he should qualify he is given this list of lawyers and he is entitled 

to select any lawyer on that list. 

Also on the civil side we have srvt'ntv lawyers who are prepared 

to take civil assignments. I wil 1 come to that in a moment. On 

matrimonial matters we have another seventy lawyers. So, perhaps the 

Attorney General - I have suggested this to him - could probably take 

a leaf from our hook and try tn see if lawyers in private practices 

would not themselves take, if requested by the government, these 

prosecutions. 

Re that as it may, Mr. Chairman, I am not of course 

concerned wi.th that aspect of it here. What I want to get across 

to the members of the committee is that the people entitled and who 

require legal-aid today in Newfoundland receivf.' equally as good if 

not better service than the people who are naying for it. I will 

give them an example now, Mr. Chairman, 

else they recieve. 

in addition to that what 

This year, under the federal agreement, in addition to funds 

being availahle to pay lawyers for providing the service in criminal 

matters. they also provide funds to the committee or to the government 

in Newfoundland which in turn provides and passes it on to us to pay 

for lawyers on duty iust p;iving out advice. So, what we did this 

year,beginning in January, I circularized the profession to find 

out how manv lawyers were prepared to act as what we call duty 

counsel. The function of dutv cotmsel is this ; to attend in the 

magistrates courts and the jails, the lockups,every morning. Now, 
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we could not do that all throu!!hout Newfoundland. What we did was 

in St. John's when a magistrates court is in session every day, we 

have a lawyer down there every morning ahout an hour before the court 

opens and if there is enour-h work and he is required to stay, he can 

stay there for the entire morning. 

In addition to that, the lawyer who is on duty for the 

week must also he prepared to take phone calls after hours. We have 

an arrangement with Answer Telephone Service that if anybody anywl:ere 

in Newfoundland is charp;ed with an indictable offense and he wants 

legal advice, he can phone the legal-aid office and thev have a twenty

four hour answering service. If the person is ~icked up twelve, one, 

two, three or four o'clock in the morning and he wants advice, he can 

phone the legal aid-office at the number and he will he referred to 

a lawyer. 

So that there is t~·enty-four hour service. I think this 

is really fantastic because anybody who has trjed to contact a lawyer 

after six or seven o'clock, even if he is prepared to pay for it, has, 

I respectfu]ly submit, encountered trouble. What this means is that 

the people who are receiving this service, I said, are getting better 

service in some cases than people who are prepared to pay for it. 

Now, Mr. Ch.airman, I wanted to ensure again, as far as 

possible, that this service was not alone provided in St. John's and 

r.orner Brook hut throughout Newfoundland. So, in every center in 

Newfoundland where there was a practicing lawyer, the legal-aid 

committee made arran1?ements with that lawyer or with that law firm 

to provide the similar service. We could not send a lawyer to every 

corner in Newfoundland, in every magistrates court,because there are 

just not enough 18",yers in Newfoundland. 

In r.orner Rrook we have an arrangement similar to St. John's. 

In Grand Falls we have retained one lawyer who is prepared to provide 

the service. So he appears in court in r.rand Falls on the same basis. 

The duty cotmsel will interview people in the lockup. He will arrange 

for a postpone~ent of their case. He will not handle their case there. 

If the person should qualify, he is sent to the legal-aid office and there 
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he can select any lawyer he likes. There is a lawyer on duty in the 

court to assist as soon as he is confronted with a legal problem. 

In addition, l<r. Chairman, to St. John's and CoTner "Brook. 

as I have mentioned, we have a lawyer in Grand Falls. In Gander there 

is a law firm there. We have- an arran~ement with that law firm to do 

the same. In Gander, so it is quite close to my honourahle friend's 

district. Anvbody, I suggest, to and from his area, could properly 

contact that with respect to criminal. matters. 

Also we have an arrangement with the law firm practicing 

in Lahrador City, Messrs. Miller and Heam, who are providing the 

service. In Port au Port the chairman and another memher has a 

firm out there and we have an arranf';ement with them to look after 

that particular area. In Harbour Grace there is a gentleman, '{r. 

1-"oores. who is practicing there. Mr. noores is providing a 

restricted service but as much as we can get from him in that area. 

I think I have mentioned all the centers where there are lawyers. 

~.N HONO!TRARLE 1"F¥RF.R: Marys town? 

trR. AYLWl\!!O: Marystown? ro. The gentleman in '-'arystown appears 

to he doinr, so well that he has not indicatecl his desire or willingness 

to participate. In every center in Newfoundland where there is a 

lawyer practicing and where we can obtlli.n that service under this 

agreement, these funds are available and we are providing it. 

So, l'r. Chairman, I think that this is really an excellent 

service. Considering the number of lawvers in Newfoundl1md and 

considering the difficulties of transportation and the areas of 

Labrador and that, it is I think a tribute to the orofession that 

they have found it possible of course to do the work. 

Now, we have travelled throughout Ne'lidoundlan<l and even as 

far. as Nain in Labrador cases anywhere. In all cases where the 

witnesses are require~, in addition to paying the lawyer, where the 

witnesses are required the lawyer pavs for the witnesses and of 

course he collects it from the committee. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, this is of course on the criminal side. 

I have made every effort possible to try to hrin~ this to the attention 
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of the people. This is why I am spending a little bit of time here 

acquainting honourable memhers with it. When the programme was 

introduced I puhlished notices in both the papers here in St. John's 

and in Corner Brook. The notice read, "Any individual in Newfrundland 

or Labrador who has been charged with an indictable offense or has 

a child charged with a breach of the Welfare of Children Act who cannot 

at his own expense without himself or his dependant children suffering 

undue financial hardship such as incurring heavy indebtness or being 

required to dispose of modest, necessary assets, is entitled to 

receive legal aid. 

"Any individual requesting legal-aid should contact the 

legal aid office at the union bank building, Duckworth Street, St. 

John's." I gave the number. "Or the legal aid office at r.orner 

Brook." I gave that mnnber. I published that throughout all 

the papers for about three or four weeks,in January and February. 

In addition to that, Mr. Chairman, I addressed the magistrates' 

annual meeting. I gave them up-to-date information including copies 

of the agreement and explained in detail the service provided. I sent 

to the commissioner of the RC:MP aboet fifty copies of this notice 

and asked him to put it in a prominent place in every lockup throughout 

the country. Some lawyers I think said that the RCMP put this 

behind the door or the door when they opened it. Be that as it may 

they have been requested to post these notices in prominent places 

throughout every police station in Newfoundland. 

Any individual when he is brought in,if he can read - I 

would hope that the police would bring it to his attention. I feel 

myself, Mr. Chairman, that th~ time a person needs a lawyer most 

is when he is first confronted with a law officer. This service should 

be available to him as soon as he is questioned by the police and 

certainly when he is placed under arrest. 

Now, today in Newfoundland any individual who cannot afford 

the services of a lawyer, who finds himself in that position, may 

telephone these numbers and he will receive instantaneous advice. By 

that I mean as soon as they get R lawyer if it be after six o'clock, 
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there is a lawyer on duty. 

As far as the civil side is concerned, we need to expand 

on that side, Mr. Chairman. I suppose the main area there, as I 

see it, is in divorce and matrimonial matters. Now the funds that 

we receive from thr provincial government we must pay the outstandinp 

ten per cent of the cost of providing legal aid in criminal matters 

al'!d of' course we have to nay for the lawyers who provide the service 

on thr civil side on a reduced basis. 

Now the honourable gentleman mentioned that he had two 

residents who are looking for legal-aid. Now, as one can apprP.ciate, 

legal-aid on the civil side does not cover every type of situation. 

In the hip.: area which I would like to see c-xpanded and which we have 

in fact expanded considerably, that is in the field of matrimonial 

matters and divorce and separation agreements, I always feel myself 

that there can he more hardship result to a family from a broken 

home than from a broken lei:\ or anything of that narticular type. On the 

medical side we give peor,le the top-notch medical service, doctors, 

dentists, hospitals, everything. On the c-ivi] side. a married woman 

with a family ,-•ho has a sertous matrimonial !'roh lem ancl she cannot 

,ifford a la,-,vcr, well wh,it is hr>r situ;ation? 

I h;ave tried as far as possihlc to see the nrogr;ammc expand 

in that direction becausf' tJ,e man is fencrall~• ,•orkinp.: and he gees 

off and her<" is t'ir woman and her family left s•ithout anv financial 

resourc-es whatsoevc-r. Tn this casf' we have, nevpr in le1;al-;aid 

re_iected anyone who founci h<'rs<"lf in such 11 position, never. In fact, 

~r. C:hairman, in cases wrPrC' on t\,e f11cc- of j t they would not qualify. 

,it the offices the adrninistrat0rs h11ve hPc-n Jnstructrcl to hend over 

hackwards to accommodate those people. 

JTnrler the existing nropramme as f11r as clivorce and matrimonial 

mattrrs arf' concerned, if the health of either one of thr n11rties to 

thP m11rriav.e is in cianv.f'r hv a continuation of the m;atrjmoni"l trouble 

and 11 cioctor or a social wor1'-er certifies that is the case, then 

tl-iat l'erson is cntitl.ecl tr, recPive le~al aid nr a divorc:,:, c,r a 

senar,iti0n agreement. The commjttee mav he surnrised to learn that 
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even under rur restricted rules for divorce and matrimonial matters, 

this vear alone we have had from January to May, over a hundred divorce 

cases. 

Maybe, Mr. Chairman, - I will give you the statistics in 

a moment and I think they will show how fantastic the P,rowth has 

heen. But in ~ivorce and matrimonial matters, these are the imnortant 

a_reas. WI' are expanding in that direction. There are very, very 

few who have been rejected on that for assist=ce in maintenance, 

matrimonial matters and divorce. I will be happv when I see no 

restriction whatsoever so that when a person .iust needs a lawyer to have one 

without this requ:1 rement of requiring a doctor's certificate or a 

certificate of a social worker, when that is done away with. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, a few moments and I will just give 

you the statistics which I think will show you how fantastic the 

growth has been. In 19fi9 we had 356 peoole apply for lE:gal-aid. 

In 1Q70 we had 3fil. In 1971, Mr. Chairman, there were 496. In 

1972 there Wf're 591. Now, !-Ir. Chairman, in 1973 we.had 1,359 applicants 

for le~al aid. Of these 1,359; 989 were peorle rf'<1uiring leial aid 

in civil matters and 246 in criminal matters. ~o, last year we had 

l, 35'1 api,1 i catinns. This year alone, !-Ir. Chairman,· to il11te, from 

·January to the end of April,we have had Rf,3 persons apply to the 

legal-aid office for assistance. 272 of these were persons lool· ing 

for assistance in criminal matters and 591 in civil matters. 

To date this year alone we have assigned over 200 cases, 

criminal cases, to lawyers to look after under legal-aid. That 

is not throughout the who] e of Newfoundland and Labrador. Also 

we have assigned over 200 criminal cases. So, you can imagine, 

"fr·. Chairman, how fantastic the growth and expansion of this 

programme has been. J only hope that we can keep up with the 

phenomenal demands for legal-aid in Newfoundland. One can certainly 

see that if we have over 800 people looking for assistance so far 

this year that it will probahly go very close to 2,000 applicants. 

That, ~r. Chairman, is going to impose quite a very, very heavy 

strain upon the people providing the services. 
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We will or we hope that with the assistance of the profession we can 

continue to keep the service on a very, very high and satisfactory 

level. Like people who can afford to pay for lawyers, they encounter 

delays. I think, Mr. Chairman, it is a tribute to the lawyers 

who have participated in the programme that one has heard so very, 

very few complaints about it and when one thinks that this organization 

has helped over 1,300 people last year and has taken over 500 

assignments to lawyers, there is very little real criticism 

of it. They are dealing with a segment of society who find themselves 

very, very frustrated and in difficult positions and they are very, 

very prone to make complaints which in many cases are justifiable. 

Mr. Chairman, I am very, very pleased with the type 

of service provided. I want to pay a tribute to the staff at the 

legal-aid office, Mr. Bonnell and Mrs. Lambert and the girl who 

works there and, of course, to the profession for the great 

assistance which they have provided. As I said before, when one 

hears the Attorney General talk about the trouble he has getting 

lawyers and when one sees the service we are providing, I think 

one can conclude what a wonderrul job the persons administering this 

programme have,to date, done. 

Mr. Chairman, in closing I want to thank the 

Attorney General hi1llllelf for his personal interest in the programme. 

I would like to thank the law society and assure the people that 

we will continue as far as possible to provide what I think to date 

has been a very, very good progrannne. If, as my honourable friend 

from Bonavista North says, some of the people looking for legal 

aid - not everybody who requires a lawyer will receive legal aid. 

In the criminal side, yes but on civil matters, i.e., disputes regarding 

land, that is not covered. If a person should die and they want his will 

probated,that type of situation is not covered. 

I had a call from a fellow at the university. 

He sold his guitar to a friend for four dollars and he did not pay him 

so he wants legal-aid. Does the honourable gentleman know what I mean? 
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We have hundreds of that type of thing. Well that situation is 

not covered. Generally, it is easier to say what is not 

covered than what is covered on the civil side. 

The legal-aid programme is pro~ided throughout 

all Newfoundland and Labrador. Where the person qualifies, 

regardless of where he resides, he is entitled and will receive 

the services. Of course, every type of legal problem - if two 
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women or two neighbours have an argument over the backyard fence and 

one takes a crack at the other, which is a sUl!Dnary conviction 

matter, that is not covered. Summary conviction matters and a 

great number of civil matters are not covered. All indictable 

offenses and matrimonial matters and things of this nature are. 

MR. NEARY: Is there any such thing as a little act of christian 

charity on the part of a lawyer any more? 

MR. AYLWARD: There have been about 1,500 acts of christian charity 

a year. Mr. Chairman, I thought we had a little deal going here 

this morning. The Hon. Member for Bell Island canvassed not alone 

his own caucus but another caucus, this honourable crowd over here, 

and he solicited a large amount of money to back him up on a 

walkathon tomorrow morning. I said to him when he asked me to 

sign, "Now surely God this will not be a conflict of interest or 

held up as corruption or anything!" Bearing in mind that legal 

aid was the next topic, of course, I quickly signed up for 

five dollars. 

MR. NEARY: I did not get -

MR. AYLWARD: I should have known better because there he is up 

to his old tricks again. I bet when I sit down he will be complaining 

about the escalating costs of legal fees. I am going to serve notice 

now ·on behalf of everyone over here that we shall revoke our undertakings 

to back him :i.f he should mention one word about legal fees. I think 

I made it clear. I want you to back this up, Mr. Chairman, if it 

should come to a vote. I know we cannot take that vote here but we 
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can take it in other quarters nearby here. I am going to 

serve notice on him now that if he should even mention one 
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word about legal fees and real estate transactions which are not, 

of course, covered by this programme, then, of course, we are 

going to -

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. AYLWARD: 

what he said. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. AYLWARD: 

(Inaudible). 

No matter what Paul Hellyer said. We all know 

Is that not what one calls blackmail? 

We are going to have a vote in the co11Dnon room 

and we are going to revoke our backing. 

Mr. Chairman, seriously, I think there has been 

a great job done on this. Without the co-operation of the lawyers, 

it could not have been successful. Of course, they are getting 

paid now but they are providing a service and it is not costing 

the people anything. I think they are entitled to it. I want 

again to thank the Attorney General for his interest in the programme. 

MR. THOMS: The honourable gentleman said that it was not 

costing the people anything but we are asking for $200,000 here. 

Indirectly, the people are paying anyway. I thank the member for 

his information. I would like to ask him if there is any breakdown 

as to the number of cases within the boundaries of the City of 

St, John's and outside St. John's? I am under the impression 

that the bulk of this legal aid is in St. John's and very little 

of it is outside St. John's. This is why I brought up the question 

yesterday because one of my constituents who had a legitimate case 

and needed legal-aid was refused legal-aid. Now I can get the 

information for the gentleman if he so desire. 

I would also like to ask him, i.e., if a 

young Newfoundlander has a car (I will put a case before him now 

as an example) and is in bed asleep and his father comes in and takes 

the car and goes off and has an accident and he in turn is fined 
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$1,500 or sued for $1,500, under these cases can he receive 

legal-aid~ There is such a case in my district at the present 

time. I do not know if it is in court. Maybe I am out of 

order but I am not mentioning any names nor dates. In such 

a case, can he receive legal-aid? He is unable himself to 

appear in court with a lawyer. If he does not _get legal-aid 

he is on his own. 

MR. AYLWARD: The father or the son? 

MR. THOMS: The son. 

MR. AYLWARD: What is the son charged with? 

MR. THOMS: He is sued for an amount of money; 
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MR. AYLWARD: No. If it were an action against him for a civil 

matter, he ~,ould not. If the son were charged with stealing, say 

theft of a car or something of that nature, if it were a criminal 

matter he would qualify. If a person should owe money and be sued 

that type of case is not covered, small debts or even large debts. 

If it were a case - the discretion in the committee. If, i.e., 

the committee looked at it and they saw that this is a desperate 

situation, he is a family man and he has a family and there is something 

unjust about the whole thing. There is a question here that the 

chap took the car, he went out and had an accident, he broke up the 

car and he is responsible for paying for it; he w~uld not qualify. 

MR. THOMS: 

MR. AYLWARD: 

MR. THOMS: 

MR. AYLWARD: 

How about the breakdown? 

I beg the honourable gentleman's pardon1 

The cases within St. John's. 

The breakdown inside St. John's, I will have tte 

committee or the staff at the office to try to work on that for me. 

I hope to get that information. I will certainly give it to the honourable 

gentleman privately. Undoubtedly because the lawyers are in St. John's, 

a large number of cases come from St. John's. Yesterday, i.e., 

at the office, they had about ten people interviewed. They have people 

from as far away at the Port au Port Peninsula. Geograi>hically, generally 
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speaking, my honourable friend is right, most of them would come 

from around the St. John's Area and Corner Brook. That is only 

because people are closer to it. We get a lot of requests by 

mail and by telephone. Where one lives has nothing to do with 

5 

it. It is only that the lawyers are more accessible if one should live 

closer to them. Does the honourable gentleman follow me? 

I would say that the honourable gentleman's question 

that most of the aid is provided to people around St. John's and 

around major centres, I cannot give him, statistically, what the 

answer is but when it is compiled I will be glad to send my honourable 

friend a copy of it. It should not be that way. If so, it is 

because there is just not that much crime in my honourable friend's 

district. If there are more in St. John's and more aid provided here 

it is because probably there are just not that number out there. 

MR. THOMS: Is the honourable gentleman confessing to the "Sin City?" 

Mr. Chairman, I wonder could the honourable gentleman 

tell us something about these divorce cases, not about the cases 

themselves but I understand now that in the United States there is 

such a thing as a-do-it-yourself kit for divorce. Are there such 

kits in Newfoundland? 

MR, AYLWARD: There is an awful lot about these kits on the go but 

I think the kits are out in British Columbia. There is some outfit 

that produces these kits, I do not know of any such kits myself. 

I am not that familiar with the divorce laws. I have not practised 

any of it myself, I do not think there are any such kits in 

Newfoundland. If a fellow wanted a kit, I imagine he could be directed 

to one. He should not need a kit if he were entitled to legal aid. The 

kit will be looked after in the kitty,under our programme. There is 

no need for a kit nor a kitty. Mr. Chairman, if you should find 

anyone in your district who has serious matrimonial problems and you 

feel that a continuation of the matrimonial home would be bad for the 

health of the children or either parties of the marriage, then they only 
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need go to a welfare officer or a doctor and get a letter and 

then write the legal-aid office and say, "If I continue to live 

with that chap, it will be .bad for my health." Believe you me, 

- they have no trouble getting these letters today from the 

doctors and from the welfare officers. 

If my honourable friend should have any such 

problems in his district, just send them to the welfare officer. 

He will give them a letter.and they write legal-aid, they would 

be entitled to legal--aid. 

I expect a great demand from Bonavista South 

in the next few weeks. 

MR. THOMS: Bonavista South, Never from Bonavista North. 

MR. AYLWARD: Bonavista North, 

MR. GILLETTE: There is one little question that I would like to 

put to the Hon. Member from Placentia East and also the Chairman 

of the Legal-Aid Committee, 

Does this legal-aid also include advice over the 

telephone7 

MR. AYLWARD: Yes. 

MR. GILLETTE: It does. I see, It does not necessarily mean an 

actual court case. 

MR. AYLWARD: No, no. 

MR. GILLETTE: Any legal advice, 

MR. AYLWARD: Any legal advice; that is right. 

MR. GILLETTE: Thank you very much! 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Mr. Stagg) ; The motion is that Head 711-03-04 

be increased from $150,000 to $225,000. 

Contrary "nay." Carried. 

Thos.e in favour "aye." 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, on 03-05, I wonder if the minister could 

tell us exactly what goes? This is the Criminal Compensation Board. 

MR. HICKMAN: There were two cases last year, Mr. Chairman. The awards 

total.led $3,160. 
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MR. ROBERTS: I thank the minister. I wonder if he could tell us 

why the revised estimates show $20,000 to begin with and secondly, 

if two were granted, were there any applications that were not 

granted? If so, for what reason? 

MR. HICKMAN: My instructions are, Mr. Chairman, that these were 

the only two applications that came before the board last year. 

The total cost of operating the. Crimes ColllJ)ensation Board last 

year was $5,373. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

Does that include the $3,100? 

That includes the $3,160. 

Did the minister then say that it cost the boatd 

$2,000 to give out $3,000 in grants? 

MR. HICKMAN: Close to it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Could the minister tell us where the money went? 

That is astonishing. 

_MR. HICKMAN: Well the amount paid to the chairman and members 

of the board was $1,908. The amount paid for legal fees, these 

would be the fees paid to the counsel for the applicant, was 

$305 and the amount paid to two victims of the crime was $3,160. 

I understand that one was a particularly long-contested hearing. 

MR. ROBERTS: I find it interesting that it onlv cost $30~ 

in counsel's fees. Let us assume there was a contested hearing, 

Mr. Chairman, although I do not know what is contested because 

these are not adversary proceedings as I understand them -

MR. HICKMAN: We have to prove the amount they lost. 

7 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes but that is not an adversary proceeding, that is 

an ex parte application. Who contests it? The board is required to be 

satisfied and that is most presumably a prima facie subject to 

a rebuttal. Surely, this is not an adversary proceeding. 

MR. HICKMAN: No, it is not. 

MR. ROBERTS: It is ingenious to put it at its best for the 
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minister to say that the reason for the high cost of the board 

is that it was a long, lengthy hearing and it was contested. It 

may well have been long and lengthy. It is a small matter but 

there is an important principle here. 

Mr. Chairman, if counsel fees are only $305 

for counsel for the applicant,and I am very pleased to hear that 

as part of the award under the scheme the board are prepared to 

award counsel's fees to the applicant's counsel, then it is hard 

to see how the board claims$1,900. I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if 

the minister would undertake - it is an extremely good idea. It 

is the good samaritan principle being adopted. I am not sure that 

$3,100 is generous enough. I do not know the merits of the individual 

cases. I am not commenting on that but I find it passing strange 

that the damages - is damage the right word7 To put a less pejorative 

word on it, the compensation for the l·hole province only amounted 

to $3,100. The innocent victims of criminal acts (That ,is the 

scheme, Your Honour, is familiar with. There may be one or two 

members of the collllllittee who are not) are able to claim against 

this fund and are able to get a measure of compensation for 

damages they may have sustained or injuries. It covers personal 

property as well, I believe. 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: To begin with, it is not widely known. It should 

be widely known. Twenty thousand dollars might not be adequate 

but the principle is there and we should not worry about the money 

in that sense. 

Mr. Chairman, what concerns me is that we laid out 

$1,900 (That was the figure the minister gave me.) in payments to 

the three gentlemen who were on the board, one of whom was a civil 

servant -

MR. HICKMAN: No. 
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the board. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. ROBERTS 

MR. HICKMAN: 
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I thought Mr. McCarthy used to be chairman of 

No, the chairman is Mr. Herb Morgan. 

'Who are the other members? 

Mr. Thomas O'Reily and Frank 0 1Dea. 

MR. ROBERTS: Three members bf the bar, One of them is a very 

senior and distinguished member of the bar. The other two are 

young, junior but equally distinguished. They claimed $1,900 

in professional fees for giving out $3,100. That is a little 

like the tail wagging the dog. I wonder if the time has not come 

when the minister might not thank those gentlemen, (I mean they 

have the right to be compensated for their services.) thank them 

most sincerely and say that Newfoundland cannot afford their 

services for this type of thing. The minister's officials stand 

available to give legal advice where such would be needed, although 

I do not see how many points of law would come up. It is not an 

adversary proceeding. We could take three citizens. The going 

rate is nothing like $1,900. Even royal co111Dissions do not get 

up to that level. Possibly we could take these three gentlemen 

whom I am sure were appointed on a nonpartisan basis, as is the 

wont of all administrations in this type of thing. Thank them for 

their services. Perhaps we could give them a Confederation Medal, 

which costs twenty-five dollars, plus tax. Thank them very warmly 

and then say that the province no longer has need of their services. 

Then we could find three people, who perhaps for a much more modest 

fee would agree. 

Mr. Chairman, surely there is something wrong with a 

scheme in which $3,100 costs us over $2,000 in administration. I 

mean that really is wrong. It really is too much. Surely, we could 

do without it. If these gentlemen, quite properly, insist upon 

professional remuneration, they are entitled to that but we do not 

need professionals. Surely any level-headed citizen could sit on 

this board. An applicant would come in and would say that he has been 
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wronged.by a criminal act and wished to claim some daipages. I 

mean a Workmen's Compensation Board handles millions of dollars 

a year in a somewhat similar type of proceeding. I do not know 

what their ratio of benefits to claims is but I am sure it is not 

sixty dollars in benefits against forty dollars in administrative 

charges. That really is ridiculous. Medicare gets up to maybe 

eight or nine or ten per cent. Workmen's Compensation may be on 

that basis, not forty per cent. It is a small amount but it is 

an important principle. 

Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the minister would undertake 

to either defend it, if he feels that it is defensible or if not 

if he would undertake to look into it and see what should be done, 

MR. HICKMAN : 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

after he has? 

I certainly will. 

Certainly will what? 

Look into it. 

Will the minister undertake to report. back to us 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Okay! 

MR. GILLETTE: Mr. Chairman, I was interested in a remark made 

by my colleague, the Hon. Leader of the Opposition, when he 

said that this compensation can also cover property. Now where 

would one.start or where would one end if this be the case 

with property? Could the minister give us an example of property 

damage? 

MR. HICKl-fAN: That is a pretty good question. 

For instance, if someone goes in and sets fire 

to one's house - there must be a conviction, convicted of arson -

MIi.. ROBERTS: In a criminal act. 

MR. HICKMAN: In a criminal act. If he be convicted of arson 

and there is insurance, obviously there should be no compensation 

It is conceivable that if a person came in and were convicted of 

arson and destroyed one's property as a result of that criminal act 

or breaking and entering, then one would qualify for compensation but 

there has to be a criminal act and a conviction 
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following therefrom. I am glad I asked that question, 1'1r. Chairman, 

hecause it could leave the impression that property damage when the 

owner of that property is not aware of who damaged it - this is the 

impression that I got,to tell the truth,when I heard it at first -

"!R. l>OllERTS: It is not an insurance gcheme. It is a criminal 

compensation scheme. 

MR. GILLF.TTE: Yes, it has to be criminal. 

On motion head 711-03-05 carried. 

"IR. ROI\EPTS: Inaudible. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: This is royal commissions. 

MR. ROBEPTS: Yes, I would think the minister probably has some 

information there. 

MR. HICKMAN: Well, during interim supply I ~ave the list of the 

fees supplied. This year we have not got all the bills in from 

the Commission on Labrador. There is the Commission on Mineral 

Revenue under the chairmanship of Mr. Leonard Martin, Q.C. There 

is a commission looking into 1111 aspects of the St. John's Urban 

region study. There is also the Commission on Municipal Government 

that have not yet completed the:! r l,mrk. 

The Commission on Yunicipal Government in Newfoundland• 

under the chairmanship of Professor Hu,zh Whalen,has reported that 

they have all the consultants' reports before them. This was April 

17. They anticipated about. five more meetinp.s and they are aiming 

for June 15, 1974,for the presentation of their report. It was going 

to be May 15, the month before. 

'-IR. ROBEPTS: I thank the minister for the information. There are 

three or four royal commissions outstanding. first of all, is there 

anythin,z new on the Labrador Commission? We have been expecting 

the report hourly for the past month. Any word on when? I understand 

the Esl<imo and Indian, "lontagnais, Naskaupi dialect translations will 

be tahled at the same time,the Premier said, but js there anything new 

on the Labrador Commission? 

·' MR. HICK1'1AN : I am told that the resume as we know it,is a six 
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volume report - that the resume of the report which in itself is 

about that thick is now completed and ready for prEsentation to 

cabinet. 

MR. ROBERTS: Why cannot the report be made public? 

MR. HICf 1'-IAN: Well, the hore was and the idea behind it was that 

when the report was tab l,ed, if the resume would come with it, it 

would make, at least for the general public -

IR-2 

MR. ROBEFTS: The general public are not going to read the resume. 

MR. HICKMAN: Well, I hope they will read the re'.~um{ 

1'-IR. ROBERTS: They may read the press report or raybe the press 

resume'. 

MR. HICKMAN: Right! Well, I am sure of one thing, the press 

will find it much easier 

resume of the report. 

to make a resume of the resume than a 

MR. RO!IEl!TS : I have more faith in the press than tha·t. One minute 

on television and they will be ahle to cover it accurately I am sure. 

MR. HICKMAN: So that our hope is to get the thing - I think cabinet 

should take a look at it first. 

MR·. ROBERTS: The resume? 

}!R. HICKMAN: Yes. 

I-IR. RO!IERTS, Although letting us have the report· then? 

MR. HICKt-fAN: And then table the report. T think the honourable 

the Premier said here a few weeks ago; our intention is to table 

the whole works at the one time,hopefully while we are still sitting 

now. 

1-'R. ROBERTS: Well, I appreciate the - I think, to take my tongue out 

of my cheek for a second, the government are doing the right thing 

to prepare a resume because these large reports are just never read. 

Indeed the authors of royal commission reports would do well to remember 

that after about the thirty-second page nobody gets - take the Neary 

Renort for example, I am sure nobody has read the Neary Report more 

than once. You know, the Mr. Ed Neary - it was an unfortunate report. 

The authors of these large reports - the Neary Report happened 

to be a small one - would do well to remember that nobody reads them, 

that the most they do is serve as very useful compilations. For 
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example, a very short report which I think is a very good one, Doctor 

Niller's Report on Nursing Education, is forty-two pages but it 

contains in it a whole new charter for education of nurses in Newfoundland . 

So, the government are doing the right thing to prepare a resume although 

I am always suspicious of resumis because somebody is doing the editing 

and I for one would want to see the full report to be able to see how 

valid the resume is. 

I do not see any reason why the government are holding up 

tabling the full report merely while they await the resume. Could 

we not have the full report made available and then once the full 

report is made available, we will bear in mind there is a resume and 

that resume could be made much more publicly available. How many 

copies of the full report have been printed? I mean, is it in 

just a typed volume or has it been printed in copies? 

}!R. HICKMAN: It is printed similar to the Steel Commission Report, 

that type of printing and bound. 

MR. ROBERTS: Probably done down in Printing ~nd Photography. 

HR. HICKHAN: I think it was done down in Printing and Photography. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, could not a copy be laid on the table of the 

House this day? There is nothing confidential or secret. The 

administration have had a chance to look at it and have agreed to 

table it. It is not as if it were something that had to be milked 

out of them. It is not that sort of report as I understand it. 

I am serious. It could be a Magna Carta for Labrador or 

it could be the biggest pile of balderdash ever seen. It is one or 

the other. There are mixed views. Could it be tabled today or 

Monday? My colleague from Labrador North and I am sure tte gentleman 

from Labrador South, these two men would read it. I am sure they 

would. The gentleman from Labrador West, I have no doubt has already 

read it. He may well be the only member of the cabinet to have 

read it in its entirety. Whether it is garbage and balderdash or 

whether it is the most brilliant piece of work or whether it is 

a combination, some members will read the full report. I will 

try to read it. There may be many others who do. 
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Can it be tabled? Why do we have to wait for a reFume? 

A resume is just some official,proba1'ly a fairly junior rank official 

in the way these things are done - well, I do not know who is doing 

it. I do not really care who is doing it. My normal experience has 

been that these things tend to get shuttled down from a deputy minister 

to a director to somebody fairly low down the scale. Why should we 

have to await that process? Indeed when it comes to public distribution. 

if this report be one twentieth of what it should be, I would suggest 

to the adm:i.nistration that they might well try some means of 

disseminating it widely throughout particularly the Labrador. 

I do not want to bring up the subject - I would enjoy 

the debate but I suspect it is not the place for it, the much 

maligned Newfoundland Bulletin, something alonp; those lines that 

could go to every home in Labrador and say,"J,ook, here is this 

report. Here is what they have recommended," not a one hundred nor cwo 

hundred page resume because nobody will read it but maybe a twenty

four page booklet or a twelve page booklet. I mean, that is the 

sort of thing that should be done wit'!, this sort of thing because 

if this royal commission report done by Mr. Snowden is to have any 

value, 1 t has to have that value. 

To come back again, can the minister - hold on now, he is 

not with me. 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes, I am with the honourable member, 

l"R. ROBERTS: Okay. Why can it not be tBbled today? Must we await 

this resume? We have been waiting it for weeks and weeks and weeks 

and weeks and maybe weeks and weeks and weeks more. There is 

considerable interest in it. There have been no meetings in 

Nakkovik or in Wabush passing resolutions that they want to see 

the Snowden Report but I kno1-, that my colleague, the r,entleman 

from Labrador North,who would be saying this if he were here but 

is today on his way to Goose Bay. He has other fish to fry, Your 

Honour might say. We are going to send another "Peddle''walking. 

The gentleman from Labrador North is interested. 

I have no idea where the gentleman from Labrador South 
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is. Probably off on a martinizing visit to his district or something. 

I know he too is interested. Why can it not be tabled today? I 

mean, if there are copies there is nothing secret in it, is there? 

We are not going to get another edited version. There is no thought 

of just printing the resume and no six volumes, is there? 

MR . i!IClc-lAN : No. No. There will be no edited version, Hr. Chairman. 

The decision of the administration which was announced in the House 

is that the r~sum~ and the report would be tabled as soon as cabinet 
, 

had an opportunity to look at the resume. I would hope the cabinet 

will do that within the next two or three days or next six days. 

That is all I can say. 

l~,ile we are on that though -

MR. ROBERTS: What is the resume? I mean, I know what the Premier 

said but it defies logic. Are they going to make sure the resume 

is accurate? 

MR. HICK}!AN: No. It is so that we will be hopefully sufficiently 

familar with the resume and with the report that we can answer 

knowledgeably any questions that are put in the House at the time 

of tabling. 

MR . ROBERTS : Surely each departmental minister will look at the 

section affecting his department and the gentleman responsible for 

Labrador will be familar with the whole. 

MR. HICKNAN : Well, that is the situation with it. 

MR. ROBERTS: The Premier probably has not read past the introduction. 

MR . HICKMAN : One thing I might say while we are on it. The honourable 

gentleman was talking about what reports are read and what ones are 

not read. The report that we found the greatest demand for - it 

is encouraging to me - is the Steele Commission Report. 

HR. RO BERTS: It is a very good report. 

MR . RICKMAN : It is. I think we ordered 2,000 copies and we are 

down to three. 

MR. ROBERTS: Where did 2,000 copies go? 

MR. RICKMAN: I think it was 2,0rJO. }faybe it was 1,000 or 1,500. 

MR. ROBF.RTS: It might have been 200. 
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MR. RICKMAN: Oh, no. The last request we had came from the 

law libraries in the United Kingdom. 

MR. ROBERTS: Oh, all the law school libraries. 

MR. HICKMAN: Oh, yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Oh, well that explains it. 

rs-6 

I find it interesting. The Steele Report I think is a 

good report. 

MR. HICKMAN: The municipalities have been after them. 

MR. ROBERTS: Sure. I mean, any public body sort of gets on the list 

to keep ones law school library or ones municipal element, to keep 

those up to date. Sure: They get in CCR Clearing House Report'. 

that Newfoundland has had a royal commission on the magistracy and 

everybody sends off for it. It is a good report. 

I am not so much concerned with helping law school libraries 

as I am the people of Newfoundland. Anyway, I will have to give up 

on the Labrador Commission Report. I must say that it does defy 

logic. The cabinet have every right - in my view have always 

had t~e right, it is entirely a sensible thing - to receive a royal 

commission report and to study it before releasing it. They will 

wish in releasing it to make a statement as to the government's 

position with respect to it. That would be in order. The reason 

why this one is being held up, you know, just does not make any 

sense. I suspect the truth is that nobody in the cabinet other 

than the gentleman from Labrador West has read the report and 

that is the reason why it is - somebody said, "Well, boys, we should 

not put it out now until we are sure of it." I am familar with that 

type of reasoning. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. ROBERTS: The honourable gentleman has more faith in his 

colleagues than I do. Some of them may well have read it. Some 

may even have understood it but many of them, Sir, have neither 

read nor understood. 

'MR. HICKMAN: They promised me I could quiz them on it. 

~- ROBERTS: Promised the honourable member he could quiz? That 
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woultl be like "$64,000 Question" and those only covers the commissioner's 

fees. 

Now, on that point and this l>·ould apply equally to the 

Whalen Commission, the Snowden Commission - I <-1onder if the minister 

could table and if he does not have it if he could get it after 

lunch, I would 1:lke to know publicly how much the commissioners are 

being paid. I shall not accept the statement that they are being 

paid by the university. I believe they are but if they are being 

paid by the university, they are on a secondment hasi s :u,n we 

the people are reimbursing the university for it. 

So , I would like to know if they are being paid by the 

university. What is being paid to the university in respect of them. 

Professor Whalen is a very estimable gentleman. He has written some 

very good works. He is head of the Political Science Department. 

Donald Snowden is head of Extension. He is on a leave of absence. 

I do not know what the arrangements are there. I would like to 

know how much they are being paid. Both these gentleman I understand 

are full-time. 

The other members of the co11111issicns , these t,m commissions -

there are three in each case I believe - are part time. I would assume -

I would ask the minister to confirm or if not so,to set me straight on 

it - that the other commissioners, the Labrador one, Magistrate Goodyear 

who presumably is not being paid at all because he is being paid as a 

magistrate, Mrs. Rettidge and a Mrs. Snell, Mrs. Lawrence Snell, and 

on the municipal commission, Mr. Harnett, Mr. Tom Hopkins and Mr. 

Clarence Powell. I assume Mr. Powell is not being paid because 

as chairman of the BoP.rd of C01mnissioners of the Public Utilities Board 

he is a full-time public official. 

Perhaps the minister could speak on those points. I assume 

the nonpublic official members are being paid a per diem rate. I should 

like to know what it is. I would like to know how much Mr. Ed Neary 

was paid for what has to be,with all respect, one of the most useless 

reports ever submitted to any government by any person. It has received 
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universal condemnation from all concerned. 

I am most interested to know the staff costs of these 

things. l have the impression and the minister on the interminable 

supply debate earlier more or less confirmed this, that the staff costs 

of the Snowden Conunission are mounting roughly to the point of the 

national debt. I would like to know what they are. I would like 

to know as well what the Whalen Commission is because I have been 

hearing the most horrendous stories from my academic friends about 

the great bonanza which royal commissions represent. There is a 

new mother lode. It is called getting on a royal commission. I 

would like to know just what the staff costs are. 

Mr. Snowden at one stage was talking, as I recall it, of 

sending members of the House to Norway, to the Northwest Territories, 

to Southeast China and I know not where but l do not recall any of 

them going. If they went, they came back. Where we having sort of 

"See the World"? What sort of travel bills? These are the things 

that are relevant. Unfortunately royal commissions are neither fish 

nor fM1l. They do not tend to show up in the public accounts. Maybe 

we should require every royal colllllission to state on page one in 

the appendix thereto, "The following are the costs incurred on this". 

This is public. It should be public. These things are set 

up to tell the public, set up to enquire into subjects for the public 

benefit. I think the infon,,ation should be made public. So, I would 

ask the minister to tell us what he could about them now. 

MR. HICK}f.A..1',: I will have to give a commitment,which I will, on both 

these cominissions, to give the committee the amount that is being 

paid to the members. 

MR. ROBERTS: And that is agreed to be paid. 

MR. HICKMAN: And agreed to be paid. I have not that in front of me. 

On the Labrador Commission and this is not up to date, this 

is two months old - the staff salaries, $73,043; travelling, $50,689; 

Ryan's Searching Service, $10,591 -

MR. ROBERTS: What is Tom Ryan? I mean, he is a good searcher but my 

God! Tom would give one title to St. John's on that. 

MR. RICKY.AN: Miscellaneous, office rents, phones, advertising, 
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rent of equipment, $37,303. We have not received the bill yet from 

the university. My understanding is that ~r. Snowden stays within 

salary during his year or year--and-a--half leave of absense. Presumably 

now that he has gone back to work we will receive a bill from the 

university for his salary. 

MR. ROBERTS: It must have been agreed what he is to be paid. 

MR. HICKMAN: They were to be reimbursed his salary. 

MR. ROBERTS: What was agreed to be reimbursed. 

MR. HICKMAN: I do not know that. 

MR. ROBERTS: What is the salary? 

MR. HICKMAN: That I do not know. 

MR. ROBERTS: We are entitled to that. 

MR.HICKMAN: Yes. That I will get. 

The Whalen Commission - a note here, "Whalen's fees, $5,000.' ' 

MR. ROBERTS: The man is full-time secondment to the Premier's office. 

MR. HICK1-1AN: There is something wrong with that. 

MR. ROBERTS: There bloody well is sonething wrong with itJ 

MR. HICKMAN: The other expenses: York University Research, $45,000; 

staff salaries, $36,690; travelling, $13,352; rent, office supplies, 

telephone, etc., etc., $15,627. 

MR. ROBERTS: I appreciate the position the minister is in. He is 

at best a conduit of information but these are staggering amounts. 

These people are using government offices properly. Where are we 

racking up $15,000 in rentals on one connnission? On the Labrador 

CoDll!lission, $50,000 in travel? Now, I mean,they used government 

aircraft in Labrador properly. I mean, I have no complaint at all with 

that, better than some of the uses government aircraft are put to. 

Is there any check on this? One can go around the world a dozen times 

for less than that. I mean, who controls them? Who audits them? Is 

there any pre-check or is it just a matter of somebody waking up on 

the connnission one day and saying, "By God! I think we should go and 

have a look at the system of local government with respect to Indian 

affairs and native affairs in Ubangi." The next thing we know four 

of them are gone,winging off to Ubangi if there be such a country. 
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Is there any check on this? 

MR. HICIOI.AN: The only check, Mr, Chairman, that is imposed is that 

whenever the invoices are presented, I think it is Treasury Board 

or the Treasury Board secretariate examine the invoices to verify 

them. 

MR. ROBERTS: That is locking the barn door after the horse is gone. 

MR. HICKMAN: No. When one appoints a royal coll!lllission - there has 

been no change ever since we have had royal commission -

MR. ROBERTS: There were no bills like that under any royal colllJllission 

we were - even the Warren Commission did excellent. 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes. The Warren Conmission travelling account was not 

modest by any means. 

MR. ROBERTS: It was not $50,000. 

MR. RICIG!AN: No but it was probably the equivalent thereof by the 

dollars of that time because they travelled Europe,aa the honourable 

gentleman will remember.and North America. 

MR. ROBERTS: I would pay a lot more for the study of the education 

of Newfoundland than I would for -

~1R. HICIOI.AN: When we appoints a royal commission, we give them 

their terms of reference. The minute they start to try and restrict 

them they become very upset and say that they are taking away their 

independance. 

MR. ROBERTS: They are taking away our money. 

MR. RICK11AN: I know. We shottld be able to decide the kind of studies 

that we should make, the comparative studies we should make. I have 

often said here in the Rouse before that I think we should have a 

royal commission to study royal commissions. 

MR. ROBERTS: What we should have is we should call tenders for royal 

commissions. 

MR. HlfK}f.AN: I will get that for the honourable member. 

MR. ROBERTS: All right. I appreciate the minister's position. I 

mean, he is responsible but he is not in a day-to-day sense. I am 

deadly serious. These things are getting out of hand. I mean, I 

can tell the minister now 
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Don Snowden is a friend of mine and I have a great deal of respect for him 

as a man and as an individual and his ability and training. But 

the Snowden Royal Commission is a horror story. When you look at the 

expenses, $50,000 in travel is outrageous, just outrageous. Now I 

will say then, I will he quite prepared to say I am wrong if somehody 

can show me where $50,000 is validly i,one. But neor>le h,lVe heinr winp:ing 

around the world. They brought in I think 'Ir. Sherman '.'1cCurdv who is a 

very fine man. He was my high school principal. He and my father were 

associated for many years. Dr. McCurdy was hroup.ht all the way from 

Aiberta to look at education in Lahrador. Now is there nobodv in 

Newfoundland or in Lahrador who could look at education? 

You know these thinp;s were $10,000 to Mr. Tom Rvan. Certainly it 

was validly earned,!t was not an inflated invoice at all. But, you know, 

unless that nroduces what amounts to a complete title survey of Labrador 

in which case it would be money well spent - you know, what are these things 

for? Something is going to have to he done about them because royal 

commissions .1 ust so~t of winii: around and send the bill. The Whelan 

Commission,if the minister checks into it, would be the same thing. 

Fifteen thousand dollars for office rentals,ht1t I mean they use p.overnment 

offices. These people are down in the King George V Institute, are they not? 

That is the traditional roosting place of roval commissions. T mean that 

is a government huilding. I do not know what other rents may hf' involved. 

Persons for staff, secretaries, you know, it is -

MR. !UCKMA.1: They must have their secretaries. 

MR. ROBE!lTS: Well you kno•~, I would like to pet moTf'. The Premier and 

I are deen in ne~otiations ahout more Recretaries. They are pretty 

essential neopl" indeed hut somf' nf these, it 1 s not crooked, it is not 

inflated, it is just spendthirft. It real)v iR, there is no regard for it 

vou lrnm••, I pould imagine Dr. "ill er' s hill for this is e,xtremPly modest. 

T vould imapine >1r. r.affery !>teele' s hill is equally modest. I an, not 

tal kinp- about professional fee,s • A lawver 's time is worth so many dollars 

an hour or so many dollars~ day and he is entitled to charge for that. 
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I mean, I think that is reasonable but these other co111111itments, you 

know, I am not even speaking at this stap.e, there will be orrortunity 

to debate it in due course but you know these reports come in and 

they are usuallv filed away in Limbo; let us face it. You know, the 

number of reforms that have come from royal commission°reports over 

the years are so few as to be, The Carter Commission, I am not only 

talking about 0ttawa, the Carter Commission, the Glasgow Commission, 

the Hall Commission on health services, you know, a magnificent document, 

a great social document but the advances that have come in health 

services at Ottawa are not - most of them are foreshadowed. indeed forecast, 

indeed advocated in the Hall Commission Report, but the motivating 

force is not the Hall Commission or not the report of that commission. 

So if the minister would get me the information I should be p.rateful. 

All I can say to him is really it is something that should be looked 

into and some means is going to have to be found to control these c011D11issions 

because the Snowden Co1111!1ission and the Whelan CoT11111ission,from what I hear

now I am subject to correction and I stress I do not have the data, that 

is why I am asking - from what I hear, Sir, they have turned into two of 

the great boondoggles of modern times in Newfoundland. There is nothing 

wrong. There is nothing illegal. There is nothing unlawful. There is 

no one stealing money or getting money improperly but there certainly 

has not been what I would consider to be a prudent approach to the 

eXl)enditure of public funds. After all we are short of things for 

everything else in this country, You know we should proceed with due 

economy on these as well. 

Could the minister tell us whether there have been any bills received 

from Dr. Miller for that commission? 

MR. HICKMAN: Nb. 

MR. ROBERTS: For Mr. Steele? 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes. The total,Mr. Steele has been paid $25,197.90. 

MR. ROBERTS: That would include -

MR. HICK¥A.N: That would include - that was one of the cheapest coDD!lissions 
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we have had and the secretarial -

MR. mB.f.PTS : And one of the best. 

MR . !llCl<l-lAN : He did not hire a secretarv for the commission or 

a counsel for the commission, he did it all himself. I think the only 

other cost we had from the Steele Commission was for -

~ . ROBERTS: Printing probably. 

MR . HICK.l-lAN: That is right Creative Printers $4,000.~8; $1,304.00 

for the typing . 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

Are there any other bills outstanding that we have not had? 

Not that I am aware of. 

Professional gentlemen have a lackadaisical approach 

to their accounts as a rule. 

MR . RI CKMAN : I know. 

AN RON . ~(El-!BER : Inaudible. 

MR. RI CKl'tAN : No, that is all of the Steele Commission. 

l1R. ROBERTS : No not only the Steele r.ommission, I am talking about 

any other commissions? 

MR . RlCKHA! : 

'MR. ROBERTS: 

No, only nr. Miller. 

That would be, I think, a modest one and money well 

spent. I do not quarrel with that. Has Doug Fraser's Commission finally 

been oaid for? 

MR . HICKMAN : Oh, yes that was paid for last vear. I have forgotten what 

it was. 

'1R. CHAlRl-lk~ (DUNPHY) : Shall 711-06 carry . 

On motion 711-0~ carried. 

HR. CHAIRMAN (DUNPHY): Shall 711-07 carry? 

'1R. ROBERT S: 

'.1R. BTCKMAN : 

What is legal assistance as opposed to legal aid, Sir? 

Legal assistance is in anticipation that I am going to 

have to retain some young practicing solicitors to do some work this 

year. You know, we have one -

MR. ROBERTS : Well you have young Martin in Corner Brook doing prosecutions, 

which is a good thing. 

' !"R HICKMAN: Yes, but apart from that, I do not want to talk about 

matters before the court but the Price -
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MR, ROBERTS: He cannot talk about the merits of the case but -

MR, HICKMAN: No but the Price Newfoundland case. 

MR. ROBERTS: Who will be retained to act there, Jim Greene? 

MR. HICKMAN: No, Herb Morp,an has been retained. We are having an 

awful time retaining solicitors. The honourable gentleman for Placentia 

West mentioned something that I have tried to work out with the Law 

Society to retain lawyers practicing lawyers to act on criminal cases. 

Well I should not out that - I cannot say what is on my mind publicly 

but it is difficult to get -

MR. ROBERTS: Well I will say it, the profession will not. Lawyers are 

officers of the courts and if they will not work for regular fees, if they 

will not just do the work, the profession should be damned well ashamed 

of themselves and I say that as a member of the profession. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

He is talking about the criminal cases. 

Yes, 

Yes, but I am talking about civil cases. 

MR. ROBERT!':: Well the criminal cases of the courts are aoparently in 

a shambles because we have not got enough prosecutors. 

MR. HICKMAN: Well! 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. HICKMAN: It is. 

AN HON, MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. HICKMAN: No, I have checked with both the magistrates down there 

and they do not confirm that. 

MR. ROBERTS: I am only going by what has been quoted. I do not practice 

but Mr. Collins has been quoted. 

MR. HICKMAN: That is right. 

MR. ROBERTS: Is it Mr. Collins who has been quoted? 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes, and Mr. Sparkes. I have done some enquiries on that 

because I know from the years when I was in practice, it works out to 

about every one postponement is asked for by council for the Crown. It 

is generally for good reasons, where an investigation has not been 

completed and the Crown should never come to trial then on some of thesP 

serious cases unless the investigation has been totally completed. You 
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owe that to the Crown, you owe it to the accused. 

l'!R. ROBERTS: 

is completed. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

Normally charges should not be laid unless an investigation 

You know, you do not hold up laying a charge in a 

murder case until you complete the investigation. 

MR. ROJ\ERTS: No that is true enough but it is not the murder cases 

we are talking about. 

MR. HICKMAN: Well these are the ones the complaints are coming about 

down in the court house. For every request there is for an adjournment 

by the Crown or a postponement, it works out to about four for counsel for 

the accused. You know, if they want to play that game, we can play it 

but I would say that they will find it far more inconvenient than the 

Crown in a sense because there has to be a fair amount of good will 

between counsel in any case and as a rule they arrive at a date that is 

satisfactory to their clients and then get a date set by the magistrate 

but occasionally this does not happen. 

I do not want to repeat all of the stuff I said last night about 

the nroblems with it hut we anticipate some fairly heavy civil litigation this 

year too. One of them is the Price case that started back in Max Lane's 

day. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

Watershed? 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. HICIO!AN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

That is where Price are suing over Victoria Lake 

Yes, that is going to go to court now. 

Oh,sure it should. 

We are going to have to retain outside counsel to act. 

Again, you know I appreciate the minister's dile11111a and 

it really has got little to do with him one way or another. 

But let us move for a minute to this offshore Question in Ottawa 

where the Prime ~inistPr it turns out was misquoted by the press here. The 

Prime Minister did not say Ottawa wanted to go to court. The Hansard, 

which is in my office if 1 need to get it, and I think he said the 

same thinp, on local T.V. Did not Mr. Rex Murphy interview him for "Here 

and Now" two or three nights ago? He said essentially the same thing on 
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the television I understand, I did not see the show my~elf but he 

did say the same thing, that it is not a matter of Ottawa wanting to go 

to court. Ottawa has offered to make a negotiated settlement with the 

province but apparently the province and Ottawa have not been able to 

come to terms on a negotiated settlement. Well that is fair enough. 

A negotiated settlement implies a~reement and if there is no a~reement 

there is no settlement. 

Where does the matter now stand? I could brinp; it well within the 

scope of 711-03-07 ( I see Your Honour is looking somewhat quizzical)by 

sayinr;, .. Is there some money in here for legal assistance?" Because 

obviously outside council, I say obviously, I am not implying that the 

minister's staff are not thoroughly able to deal with .it but if they 

deal with us they will not be dealing with something else. This, I would 

think, would be a major piece of work and to my knowledge we have nobody 

in Newfoundland other than Mr. Cabot Martin, a gentleman who has great 

opinions which may or may not be founded on legal fact but we know there is no 

member of the Bar other than Mr. Martin who has made any real study 

in this and I understand there are people in Ottawa who have been involved 

in this and probably in the Law Schools. It is a constitutional as well 

as a legal Question. 

But where do we now stand? The Premier told us that he, and 

apparently the Prime Minister's statement in reply to a question by 

Mr. Boddin who is the member for one of the Calgary seats out west. 

The Prime Minister's statement was made while the Premier's letter was 

in the mail to Ottawa. So the Prime Minister when he made the statement 

obviously was not aware of the province's latest position on this. Well 

that is well and good. What is the province~s latest position? And 

what is our position? Not a matter I feel that I need be hesitant asking 

about.: It is a very public matter. It has come up a number of times. 

Would the minister table a letter or if he does not want to table 

correspondence would he undertake to make a statement? Where do we 

stand on this? Are we going to end up before the Supreme Court of Canada 

on a reference? I mean it will not he litigation as such, it will he a 
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reference I assume. If so, you know, are tenns now going ahead? Who 

will be acting for us? All this sort of thing! What are they? I am 

not asking for a lengthly disseration what is our case? What are 

we seeking? Are we seeking complete ownership? Are we negotiating a 

sharing deal? You know there are a number of possibilities in this. 

Are we concerned about management? Is that our sole concern? We are 

obviously concerned about it. What is the position? 

MR. HICKMAN: I am not in a position to give a statement, Mr. Chairman, 

on what the total position of the province is on this case. We, and I 

want to use my words guardedly because I understand negotiations are still 

going on between them, I suspect yesterday, I do not kn01t but I suspect 

yesterday between the Prime Minister and the Premier. 

The ~'<>rk and the negotiations have been carried on primarily between 

the heads of the two governments and between the Minister of Mines in 

Ottawa, Mr. Macdonald,and our Minister of Mines and Energy here. So I 

am not in possession of all the details. 

It has been said on several occasions publicly that we, and indeed 

I think the other Atlantic Provinces share our views but probably not to 

the same extent, are most apprehensive over the rather cavalier attitude 

that was adopted by Ottawa towards granting offshore licences. 

MR. ROBERTS: It began back in 1961, did it not? 

MR. HICKHAN: Back in the early 1960's, I suspect that nobody took the 

thing seriously anyway and said,"lf you want to go out and speed around 

the Grand Hanks and the Hamilton Bank, you can go to it but you are 

not going to find anything out there.' 

Apart altogether from the question of ownership, it is 

the belief of the government that there should be some fairly rigid 

restrictions and very lim1.ted licences. What I mean by "limited licences", 

licences to very limited areas. 'As a orovincial government we feel that 

if we have the kind of jurisdiction we think we should have, that we 

can then impose upon those who are doing the exploration off our shores 

an obligation to spend a great deal of money on shore. Because I feel 

if it be · left up to the oil comnanies to decide where they are going to 
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get their rigs repaired or where they are going to get their small 

boats re-paired, where they are going to get their supplies, the real 

beneficiary as far as Eastern Canada is concerned, is going to be 

Halifax and not some port in Newfoundland. Last week I saw that. 

I r;uess it was the ''Sedico J" coming into Halifax for the annual 

refit. I do not know but maybe she is too big to be refitted in 

Newfoundland, I do not know but certainly the oil companies are under 

no obligation right now to spend a nickel in Newfoundland. They 

are spending money here.I am told there is quite a community -

MR. ROBERTS: I am told they have driven the rent scales for large 

houses rates sky-high. 

MR. HICKMAN: Around St. John's. I have vet to meet a person who 

is employed on the oil rig but other people have. I am told there are 

quite a few here. 

Row far the province is prepared to go. Obviously we would be 

much happier to negotiate a settlement with the Government of Canada. 

How far we are prepared to go? I do not think it would be in the public 

interest even if I had the facts to say so at this time. 

As far as our legal position is concerned, we have taken advice 

from a constitutional lawyer,in either Ottawa or Toronto, whose name 

escapes me - (Does the honourable gentleman remember his name?) Then a 

Mr. Jennings -

MR. ROBERTS: Peter Jennings1 

MR. RICKMAN: Ivor Jennings. 

r-m. ROBERTS: Ivor Jennings. 

MR. HICKMAN: Ivor Jennings in Cambridge and there is a man in Harvard -

MR. ROBERTS: That is Sir Ivor Jennin11:s. 

MR. HICKMAN: Right, Sir Ivor. 

MR. ROBERTS: He is a great expert on parliament. 

MR. HICK!1AN: Yes, but he is also an expert on -

MR . ROBERTS: He has a shelf of books on parliament. 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes. There is a gentleman in not Harvard at Yale who 

has done some opinions for us. I cannot recall their names. 
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MR. RORERTS: The only other question 1 would ask on this is one that, 

l suspect it is the right olace. ~r. Robinette.what was he paid for 

the infamous 09inion where t,e told the government they had no criminal 

case a gainst the alleged owners of certain buildings rented to the 

liquor authorities? 

HR. HTCKl-'AN: I have to confess I gave that last year so I did not hr ing 

it along this vear. 

MR. RORF.RTS: Well okay then the bill, no further hills have been 

received in connection therewith? 

MR. HICKMAN: 

1-iR . ROBERTS: 

No, no, no. 

Ts the minister i oin$t to tahle the oninion now or '-'ill he 

~•ait until ,..e come into office to make it oul>lic? 

'IR. CllAIBNAN (DUNPHY): Shall 03-07 carried? 

On motion nJ-07 carried. 

MR . CllAIRMAN (DUNPHY): Shall nJ- 08 cany? 

!!JI . llf:ARY : Sir, Oh that is just a token vote. 

/\N no~. ~f.R : lnaudihle. 

MR. NF.ARY: This is one of the rinister's net projects, Sir. I 

wonder if the minister could tell us what he exoects under this heading . 

Tt is only a token vote , hut -

A~ HON • ~l'f.l-fflEP. : Inaudihle. 

MR . NF.ARY: Oh, no, ic is sso,noo. 

' IR. HICIOIAf!: No , no , SJ 00. nn. 

MR. NF.ARY : fine hundred dollars, a token vote . 

'9L HIC¥.!'1.AN: That is not ouite accurate. Last year we had a vote of 

$15,rtOCl. 

'1R. nEARY__;_ ¥es. 

MR. H.IC101AN: We could not spend it. 

MR. NF.ARY: I see. 

'IR. IUOO!AN: Because, you know there is no one more f rustrated than I 

am t rying to get t his Family 6u1dance 1\ct • It took us years to decide to 

bring it before t he House. As t he honourable r.entleman will recall. had< 
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in 1968 I wanted to bring it in and could never get on with it. Then we 

brought it in. The whole report envisages a great deal of local 

participation by various agencies. Our grant of $15,000 was designed 

to sort of get it off the ground. I have made three or four tries. 

Now the last one is a Mr. Hawkins and someone else. I was going to 

say some Mental Health Association has shown some interest. I have 

asked them if they will try and get if off the ground. We put in a 

token vote because if we can get it off the ground, then we have the 

authority to give them the money but if we did not spend it last year 

there is no point in putting in the same amount this year. 

MR. NEARY: I presume the minister is talking about implementing the 

recommendations of the Gushue Royal Commission. 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes, that is right. 

MR. NEARY: 1 wonder if the minister could tell us what kind of problems 

he is encountering because -

MR. HICKMAN: I cannot get the volunteers. 

'MR. NEARY: Is it getting the volunteer workers or? 

MR. HICKMAN: The voluntary participation, the people, the conmunity 

involved. 

MR. NEARY: But who is looking after it in the minister's department? 

Does the minister have this responsibility assigned to someone? 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes, Mrs. Noonan. 

MR. NEARY: To Mrs.? 

MR. HICKMAN: Noonan. 

MR. NEARY: Mrs. Noonan who is also one of the legal counsels in the 

minister's office. 

MR. HICRMAN: Yes. And who was also one of t~e researchers. In fact 

I believe that Chapter was done by her for the Gushue Report. 

MR. NEARY: Yes, she did play a major part I think and she specializes 

in this field I believe. 

So the problems really are getting the co-operation of the 

volunteer organizations, is this right? 

MR. HICKJ#AN: Yes. You almost think you have them and then you do not. 
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HR. NEARY: But the minister i ndicated last year that his department 

was goinR to hire a number of eJtPer t ROcial counsellors, ~raduates of 

universities. 

:-m. R!CKJ'IAN: Yes. 

MR . NF.ARY: He will remember t hat I made the point that it tnAJI conflict 

wit h the Minister of Rehabilftation and Recreation in his department or 

the Department o f Social Services. Sut there is no i ntention of buildinR 

uo a s taff in t hat department . 

MR . HICIQ-l~N: No. 

'IR. NEA'lY: It is purely a voluntaey thinR. 

MR. HICKMAN: Yes. 

HR. NF.ARY: Hell ROOd luck to him , that is all I can say. 

r'R . CHAIRMAN (DUNPRY): Shall 03- 08 carry? 

On motion 03-08 carried. 

On motion 03-09 carri.rd. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (DUNPHY): Shall 03-10 carry? 

MR. NEARY: ~r. Chairman, I presume this is in connection with the act 

for bnrri.nR Lhe nolicemen from moonlii:r,htinR . Ts this 1.•hat thiia is all 

about? Would the minister care to explain this? 

'4R. Hl CK'IAN : Yes. 'l'his Act, ;•r . Chairman, =s oassed in l'l70 and 

was not oroclaimed because we did no t have the r erulations . What it 1.s 

desiRned to do, it is a ROOd act, it is a uniform act it had nothinR to 

do with moonliRhtinr or nothi.nR to do wit h the Newfoundland r.onstabular y 

or 11nyone else , It Rives us the rlr.ht t o ser that anyone who is actin.P, 

as a security Ruard, you know , he has t o he bonded, he haa to be of good 

character, he has t o be - oh there i~ a lon~ fo rm set forth in the 

regulations.and he pays a licencinit 
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fee when he is licenced. What we do not want is, you know, until this 

Act was proclaimed I could go do,m and stick my name up as a security 

guard. Now I would be no more competent to act as a security guard 

and would he r,iven all kinds of responsibility and right of access to 

all sorts of buildings unhonded and everything else. This is what this 

is designed to do. Some how or other this was misinterpreted as meaning 

it had something to do with the Newfoundland Constabulary but it did not. 

M:R. NEARY: lfr. Chairman , would the minister then indicate if these 

Private investigators and security guards have to undergo any training 

before they are issued a licence or a pennit or whatever :It ii;? 

MR. HICKMAN: They do not undergo training. About the only thing we 

could do is make sure they are bonded and that they are physically fit 

and that sort of thing. 

MR. NEARY: In order words,there is really no difference now except 

they have to register with the minister's department. That is the only 

difference? 

Pay a couple of dollars. MR. HICKMAN: 

'MR. NEARY: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

There is no training course or anything like that? 

No, Sir. 

MR. NEARY: To be bonded, okay. 

~- CHAIRMAN (PUNPHY): Shall 03-10 carry? 

On motion 03-10 carried. 

On motion 03-11 through 03-12 carried. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (DUNPHY): Shall 03-13 carry? 

MR. NEARY: A breakdown of this one, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. RICKMAN: I am very proud of that vote, I see my friend sitting 

there who cannot say anything responsible, I know that he is proud of 

it too. That money is going to be used to enable the band of the 

Newfoundland Constabulary to give concerts around the province and at 

the same time I believe that somebody is going to be prudent enough 

out of that vote to find some money to enable them to buy some new 

instruments. 
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The Newfoundland Constabulary about three years apo decided to 

reactive the constabulary band which had heen in mothballs for, well 

I cannct remember, I have been oracticing law for twenty-five years, I 

cannot remember the band until it was resurrected two or three years 

~go. There is a band master, Mr. Osmond. I think it is Osmond or 

Osbourne - Osmond,who has done an excellent joh and he for a very 

modest sum has been training the band. Honourable gentlemen will recall 

that last year at Christmas the constabularv band performed on television. 

I was told by the network that it was one of the few demands they had 

from the viewers throughout the province for a repeat oerformance. 

Out of that vote will come, I hope, a well equipped band and give 

Newfoundlanders everywhere a chance to look at them. I commend the 

members of the constabulary who are memhers of the hand because they 

have agreed quite voluntarily to adjust their annual leave schedule in 

order to allow the band to travel during the summer months. That is 

what the $14,000 is for. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (DUNPHY): 

I hope the honourable member agrees. 

Shall 03-13 carry? 

~n motion 03-13 carried. 

On motion Head VII - Justice, carried, 

HEAD XIX .:.. ~IUNICIPAL AFFAIRS AND HOUSING 

HON. H. R. V. FARLE (~I INISTER OF MUNICIPAL ArFAI'RS AND ROUSING): Mr. 

Chairman in introducing my estimates for the Department of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing I would just like to make a few introductory remarks. 

It is nuite nossible that the Department of ~unicipal Affairs is one of 

the busiest in all of thP provincial government. It is also one of the 

most sensitive to nuhlic opinion because pe are dealing directly with 

the actual living conditions of oeonle in large and small places 

throughout the whole province. 

I should also like to say that it never fails to amaze me that 

we get so many peonle throughout the province serving on nrunicipal 

councils and putting in a lot of time, a lot of valuable time and giving 

a lot of good advice for nothing at all. There is nothing in which the 
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government gP.ts better value than it does from the trork and efforts 

of municipal councils throup.hout the nrovince. 

I would like to indicate a deep debt of gratitude to these 

people who do so much voluntary work for the province and very often 

I mjght say, Mr. Chajrman, with little or no thanks and more than often 

a great deal of criticism for what they are trying to do for their 

settlements. 

Now in my deoartment there are several sections of it which are 

of particular importance to the House and to the neople of Newfoundland. 

I would like to mention just a few of the hea,,ier ones and to make some 

comment on them. Probably the most contentious and most troublesome 

thing coming under my department at the present time is the Question of 

water and sewerage throur,hout the whole province. 

At the moment I think I havP. on my desk approximately eighty

two aoplications from different settlements reQuesting and almost 

demanding water and sewerage facilities. The fact is that in many of 

these places they have reached the stage where they are living in 

desperate pollution, drinkinr, water in many cases is not fit for human 

consumption and has to be boiled before using and in other places 

there is a dire shortage of drinking water, not to mention the terrific 

contaminatjon that has taken olace in many places sometimes through the 

supply of an adeQuate amount of water which in turn creates a tremendous 

sewerage disposal problem. 

It is a known fact that if we would service a community and give 

it only water and people use water much more freely, we automatically 

have to dispose of more sewerage and if they have not the proner 

facilities, which in most cases they have not, the whole communitv in 

many cases becomes completely contaminated and we have this condition to 

deal with in very many places. 

As I said there are pending at the present time approximately 

eighty-two applications in our department for this service and these 

vary from probably a minimum cost of $200,000 for an installation up 

to something over $2 million to $3 million. Conservatively estimating 
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at the present time, I would think we have over $30 million worth of 

work that urgently needs to be done. There is not that amount in the 

budget in comparison. Now when you look at my budget you do not actually 

see what is orovided for water and sewerage because most members 

understand that these are done by means of financing, in the first 

case, with hanks. The government tive guarantees usually on a five 

year period where the community can go and borrow from a h'Bilk and this 

can be paid off over the guarantee and then bonds are issued and the 

repayment is put on probably a forty year bond issue term. 

So that actually in my estimates there is nothing at all for 

water and sewerage systems. This will be done under the usual method 

of guarantees to communities. The amounts as you see them in there, 

I will explain of course how they are used and what they are used for. 

At the moment we have systems which we are committed to continue, 

totalling a value of nearly $6 million. These are projects which are 

partly underway, partly finished and which we are committed to finish 

hopefullv this vear or next year. So that immediately takes a big 

hite out of what we can do in the current year. 

Now tied with this there is also our programme,which this government 

reinstituted,of fifty/fifty cost shariPg basis in ~aving in communities. 

You will recall that the former government had this programme for some 

years and they cancelled it out, I think in 1967. This government 

reinstated it and for the past couple of years we have been helping 

communities on the basis of a shared cost of fifty/fifty on street 

naving within communities. 

Now this does not by anv means take care of the tremendous number 

of problems there are in local roads within communities. This is an 

on-going and very serious nroblem with us. It comes down to simnly 

this,that the majority of municipalities or small towns or community 

councils or local improvement districts simply do not have enough 

revenue or have no way of generating enough revenue to take care of the 

maintenance, snowclearing etc. on their local roads, roads within the 

community. 
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One of the things which have happened, on the formula of paying 

so much per head for the peonle in these communities it develops as a 

very unfair method because vou have communities with comparatively small 

population hut a long mileage of road or I say a comparatively large 

nopulation with a long milear.:e of road that are getting a very small 

r,rant. You have other places where a large population is getting a 

tremendous grant. So based on the head count and that type of payment 

it is not fair. 

I feel that we will have to and we are seriously studying this idea 

of bringing in a svstem of paying for mileage covered. It is a much 

fairer ;md equitable way to do things. 

As I say,my collaague,the Minister of Transportation and Com1nunica! ions, 

and myself have this under very careful study at the moment and we are 

coming up to r,overnment with some strong recommendations on it. 

This problem of dealing with local roads within the communities 

is particularly pertinent in unincorporated communities also because 

there again in most areas the Department of Transportation and Communications, 

possibly through lack of eouipment, certainly through the number of 

roads to he done,cannot possibly give them the attention that they should 

get. 

So this in itself, I am just mentioning it by the way,is a very, 

very troublesome and difficult problem and I might say a very expensive 

one which we have to deal with. 

Under my department there is a Division of Development Control. 

This is the protected roads and the building and development control 

throughout the province. This is probably the most contentious division 

that I have to deal with because nobody, I sav ''Nobody" can he convinced 

as a rule that if there application be turned down they should not he 

piven permission to build. All kinds of arguments can be put up by the 

person who has been turned down as to why he should be allowed to build 

in a certain place. If his father has had that land for one hundred years 

and the family has lived on it for generations, it is wide opened fields, 

it appears to him to be something that can be easily taken care off: he 

see no reason at all why he should be turned down. 
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Now I find that there are not a great many really contentious 

cases, Of the numbers that we handle, somewhat less than I think five 

per cent develop into really contentious cases but these are contentious 

cases. There is no way that you can persuade people that they are in 

the wrong. For that purpose we have an appeal board wherein if the 

departments turn down an application this can then go to an appeal board 

of independent people; they will decide if the ruling of the departments 

is correct. 

Incidentally I might say it is not just my department that deals 

with these, ~'hen you are talking about a building, it has to undergo 

inspection by health authorities to see that there is no danger of 

creatin~ pollution or anything of that nature. It also has to go 

through Transportation and Communications to see that it does not 

create a traffic hazard in the area where it is being built or any other 

danr.er to the public, Of course, 1t has to p.o through the Environment 

Control to see that it is not going to affect that in any way. 

But the final decision,after all that is done.does rest with my 

department and we are the people who hear the flak for it. Relieve me 

there 1s a lot of flak, there is a lot of comnlaint :In many ways. 

What I am doing at the present time, I have set un an interdepart

mental committee of top civil servants to discuss with my Director of 

nevelonment Control, ~r. non ~yan,to see if there is any need of changing 

our re!(ulations. to ,;ee if there is anythinr we can do to perhaps ease 

up on them somewhat or if not ease up on thel'l if it is essential that 

we keen them as they are. 

I am hopeful that that committee would also he in a position as 

time goes on to deal with the more contentious cases before they go to 

an anpeal board, to see if there is any .iustif:fcation at all for granting 

a permit. This committee is meeting now and shortly I hope will come 

up with some recommendations to me. 

Rut I might say in passing that in spite of the very heavy 

burden of criticism that that dettsion comes in for, it is one of 

the most essential in our province. We have a good record in Newfoundland, 

an excellent record of huildin!( control. In manv other places throughout 
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Canada they are envious of the fact that we have been able here to 

keep unslightly things off the highways or hazardous buildings off the 

highways and this sort of thing. Pe have done a good job. That 

d_ivision has done an excellent job in spite of its criticism. One 

of the most notable things in this province as compared with many other 

nrovinces of Canada is the way in which they have controlled highway 

signs. You can go in many parts of Canada where the highways are a 

mass of,forest of signs cutting out all scenic value and making it 

a most unattractive area. 

Well this division has been very active in controlling unwanted 

highway signs. Here again, when some chap sets up a motel or a 

tourist establishment or. something like that he cannot be told, he will 

not see the reason why he cannot put up all the signs he wants to out 

on the road somewhere. It is a very difficult and contentious problem. 

Of cause, you have to look at it from a service standpoint. The tourists 

coming into the country 111Ust be able to know where these places are 

located so that they can estimate what time they will get there, what 

sort of service is available and what generally is available to them. 

Along these lines the director of the division has come up to me 

with suggestions of particular places on the highwav where we can accumulate 

signs for a particular area so that tourists oi anybody who is not familiar 

with the area can come in and stop and see what is available in that 

area and where to go. I think this is an excellent idea. It is Quite 

likely that we will be acting on it in the near future. 

The other big operation in my department, of course, is the housing 

problem. The Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation, the St. 

John's Housing Corporation and the ~etro Board, the St. John's Metro Board 

all report to me. While I have mentioned in water and sewer and develonment 

control there are some vecy contentious subjects, at the present time 

with the rapid accelerating cost of ho111es to all our people I do not think 

there is anything which comes in for more criticism and more demand than 

the whole question of housing. 
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Actually our programme for this year was announced in the Budget 

but very hriefly dealt with,as it had to be in a budget. I would just 

like to read some further comments on the housing pro!';ramme - perhaps to 

clarify it somewhat. The housing progr8llDlle presented in this year's 

Budget,generally outlined on page 21.is the first attempt in this 

province to institute a complete housing programme. I might hasten to 

add, however, that the basic programme outlined does not cover the 

total housing needs of the province but it does go a long way towards 

providing housing for our people,based on subsidized payments which were 

intended to be at such a level that they could afford to nay. 

Of course, the hig factor which will affect the ability to pay 

is the high cost of housing. It had reached the point where it is 

impossible for the average citizen to meet such P. cost. 

There are two other areas which we have not yet been able to enter 

but hopefully this can be forthcoming as soon as we can get agreements 

with the federal government rep:arding cost. These are in the rehabilitation 

of older homes on a provincewide basis and a land subsidy Programme, Both 

of these I will deal 'With later. 

Returning to the nrogramme indicated in the Budget Speech,there 

are five main items. As a matter of fact, each is a programme in itself 

and will make a major contribution to housing starts not only for this 

year hut over the long term. 

The first programme is that of a banking of land sufficient for 

further development. Here we see during the next four years the need to 

obtain land sufficient for say a t'Wcnty year period. The provision of 

these lands under one ownership is of course one which will have to be 

handled with the greatest care because of the sneculative nature of 

such a orogramme. The Housing Cornoration who will be handling this 

"'111 use discretion at all times so that on one hand we are not paying 

highly speculative prices and the other hand are not harming the individual 

landowner. 

Two: We have embarked on an all-embracing programme to develop 

serviced residential land sufficient for 3,000 hous:lnp; units per year 

for the next four years. I might say that in the case of this _ 
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fiscal year, 1974-1975. The Housing Corporation has advanced its 

plans to the stage where we can confidentially look to meeting our 

goal for this year. 

These servicing programmes have a great deal of flexibility 

in that they not only relate to the usual federal provincial, seventy

five, twenty-five per cent agreement but to loans from the federal 

government to the province, In addition to direct lendin~ bv the Newfoundland 

and Labrador Housing Corporation from provincial funds to municipalities 

who can develop lots on their own. In the large areas of course we use 

federal funds but in certain cases where it is more practical to service 

say ten or twenty lots per year and where the municipality is capable 

of doing so, we work out financial arrangements with them so they can 

do the work. 

On the other hand, there are areas where the housing 

corporation handles the work directly. Again in the larger projects, 

the housing corporation borrows from the federal government on a 

ninety - ten loan arrangement or on a seventy-five - twenty-five per cent 

split. Needless for me to say that apart from the social benefits 

from such projects we are able to draw considerable money into the 

province,creating additional employment and all the attendant benefits. 

We also intend a crash programme to build or require an 

additional 1, 500 subsidized housing units. These are intended for 

the larger centers. The cost of housing of this nature is one that 

is causing the province and the federal government very considerable 

concern. It might be added at this point that in the larger centers 

outside St. John's, the prices which we have been quoted recently are 

so beyond our ability to meet that we are now reaasessing the effect 

of these costs. 

In St. John's hopefully we can still meet the costs and hope that 

the builders will respond to the efforts of the federal, provincial 

partnership in their tender and proposal calls. Subsidized rental 

housing is becoming less than the most efficient methods of housing 

people. On the other hand, in the larger eenters it will meet a 

need. We realize that some very considerable number of units ,·ill 

have to be built, hence the 1 , 500 that I mentioned. 
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In regard to the housing for small communities in rural 

areas,we were this year able to negotiate with the federal government 

an agreement based on a seventy-five - twenty-five per cent cost sharing 

arrangement whereby we can finance the construction of up to 700 

units in Newfoundland this year. Bearing in mind the inherent nature 

of our society in that home ownership is a basis of family security, 

this programme is intended to encourage the continuation of housing 

on a home ownership basis. 

The new concept of course is that we will subsidize the 

mortgage payments for people who are paying off their homes. The 

subsidy in regard to this agreement airounts to a reduction in interest 

rate in the first instance to a minimum which the partnership can 

carry. In addition we plan to make cash subsidy payments up to 

$400 a year. The federal government has agreed to a one year pilot 

project. We hope that by the end of this year the programme will have 

proven so successful that it will be continued. 

Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, this is the programme which I 

have mentioned a number of times under which last year we helped build 

414 h~uses. This year it has now been brought up to 700 houses. The 

amounts which can be lent have been substantially increased from $9,000 

last year up to about $17,500 this year. I think the committee will 

realize that under today's costs $9,000 may not go very far in the 

construction of a home. 

Probably the basic concept of a programme of this nature is 

that it is possible for any family to acquire a home regardless of 

their income if in the first instance they are rreparerl to accept 

the minimum housing but based on National Housing Act standards. On 

the other hand they are prepared to make other contributions in the 

way of labour, land and probably certain materials. 

The fifth programme we indicated was to institute provincial 

subsidies to match federal subsidies towards the payment of mortgeges 

on homes in any part of the province ~here the federal government is 

making the money available directly, more particularly as it could 

apply to the larger centers. For example, CMHC under their assisted 

home ownership plan at the appropriate interest rate will also contribute 
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up to $300 a year in subsidies towards mortgage payments. The province 

intends to match the federal contribution by making a further $300 

available towards mortgage payments, that is a total of $600 will be 

available all together, $600 per year. 

Here again we are subsidizing home ownership. This is a 

concept which both governments I know have entered into with a 

certain degree of trepidation. On the other hand, there is no 

comparison in the cost. to both governments and the sat·isfaction to 

the individual if such a progra)111lle be compared to subsidized rental 

units. 

I mentioned earlier that there are two areas where the 

government is concerned and I am personally very concerned where we 

have not been able to meet what are great needs. I refer in the 

first instance to the making available of money for rehabilitation 

on a provincewide basis. In the second instance, the subsidization 

of serviced land. In regards to money for rehabilitation, the benefits 

of the programme would be to enable individuals to retain their present 

home and renovate it to an acceptable standard. In this regard, the 

cost to house the family would be less. The psychological benefits 

of the retention of a family home would be evident and there would 

be a considerable saving on the valuable resources of the province 

by the use of the older material which is at present available. The 

problem faced is the great cost involved. 

I use the word rehabilitation because really our goal must 

always be to provide a housing unit that is adequate for a family as 

compared to repairinF shacks that in the end would not constitute good 

housing and in a very short time would require further expenditures. 

The problem however is being worked on very actively. I feel that the 

time is not far off when we will be able to announce a worth-while 

programme in this regard. 

In regard to land subsidy, I should first say that this 

description is really inadequate. What we are really working on and 

dev~loping is a land strategy programme for the province. In other 

words, the subsidization of land in itself is not sufficient as such 
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and must be tied in with a programme of subsidies related first to 

serviced land and secondly to specific areas so that we can encourage 

a reasonable development pattern in the province. 

May I hasten to add that this does not mean to say that we 

are talking about resettlement under another name, It means however 

that in a given conununity under our land servicing programme of 

3,000 units a year we develop areas that are satisfactory to the local 

council and that as a result at what may be termed reasonable cost to 

the purchaser. This should contribute an overall good planning within 

the municipalities and the province. What I am really saying is that 

a land strategy programme should relate to the sensible development 

of communities. It does not particularly relate to the location of 

the community itself. 

I feel the needs of given communities will be dicated to by 

the economic and social advances of that community rather than any 

hard-and-fast programming by our government at any time. This, Mr. 

Chairman, is just a brief enlargement on the housing programme for 

this year. 

~ow, as we go down through the estimates I am prepared to 

deal in detail with any questions that may be asked. 

NR. F. ROWE: Mr. Chairman, the minister mentioned that his particular 

department is probably the busiest department and most sensitive 

department of government and I tend to agree with him. I think it 

could be placed on a par with the Social Services Department and the 

Department of Education and the Highways Department or the Department 

of Transportation and Communications simply because that department 

deals with the bread and butter issues of the province, the provision 

of public and social services. 

Now, the minister paid a debt of gratitude to the people 

serving on the various councils and local improvement districts 

throughout the province. I wish, Sir, I could say that the various 

councils and local improvement districts feel the same way towards 

the minister's department and the government as a result of the 

action or lack of action that has taken place over the last two and 

a half years. The minister in his opening remarks did list off a 
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number of problems facing his ,lepartment and facing the various 

co111111unities of Newfoundland. }!r. Chairman, I do not think that the 

minister at all came up with any enlightening news with respect to 

the solution of these particular problems. We have been waiting 

now for two and a half years for the solutions to the various problems 

facing the various co111111unities and towns and cities throughtout this 

province. We have yet to hear of any breakthrough with respect to 

the solution of these problems other than studies that have been 

conducted by the minister's department. We have seen very little 

action from the department with respect to increased expenditure 

for the solution of water and sewerage problems, water supply systems, 

paving and upgrading of local roads and winter maintenance and summer 

maintenance of toads within these various co111111unities. 

Sir, I have to refer to the various Throne Speeches that 

were presented by the government on three occasions respecting the 

Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing. In the first Throne Speech, 

delivered in !·!arch, 1972 reference was made to the rapid growth in 

number of councils which have become incorporated under the Local 

Government Act and which stated that this was most encouraging. To 

quote further, "As a very important part of my government's policy 

to improve the quality of administration, My ministers recognize the 

need to strengthen the Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing 

by establishing regional offices in the larger strategic locations 

in the province." 

I would like, Mr. Chairman, for the minister to indicate to 

the collllllittee how many of these regional offices of the Department of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing have been set up throughout the province, 

where they have been set up and the number of people on the staff of 

these various regional offices and whether indeed they have in fact 

been set up,because this was a promise, a commitment made via television 

during a Throne Speech which turned out to be the election manifesto 

for the Progressive Conservative Administration in March of 1972. 

The Thone Speech also contained in it, quoting again, 

''The question of providing additional financial assistance to municipalities 
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has received very serious consideration. In view of the fact that 

the Newfoundland Federation of Municipalities has recommended to the 

government that the ceiling on revenue grants paid to municipalities 

be raised, my ministers have decided to remove the $75,000 ceiling and 

to increase this figure to $10(),000." 

Now, }!r. Chairman, the following year in spite of this 

new policy . of removing the $75,000 ceiling and increasing it to $100,000, 

the counnittee saw during the consideration of the estimates that the 

actual grants to the councils or the municipalities did not increase. 

The total vote in that area did not increase that year although the 

people of Newfoundland were told that the ceiling had been raised 

from $75,000 to $100,000. 

In a later Throne Speech, to put my remarks in a proper 

prospective, Mr. Chairman, on January, 1973, quoting again from 

that second speech, "The forecast for the coming year is promisirg 

in the field of municipal government. The groundwork has been laid 

and the framework established for a whole new concept in local 

government including a royal commission on that matter." A reference 

was made to the St. John's urban, regional study, the study into the 

Town of Stephenville, Harmon Complex and also Grand Falls or Grand 

Falls - Winsor study. 

":1-!y government has requested the reports of all these 

groups by the fall of this year." That was in 1973. I would like 

for the minister to indicate to the committee, ¥r. Chairman, what 

the status of these various reports or studies or commissions is and 

whether the reports have been received, what action has been taken bv 

the Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing to carry out the 

recommendations of these various studies, commissions and/or reports. 

Again in a later Throne Speech, Mr. Chairman, January, 1974, 

quoting again, "The responsibility for complete development of our 

resources rests with local authorities as well as the provincial and 

federal governments. The ensuing year may well be a crucial one for 

local government within our province." This is two and a half years 

later. ;·My government awaits the report of the Royal Connnission on 
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Municipal Government which is expected shortly and which together with 

the report of the Planning Task Force on Community Service Standards will 

produce a comprehensive over-view of all aspects of local government 

and community development. These studies constitute the first comprehensive 

overall scrutiny of local government within the province. My ministers 

look to them to provide a development plan for the future. It is expected 

that measures will be brought before you in this session to give effect 

to some of the recommendations arising from these studies." 

Now, Mr. Chairman, what I tried to indicate here is that 

this theme has been developed over the past three Throne Speeches, over 

the past two and a half years, raising the expectations of the people 

of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, raising the expectations 

of the various local improvement districts and the councils that there 

is going to be a great breakthrough in the area of local or regional 

government and presumably something concrete would come out of it. 

So far,one of the major criticisms I feel that can be directed 

at the various ministers of Municipal Affairs and Housing and the 

department and the government in general is that the people of Newfoundland 

are still waiting with bated breath, not only for the recounnendations of 

these studies but for action that would result from these studies that 

would improve the quality of life in the various communities throughout 

this province be they large or small. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I have been making representation on 

behalf of a number of co1m11unities,particularly in my own district, for 

incorporation ever since I was first elected. We keep getting back -

the delegations that have been into the minister's office or into 

the office of various officials of the minister's office - this answer 

that the government is still awaiting the Royal CoUD11ission on Regional 

Government or Municipal Government or whatever it is called. 

}Ir. Chairman, I would like to ask the minister this basic 

question that I will put to him in oral question period. Is there or 

is there not a freeze on the establishment of councils or local improve

ment districts and/or local improvement districts in this province? 

Will the minister clearly define for this committee what the policy 
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of the department is wi.th respect to the incorporation of communities 

in this province? Because, Mr. Chairman, to ·take one example. the 

example that I am most familiar wich.riy own district, there are thirty 

small communities in t he district of St. Barbe North. I am usi.ng this 

as an example because I am sure St. Barbe North is not totally unique 

compared to other provincial districts in this province. There 

are t hirty smrll communities, thr.ee of which are incorporated. The 

other twenty-se ven communities are unincorporated co.mmunities and one 

questions the functioning of the three districts that are in fact 

incorporated. 

All I know, )!r. Chairman, is that in the communities of 

this particular distl'.ict,as must be the case in other communities, 

there is total. and utter chaos. 
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There is no direction, no guidance and the people in the various 

conmrunities are left on their own with respect to getting 

a proper water and sewer system - not even a water and sewer 

system, Mr.Chairman, just a water supply system, getting a drop 

of water into their homes. There is confusion with respect to who 

is responsible for the su111D1er maintenance of roads in these communities 

the winter maintenance or plowing of these roads during the winter 

months of the year. There is confusion with respect to whether or 

not the vehicles or the equipment of the Department of Transportation 

and Communications or the Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing 

is responsible for financing what we call the'bullying"of a section 

going into an individual's home,in order that the oil can be delivered 

to these homes. Most of these homes in certain co11111unities are 

.further than the length of the hose of the oil truck. 

What I am trying to say, Mr. Chairman, in giving 

those little details that may not seem to be very dramatic but 

to take them in their total, all those little, nitty-gritty problems 

when put together in an individual community and then when one takes 

twenty-seven unincorporated communities and put them together, one 

must realize that there is a very critical and a very serious problem 

in these rural communities in Newfoundland. The people of the province, 

particularly in rural Newfoundland have been waiting anxiously for 

two and one-half years now for some solution or for some guidance 

to these particular problems. They have been waiting most anxiously, 

Mr. Chairman, simply because in three throne speeches (I single out 

the first manifesto television campaign, election throne speech that 

was delivered on March 1.) the people of Newfoundland were given 

every indication that with the change of administration that municipal 

problems would end overnight. That was the impression that was left. 

We have seen quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, nothing but studies, a promise 

to look at the problems. We have been told that we have to await 

various commission reports and their recommendations. 
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I would like for the minister to rationalize 

the lack of action, particularly in rural Newfoundland, with 

respect to giving these people some kind of guidance , direction, 

structure and strategy with respect to regional or local government . 

Mr. Chairman, I would like for the minister to 

indicate when this royal commission is going to be completed. How 

long will it take to act on it? Do we have to wait for the next 

provincial election and see the recommendations of this royal 

commission as a number of planks in the platform of this administration? 

Are we going to see action before that point? I would like for the 

minister to say a few words about regional and local government. 

I am going to ask the minister a number of questions. 

I take it that the minister is jotting down the first question of 

a series. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR, F. B. ROWE: The second reference that I would like to make, 

Mr. Chairman, is to this Development Control Division. My colleagues 

and myself realize that this province,as should any province in 

Canada, should have some control over building, whether it is private 

homes or building establishments, building of any kind. There should 

be some control so that one does not have uncontrolled buildings 

going up all over the place. 

Mr. Chairman, the minister was quite correct 

in stating that the Development Control Division is probably the 

most troublesome, the most controversial division of his department, 

if I am stating it more or less correctly. Mr. Chairman, I 

can think of two reasons or probably three reasons why this 

trouble exists. We have a Development Control Division in 

some cases which is applying rules and regulations to certain 

areas of the province, such as very small communities spread out 

along a coastline with all kinds of available land, and rules and 
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regulations that are really set up to apply to major growth 

areas,such as around the Port au Choix Area. I note that the 

\onourable House Leader is smiling away again, Mr. Chairman, with 

his great knowledge of rural Newfoundland, I am sure he understands 

the situation in Port au Choix, Savage Cove and in Angel's Cove. 

Mr. Chairman, I think one of the basic problems 

with the Development Control Division is that the regulations are 

not flexible enough and that regulations and rules that are 

being applied,rightly so to major growth areas such as the Port 

Saunders Area, the Port au Chaix Area and the Hawkes Bay Area, are 

also being applied to thirty small communities to the north that 

are anything but major growth areas. As a matter of fact, in some 

' cases it might be the very opposite of growth areas. These same 

regulations are being applied to these very small co11111111nities. I 

think more flexibility needs to be built in to the regulations. 

I think that that is one major problem with the Development Control 

Division. 

Mr. Chairman, another major problem is the simple 

fact, as I suggested,which exists with respect to the Employment 

Opportunities Division of the Department of Social Services,last 

evening. The Development Control Division simply does not have 

the manpower. It simply does not have the manpower to implement 

the rules and regulations that they operate on. There is still, 

Mr. Chairman, a negative feeling on the part of the people towards 

the Development Control Division. About the only time that a citizen 

hears from the Development Control Division is when this division 

has said, "Your permit to build has been turned down for certain 

reasons." 

Mr. Chairman, I would rather see the Development 

Control Division be something a little bit more positive. I would 

rather see more personnel working in the division. I would rather 
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see more offices spread throughout particularly rural Newfoundland. 

How one office and a few individuals can take care of the area from 

Port aux Basques to Baie Verte to St. Anthony is beyond my 

comprehension. I think that individuals should be spread throughout 

that particular jurisdiction from Port aux Basques· to Baie Verte 

to St. Anthony. There should be individuals stationed instead of 

travelling to these areas from time to time. We have cases now 

where the appeal board's individuals will not go to the Great 

Northern Peninsula to hear appeals. What is the reason, Mr. Chainan? 

The roads are too bad. These same individuals are expected to 

leave their homes up on the Great Northern Peninsula and beat, swim, 

(they really require amphibious craft to get to Corner Brook) to 

Corner Brook to meet with the appeal board. 

What we need are more individuals in the Development Control 

Division, more accessibility to the appeal board, an attitude on the• part 

of the Development Control Division. Now I am not criticizing the individuals in 

Development Control Division,because they are simply understaffed. 

If we had more staff in the Development Control Division, I am sure 

that they could go out into the field and give positive guidance to 

individuals who wish to build. Suggest to them; "Well, here are the 

things that are undesirable with respect to locating in certain 

places and here are the things that are most desirable. If one 

should build here here, there, there, there and there, there is 

less likelihood that one is going to get a waterline to these homes 

within a reasonable period of time because if one were building along 

in a nice, straight line or a relatively concentrated block, it would 

be more easy to service these homes with water and to put a road in 

there and have it maintained during the winter." 

Mr. Chairman, these are two criticisms that I 

have of the Development Control Division. I think with an increase 
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in manpower and more flexible rules, it could solve an awful lot 

of hard feelings or controversy surrounding that particular division. 

Mr. Chairman, the third criticism that I have of 

the division, not of the division but of the Department of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing really or the government as a whole 

because it involves a number of departments, is the length of time 

that it takes to process the applications for permits to build. 

Now the Minister of Forestry and Agriculture 

gave a slight ray of hope there in a statement that he made 

earlier in the session when he said something along the lines 

that any applications that are made for permits to build and that 

are referred to the Crown Lands Division will be dealt with or 

processed within a certain time, I think the minister indicated 

two or three weekR or somewhere along these lines. If the 

Development Control Division had not heard back from the Crown 

Lands Division within a certain period of time, it would be assumed 

by the Development Control Division that there is no objection 

on the part of the Crown Lands Division. It is something along these 

lines. 

MR. MAYNARD: 

MR. F. B. ROWE: 

Either way around. 

Either way around? 

As a point of clarification, would the minister 

mind explaining that? 

MR. MAYNARD: Mr. Chairman, what I said was that people who are 

making applications for crown land on which to build, the normal 

practice over the years has been that we would refer the application 

out to various departments and sit and wait until they came back with 

an answer. Right now what we are doing is giving all departments 

thirty days in which to reply. If they do not reply, we automatically 

assume that they have no objections and the lease of crown land goes out. 
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MR. F. B. ROWE: Well, I hope that that is true, Mr. Chairman. 

I hope that from now on any person who is making application for 

a piece of crown land to buy does not have to wait any more than 

that thirty days. This has been one of the major problems, referring 

it to the Department of Health, the Clean, Air, Soil and Water 

Authority, a municipal body, the Department of Highways and this 

sort of a thing. 

Mr. Chairman, I sincerely hope that the 

mechanism that has been used in the past and which this present 

administration did indeed inherit has been streamlined or has 

sp~eded up so that the people do not have to wait for up to two 

years in order to get an application to build approved. 

Now I will pass a compliment along to the 

minister and the deputy minister,seeing that the deputy minister 

is in the chamber as well . There were a number of individual 

cases that I went to the minister and the deputy minister with 

and which they were most helpful on. I appreciate the action 

that they took and I realize the precedents that they might be 

setting. It was a dangerous precedent in a number of cases. However, 

they did personally help me out on behalf of a number of my constituents 

with respect to straightening out certain applications to build, to 

hook up electricity and this sort of a thing. 

Mr. Chairman, the problem still remains, 

with respect to permits to build in the Development Control Division. 

that of being understaffed,too large a jurisdiction to covet:. 

Hopefully now the delays in processing will be shortened because 

of what the Minister of Forestry and Agriculture has said. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn to 

water services in this province. The government has been a complete 

disaster with respect to the provision of water supply systems to 

the unincorporated communities of this province. I say the government, 
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Sir, because it has been passed back and forth from the original 

Department of Community and Social Development, I think then to 

Rural Development and then I think back to Municipal Affairs 

and Housing. Now it is my understanding that after two years 

of no vote in the estimates for water services and very little 

action that finally the provision of water supply systems to 

unincorporated communities now comes under the Department of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing,under the division labelled 1906-

water services. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I note in the vote for 

community water services (this is presumably for unincorporated 

communities) there is a vote of $600,000 for this coming year. 

Last year it was $4JS,OOO. Mr. Chairman, I think I can quite 

honestly say that for all intents and purposes the provision of 

water supply systems to unincorporated areas and the communities 

of the province has been virtually cut · off over the past couple of 

years relative to the expenditures that took place during the 

year previous to the installation of this particular administration. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I can well understand the need 

for study and another look at the provision of these water 

systems. I know that in my own district the installation of these 

water systems were somewhat of a disaster because of the supervision 

and the nature of the water supply systems themselves and the time of 

the year in which they were installed. I notice that for my own 

district and there are others, rural districts,in the s-e boat, 

that the total preliminary cost estimate for the provision of water 

systems, water supply systems in that district alone and for which 

preliminary designs or final designs have been completed, the total 

cost comes to just over $300,000. The total vote for community · 

water services is $600,000. Now obviously. Mr. Chairman, that 

vote is desperately inadequate for the provision of water supply 

systems for unincorporated communities throughout this province. 
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Now, Mr. Chairin&n, after two and one-half years or 

a virtual standstill •on the provision of these systenm, although it 

is not withil\c my power to do ao, obviously this vote should be 

drastic,u.ly in.creased in order to provide these watel." systems. 

Mr. Chairiiian, anothel." thing tha.t d;f.stul."bs •me is 

the fact tbat I understand lllembel."s have been asked to gj.ve a 

priority list on the commun.ities that should 1."eceive t).'iese water 

supply systems. I have been provided with a list of eighteen communitie.s 

for which final designs have been completed and I have been asked 

to indicate what communities are for the priority list for 

the provision of water supply systems in the.se communities. 

Mr. Chairman., there is no way that I can indicate 

what ~ommunity has a higher priority for water than another 

community in my own district. 
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I submit, Mr. Chairman, there is no way any other member of 

this Committee can indicate to the minister what community has the 

hip.her priority over another. A community is a community, water is 

water, people are people. They all need the water to the same extent. 

I would recommend after two years of studying and I give the 

m1nister credit for having had a consultinp. firm come into tl-e province 

and conduct a study or make recommendations with respect to the 

establishment of water systems in cold temperature areas, I think that 

is badly needed and presumably these final designs that have been 

completed are based on water systems,in thts particular case, for cold 

temperature areas. 

I commend the minister for having done this study or having this 

study completed. Presumably we will see sunerior water supply systems 

in these unincorporated communities. Although I commend him for that, 

I have to condemn the minister for not having provided sufficient funds 

for the installation of these systems during this coming year after two 

years of waiting. 

One other point that I might make, Mr. Chairman, is - well it is 

a question. What is the mintster planning to do about the St. John's 

Water Supply system? I understand the city is fast running into 

problems in resnect to the water supply. Has the minister met with the 

council, the St. John's City Council,to discuss this problem. Or is the 

minister going to do what a number of his colleagues have done during 

this session and that is try to pass the buck over to Ottawa with respect 

to improving or increasing the capability of the water supply system in 

St. John's? 

A counle of other questions; Hr. Chairman, the housing problem in 

this province. This was on~ of the major planks of the minister's 

administration in seeking election, the solution of the housing problem 

in this province. The minister read at some lenp.th there a statement 

rer;ardiqg housing. I wonder if the minister could indicate to the 

Co11DTiittee t.1hat federal contribution is in this housinr; programme? What 

the total federal collDTiitment is and what the total nrovincial commitment 
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is? 

I mentioned the business of regional offices established 

throughout the province and I mention this business of the ceilinr, 

going from $75,000 to $100,000. I would like for the minii,;ter to have 

a word on the government's init:lative to formulate a policy of cost

sharing for the pav:1.ng of streets :In incornorated communities. What 

exoenditure is involved there? What the requests :irP, the needB are 

comnared to ~,hat the m:lnister can nrov:lde? This is the huisiness of 

the cost-sharing agreements for the paving of roads in incorporated 

areas. I was wondering if the minister oould indicate what applications 

or what requests have been made and the degree to which the minister's 

off1ce can meet these ret1t1P,sts during the com:lnr: year? I would like for 

the minister to comment on this whole business. 

Again this comes from the Throne Speech manifesto of March 1,1972, where 

the government maintained that "hen a person is removed fro111 his home 

through any urhan renewal develooment that this person has the right to 

move into a comoarable home from which he had moved. This is the subject 

of a private member's bill at the present time but I would like for the 

mini.ster to comment on it. 

I would like for the minister to comment on the FDM's nromise, 

the honourahle the Premier'is promise, during the camoai~ of 1971, 

on October 26 specifically, when the Premier promised to establish an 

industrial nark for Corner Brook. r.ould the minister indicate the 

status of that industrail nark at the present time? What the private 

sector contribution :Is? What the ~rovincial government contribution is? 

What the federal government contribution is? 

Could the m:lnister also :Indicate or comment on the statements 

or resolut:lon made at a Progressive Conservative Convention on May 16, 

1'?70, in l-•hich it was stated that an adequate Policy of land grants to 

residents of the Island of Newfoundland will be made available to those 

people willing to take up long-term residence in Labrador? This was 

a resolution comin~ out of the Pro~ressive Conservative Convention on 

May 16, 1970, an adequate policy of land grants to residents of the 

Island of Newfoundland willing to take up long-term residence in Labrador. 
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I think the minister indicated or commented on the revision of 

the function of the government of the Housing Corporations. This was 

a camnaign statement made by the Hon. Premier, October 21, 1971 , when 

the Premier sa:!.d that the functioning of the Housing Con,oration will 

be revised by the government. 

Twas wondering if the minister could comment once aga:ln on a 

campaign statement made hy the Ron. Premier on October 21, 1971. 

when the Premier said the Progressive Conservatives will provide 

serviced land in urhan areas - serviced land in urban areas. Could 

the minister indicate where and what urban areas serviced land has 

been provided? 

heen? 

What the federal and provincial contribution has 

'T'he Premier also promised that serviced buildinF; lots will be 

provided in other growth areas - serviced buildin11: lots will be provided 

in other growth areas. Could the minister indicate to the Committee, 

Mr. Chairman, what growth areas have been provided with serviced building 

lots? What the federal and the provincial contribution was in each 

case? 

The Premier also promised durin11; that campaign that he would 

prepare and imnlement urban renewal schemes where possible. Would 

the minister be ore.pared to table a list of all the urban renewal 

schemes that have taken place since October 21, 1971? And again what 

the federal and nrovincial contributions have been? 

Also durinp, that campaign the Premier promised to end the policy 

of government subsidization of slum landlords. Vouid the minister care 

to indicate to the Committee what action has been taken by the government 

to end the policy of so-called government subsidization of slum landlords? 

~tr. Chairman, there were a fair number of commitments made during 

that campaign. The Premier said at the time that the Progressive 

Conservatives would provide low-interest loans to improve existing olaer 

homes. This statement was made in Corner Brook, October 21, 1971. 

Also in rorner Brook the Progressive Conservatives said the Premier 

would orovive a concentration of low rental housing and imnroved housing 
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for those on social assistance. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I ask the honourable minister to providE' some 

answers to the Committee relating to his estimates but I felt moved 

to remind the administration on the other side of some of the commitments 

that were made prior to March 1, 1972. I would like the minister to 

give a progress report on all those great new plans and policies that 

were going to be implemented once this honourable administration had the 

opportunity of administering the orovince. 

So probably, Mr. Chairman, we could call it 1:00 P.M. and 

give the minister an opportunity to get together the answers. 

AN HON. ~IEMBY.R : Inaudible. 

MR. ROWE, F. B. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. ROWE, F. B. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. ROWE , F. R. 

Well I am Rure that the minister -

Inaudible. 

No, I will not kill the time, ~r. Chairman, 

Inaudible. 

I must say, Mr. Chairman; you notice my nonpartisan 

approach to the question of the minister because there are some things 

that the minister has done that he can be commended for but I would 

suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the people of Newfoundland are extremely 

disappointed in the performance of the administration with regards to 

nunicipal Affairs and Rousinp.: in this province. F.xoectations were raised 

greatly in October 1971, in March 1972 and we have heard nothing but 

statements of studies taking place and where we have had action, Mr. 

Chairman, I would submit that it has been the result of the fact that 

the federal government in Ottawa had been willing to kick in a substantial 

amount of money. 

Y.r. Chairman, I cannot really understand why the federal government 

are so kind to the provincial government of Newfoundland because they 

always get a slao in the iace from either the Premier or the Hon. Minister 

of Finance at every opportunity. So I wonld like the minister to 

comment on some of the questions and remarks and observations that I made 

over the past few minutes. 
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MR. W. W. MARSHALL: It now being 1:00 P.M., Mr. Chairman,, but just 

before we go, the honourable Member for St. Barbe North when he is 

talking about expectatiotµ; failed to reveal the great expectations 

that were ridden by his brother, the Member fo:r White Bay South, when 

he :l.ncited the people to write in about modern s.ewerage, because of the 

great gifts that were:·coming from the Greeks Gods in Ottawa. 

But on that note, I think perhaps we will call it 1:00 P.M. 

we cannot go on with anything else because it is 1:00 P.M. It is 

1:00 P.M., Mr. Chairman -

MR. CHAIRMAN: (DUNPHY}: 

&11111\ittee. 

It now being 1:00 P,M. I will adjourn the 

AN RON. MEMBER: Inaudible . 

MR. CHAIRMAN (DUNl'JIY): Order p.lease! 

I do now leave the Chair until 3:00 P.M. this afternoon. 
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The Committee resumed at 3:00 P.M. 

Mr. Chairman in the Chair. 

MR. CHAIR}!AN (MR. STAGG): Order, please! 

IB-1 

Before commencing this afternoon's discussion I would like 

to welcome to the galleries approximately seven Grade VII and Grade 

VII students from Balbo Elementary School at Shoal Harbour,with their 

teachers, Frazer Russell and William Day. 

Also visiting from Peacock Academy, Happy Valley, Labrador, 

accompanied by students from the Beaconfields School in St. John's, 

approximately eighteen students - that would be nine from each 

institution - with their teachers, Mr. Penny and Mr. Ennis. 

On behalf of members of the Hm~se of Assembly, I welcome 

you to the galleries this afternoon. I trust that your visit here 

will be interesting and informative. 

For your further information we are this afternoon discussing 

estimates of expenditure, proposed expenditure under the Department 

of Municipal Affairs and Housing. 

The honourable the Minister of · Mutticipal Affairs and 

Housing. 

MR. EARLE: Mr. Chairman, before we broke up for lunch the honourable 

member for St. Barbe North posed a great many questions, many of which 

I think would take probably a weeks good research to answer properly 

and in proper order. I have done the best I can. I have a note of 

his questions and will try to answer them as concisely as I can. If 

I should happen to miss any, I have no doubt the members of the opposition 

shall ask them again. 

His opening remarks in particular dealt with or tried to deal 

with the so-called lack of activity at this department in recent years, 

since this government took over. It is rather ironic and completely 

foolish that he should come put with such a statement because when 

I was asked to take over the Department of Municipal Affairs and 

Housing I checked with the minister who is now the Minister of Fisheries 

to see how things were down there and just what I was facing. I was 

informed that the department had been virtually a poor relation for 
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the past ten years. It had been almost completely neglected. There 

were many , many projects started, a great deal of money expended but 

there was not the supporting staff given to the department so that any 

of this stuff could he properly controlled or properly handled. 

The first thing we had to do on taking over was to try to 

clean up that awful mess, to try to get the department functioning 

properly. There had been no senior staff appointments for many, many 

years. The department handling millions of dollars and water and 

sewer projects and street paving and so on was struggling along on 

the same staff literally that it had had for several years before 

hand. This was particularly disasterous prior to the 1971 election. 

In the year of the 1971 election the lid was off completely. 

Municipal projects are supposed to be great vote getters and literally 

the Liberals at that time just took the lid off without any regard 

as to what the result would be. For instance, in that year of 1971 

by far the greatest expenditure on water and sewer systems and street 

paving was engaged in just prior to the election. There was something 

like $20 million spent that year without any sensible regard at all 

as to how it was to be done. 

Now. leading up to that, just to establish a pattern: I am 

just trying to establish the proof here,which is not too hard to do, 

that things were in a chaotic state. Prior to these years in water 

and sewer and street paving projects, I can give a list right from 

1960 right through to 1973 of how the things were handled. In 1960 

on water and sewer there was only $126,000 spent. The next year it 

jumped to $2 million. In 1962 it was $4.8 million and in 1963 $5 million. 

That year the shared-cost road paving programme came into being and 

a million dollars was spent on road paving during that year. So, 

the total expenditure on water and sewer in 1963 was $5.3 million and 

approximately a million dollars on street paving in towns. 

The next year it was approximately $4 million and $1 million. 

The following year it was $4 million and $800,000. So, we can see 

for these three years the amounts spent, 1963, 1964, 1965 and 1966 

were fairly consistent,in the $4 million to $5 million bracket which 
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was spent on these projects. 

In 1967 the expenditure went to just over $6 million. In 

1968 for some unknown reason it dropped down to $3 million. Then 

the subsidy, the agreed cost-sharing on roads programme was dropped but 

strangely enough the work on water and sewerbwas also very low for 

1969 and 1970. In 1969 it was $475,000 and in 1970 it was $4.7 million. 

This is just to point up my argument of what I said before. That was 

1969 and 1970, $475,000 and the following year $4.7 million. 

Then all of the sudden, bingo, 1971 hit and $20,485,000 

was spent that year. This is when the thing went complet~ly crazy. 

Now, the only reason I am producing these figures is that the 

honourable member said that since this government took over we have 

done practically nothing, that we have been at a stand still. 

Let me just quote a few figures to refute that. In the 

1972-1973 year on water and sewer and on street paving this government 

spent $26 million. We topped the big election year of 1971 but we 

did not quite reach the total of the two years at that time but very 

close to it. Yes we did. Actually we went $2 million over. We went 

$2 million over 1971 and 1970 since in the two following years when 

this government took over it spent $26 million as against $24 million 

for those previous two years. So I do not think any~ody can say 

that there was any slowing do~m activity. In fact it accelerated 

very considerably during that period. 

Of course, I already said this morning that what we are 

facing this year is a very heavy and considerable expenditure,providing 

the House of course votes me the power to spend the r.oney and the 

authority tv do so. 

Now, just to break this down a little bit further for the 

information of the committee: The places where we have been active 

in what has been done can by no means be construed as Progressive 

Conservative districts as against Liberal distticts. It has been 

general all over the province. There has been no distinction made 

and we have treated everybody alike. In en-operation with DREE on 

DREE water and sewer programmes we spent $7,900,000. 
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On the water and sewer and street paving programmes,.just 

to give you some idea: Bay de Verde , street paving, $50,000; Bonavista 

North, Badger ' s Quay, $285,000; Hare Bay, $1 million; Wareham, $200,000; 

Wesleyville, $110,000; for a total of $1,603 , 000 on water and sewer 

in that district of Bonavista North. Bonavista North,in case the committee 

does not realize,is not generally termed to be a Progressive Conservative 

district. 

Now in Bonavista South they did not come off quite as well. 

In Bonavista South we do have a member. In his district during those 

two years there was only Sl,325,000 spent. Burgeo and La Poile - it 

was all confined to Port aux Basques, Channel-Port aux Basques where 

$405 , 000 was spent on water and sewer. The district of Burin - my good 

friend, the 1-finister of Justice, always seems to be able to get his 

edge in quite well. I must say he does an excellent job for his 

district. We spent on street paving in Burin, $400,000; Fortune, 

$600,000; Grand Bank, $150,000; St. Lawrence, $40,000. On water 

and sewer in Grand Bank, $600,000; Lawn, $250,000; for a total of 

$2,040,000. 

Carbonear and Victoria rec,-. ived $1,213,,000. Fogo is not 

a notorious Progressive Conservative district. Fogo did not 4o to 

badly. They got $965,000 in two places, Carmanville and Musgrave Harbour, 

all of which was on water and sewer. Grand Falls is a big area with 

a large population. There is a great deal of work still to be done 

there. In Grand Falls we spent $430,000 . Gander had water systems 

in Appleton, Bishop's Falls , Botwood, Peterview and road paving in 

Botwood and Glenwood,for a total of $970,000. 

In Green Bay, Nippers Harbour, $205,000; Kings Point, $50,000; 

Springdale, $100,000; and $200,000 on street paving in Springdale for 

a total of $555,000 . In Humber West, $700 , 000 on water and sewer and 

$1,300,000 on roads for a total of $2 million. In Humber Kast, Deer 

Lake, $495,000 on water and sewer, $350,000 on road paving; and 

Howley, $90,000 on water and sewer for a total of $935,000. 

Harbour Grace had a total of $1,770,000. This was $200,000 

only for street paving. The rest was on water and sewer. In Harbour 

Main all of the money was spent in Holyrood to the extent of $300,000 
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on water and sewer. In Hermitage district quite a fair amount of 

money was spent. Milltown, $1 million; St. Alban's, $650,000; and 

on street paving, $75,000 for a total of $1,¥25,000. 

IB-5 

In Labrador North, Happy Valley, $200,000 on street paving. 

Lewisporte district, $155,000 on street paving, $650,000 on water 

and sewer. In Placentia East, Dunville, $70,000 water and sewer; 

Placentia, $1.1 million. That is a total of $1,170,000 . In 

Marystown, $170,000 on street construction and paving. In Port 

au Port - this is all on Stephenville - $100,000 on water and 

sewer. In St. Barbe North - of interest to the member who was 

criticizing - Cook's Harbour, $70,000 on water and sewer; Flowers 

Cove, $70,000 on water and sewer; for a totcl of $140,000. 

In St. Barbe South, Bellburns, $25,000; Daniel's Harbour, 

$50,000; Port au Choix, $65,000; Port Saunders, $40,000; Woody 

Point, $80,000 on water and sewer and $50,000 in Port au Ctoix on 

Street Paving for a total of $310,000. St. George's, $2.8 million 

on water and sewer . That is a big project, a very, very urgent one. 

Stephenville Crossing, $50,000 on water and sewer for a total of 

$2,850,000. 

St. John's North - this is the Town of Mount Pearl. Mount 

Pearl is a rapidly growing community which needs a great deal of work 

done. Their demands are very consistent and very heavy. We have not 

been able to meet them all but we are doing what we can. We spent 

$200,000 on street paving in Mount Pearl. In St. John's South,in 

the Goulds we spent $50,000, In St. Mary's,at Admirals Beach we spent 

$36,000 on water and sewer. In Trinity North,at Catalina we spent 

$770,000. In Clarenville, $750,000; Port Union, $4OO,OOO,for a total 

of $1,920,000, all on water and sewer. 

In Trinity South, Rants Harbour, $210,000; Heart's Desire, 

$300,000; New Perlican, $120,000; Whitbourne, $93,000 on water and 

sewer and $200,000 on paving. That is a total of $923,000 in Trinity 

South. Twillingate; Cow Head, $25,000; Twillingate, $190,000. That 

is $215,000 spent there. In l~1ite Bay North, Englee, $100,000; Goose 

Cove, $12S,OOO; Roddickton, $200,000 ; St. Lunaire, Griquet, $86,000 
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all on water and sewer,for a total of $511,000. 

In White Bay South, Coachman's Cove, $115,000; Fleur de 

Lys, $285,000; Seal Cove, $210,000,all on water and sewer,for a 

total of $610,000. As I said, Mr. Chairman, that amounts up to in 

IB-6 

the two years a total of $21,223,000 on water and sewer and $5,180,000 

on street paving for a total on these two projects in our department 

of $26,403,000. 

This is since this government took over. I gave the 

figures for the previous years. These were all provincial expenditures, 

Mr . Chairman, I think they indicate if nothing else that this department 

certainly has not been sitting down doing nothing during the past two 

or three years. 

~ HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. EARLE: No, the election years things are done wi.thout any thought 

at all or real meaning. The $20 million that was spent in 1971 has 

taken us the last three yearF to try and straighten out because projects 

that were carried out in that time, hastily done,without proper 

planning, some of these systems are in a frightful mess. The subsidies 

on them are unreal. The maintenance is unreal. That coupled with a 

lack of staff has given this department one terrific headache. It has 

more than it can possibly do. 

Now to try to cope with this situation, what have we done~ 

I said the department was in almost total disarray. So, we have 

appointed an additional assistant deputy minister of technical services. 

The questions asked this morning on regional offices - we took our 

time about getting the regional offices set up. It was an election 

promise contained in a Throne Speech. We have got district offices 

now in Corner Brook and Gander. 

The gentlemen have just been appointed to head up these 

regional offices. They are a Mr. Colbourne and Mr. Antle. These 

men are presently undergoing training and their offices ' will be in 

functioning condition within a very short time. Each of these offices 

will have a staff of about seven or eight people. Now this of course 

is in addition to offices which are already maintained for development 
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control at Corner Brook, Grand Falls and St. John's. These have 

separate offices where the staff is already there. So, regional 

government or regional control of government is gradually becoming 

a accomplished fact. 

I am very hopeful that when we get the proper staff in 

these areas that they can look after many of the problems which cause 

delegations to have to come to St. John's. It will be much cheaper, 

much better for many of the towns, the councillors and so on,if they 

have their problems.that they can talk to somebody in their area and 

hopefully somebody that is particularly familar with the town or 

village that they are talking about. 

We have set up a division of municipal finance and this 

is functioning well. Senior staff has been upgraded and we have 

recently been able to provide proper acco1D1110dations for them. The 

office space on the ground floor there has been reshaped. After 

some of the departments were moved out of the building, we were able 

to get sufficient space to take care of the staff. 

Just recently I have been granted nineteen new staff members. 

Most of these are at a senior staff level for the reason that in 

our engineering division particularly we need some very highly 

qualified people. As I have said,we are dealing with millions of 

dollars worth of water systems and sewer systems. Not only from the 

planning and installation systems but the maintenance of them afterwards 

needs highly qualified technical or engineering people to look after 

them. 

We often hear in the press of complaints of different systems 

giving trouble and so on. Very often that is due to the fact that the 

people who are running them do not have the foggiest idea how to run 

them. Sometimes it is just not possible in a small place to get 

a person with sufficient knowledge and training tc look after one 

of these systems. So, we are beefing up our engineering division 

so that we can give these people proper training, give them proper 

help and have people to go out and see that the work is done properly 

in these places. 

I am convinced that when this functions properly it will save 
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the government hundreds of thousands of dollars yearly and .needless 

work. This is what we are trying to do, Recently, as I mentioned 

this morning, we have set up a committee of several seni:or departments 

to deal with this development control question which is a very tho.rny 

one. What I am trying to do is to bring in advice from the other 

departments concerned to see if there are any changes needed in the 

development control and to try to sit on and decide on some of the 

more difficult cases. Tlli.s committee is functioning and it is beginning 

to work. I think that it will bring good results. 
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I am not convinced, enough convinced myself,yet perhaps I will be 

convinced that it will be necessary to make some changes in the 

regulations. 

I was interested to hear the Member for St. Barbe North speakinp: 

this morning to thank me for having helned him and my department for 

having helped him in a couple of naughty problems that he had down there 

in his district. It onlv goes to show, Hr. Chairman, that we do not 

try and distinguish between districts. '!Je try and help evervbody we 

can but for him to say that to me was almost a kiss of death on this 

side of the Committee because all my own colleagues, many of our own 

members on this side of the Committee had the same problems or even more 

severe problems. They are coming to me all of the time; in many cases 

1 just simply cannot help them. 

It was fortunate that in the case of the Honourable Nember for 

St. Barbe North, in a couple of tricky cases he had, we were able to 

heln hut in many cases which anply to members on this side of the 

Committee it has been literally imnossible top.et the thinp, moving 

unless we just throw all the rep.ulations out the window. I think 

members on hoth sides of the ~o1'11Tlittee will arree that we are not 

p.oinr to do that. 

The other thinr, which is working extremely well at the present 

time, cementing our relations w:lth the municipRlities on a very strong 

basis is our municipal-provincial liaison committee. lJe 111,;,et monthly. 

We meet in different parts of the province. Last week I was out to 

Corner BrooJ,: and I have been clown to PlacP.ntia Bay and Marystown and 

various other places. Pe meet monthly with a coTltll\ittee of the 

municinalities, elected hy the municipalities. Pe discmis with them, 

on a rational basis because it is a relatively small cominittee,the 

nroblems l••hich apply to the municinali ties throughout the province. 

This has been working extremely well and I al'l awfullv pleased with 

the co-operation that I am petting from the l'lunicipalities. 

I tried hard to establish good relations w:lth the city and town 

councils and indictive of that I have had two successful meetings 

recently with the lady ~ayor of St. John's and some of her officials. 
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I have also met Mount Pearl on many occasions. In fact I have met just 

about every council in the province I suppose at one time or another. It 

is perhaps an indication of how much we have to do in that respect that 

since the 1st. of January in my department we have interviewed 200 

delegations. It is not a bad record out of something like 700 councils, 

local improvement districts and what have you, the whole thing. They 

seem to want a government since the 1st. of January. Most of these 

come in with really serious problems in their mind and it always takes 

an hour or two or three hours to discuss it with them. 

Now there was another <1uestion asked this morning. Oh, yes! Before 

I get on with bhat, we are strengthening our field services. This is 

as the honourahle Member for St. Barbe North said very truthfully this 

morning and I know he is aware of what he is talking about in this 

connection. The field services have been sadly lacking in advice to 

help the people, particularly in the remote areas such as the one he 

represents. It is very difficult to get the staff and have people to 

travel into all these areas to discuss problems and hopefully to try and 

deal with things before they come up with problems,but we are trying to 

improve our field services and we are getting more staff for that purpose. 

I only wish that the honourable Member for St. Barbe North could 

be with me at times when I have to go before treasury board. Actually I 

am a member of treasury board and I am arguing on rrry own behalf. But it 

is treasury board who hold the purse strings and does not want any 

department of government to build up a needless bureaucracy. It is very, 

very difficult to deal with on the question of new staff. You have to 

have a coppesfast argument, a tight argument to get the staff you need, 

and sometimes I feel completely frustrated but we are having some 

success. We are getting some of the staff we need. As I have indicated 

we have recently been permitted to get nineteen more in the top brackets. 

So I think that will be a great help. 

Now it was also asked as to what happened to the various studies 

that were going on as far as municipalities were concerned. The three 

I know of,which were Stephenville, Happy Vall•y-Goose Bay and Grand Falls, 
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have been acted upon. The To~m of Stephenville is to amalgamate with 

Harmon and there is to be an electd.on on May 28. There will be a council 

representing all of that area when this goes through. The election, as 

I say, will be on May 28. In Happy Valley-Goose Bay amalr;amation has 

taken place there and the council has been elected. What was the 

question on Grand Falls? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudi!He. 

!-'R. EARLE: We do not have the report on Grand Falls. There is a study 

going on in that area but we have not yet received that report but two 

out of the three reports have been received and reports have been acted; 

on so I do not think that is too bad a tract record. 

I have so many Papers here, Mr. Chairman, it is difficult to follow 

it all. 0h, yes, another thing that was stated this morning by the 

honourable member,that there is a freeze on the oermission of villar;es 

and towns to have councils. T.his is not so. Actually in the past two 

years we have aoproved twenty-eir,ht new councils. These are either town 

councils, locate imorovement districts or communitv councils. As a 

matter of interest to oerhaos the Committee. these have been anpointed 

at Seal Cove. Red Bay , Port Hooe Simpson. St. Brides, Newmans Cove, 

Lark Harbour, English Harbour East, llenton, Aquaforte, Small Point, 

Tilton, Salvage, Northern Arm, Hearts Delight, Cottles Island, Conne 

River, Chance Cove, Seldom Come By, Joe llatts ~rm, Torbay, Terrenceville, 

Shoal Harbour, '-!usgrave Town, Conception Harbour, Colliers, Campbellton. 

York Harbour and Rencontre East, and also Flowers Cove, Sandy Cove and 

Cooks Harbour. These are in St. llarbe North, these are the three in 

the honourable member's district who asked the question. 

We had two requests for incorporation from his district, namely: 

Anchor Point and llird Cove which were rejected. Bird Cove actually had 

only forty-six per cent of the electoral that wanted a council and we do 

~ot act on a minority like that. We do not accept a request for council 

if it be less than what? Sixty per cent? 

AN HON . MEMBER: Over fifty per cent. 

MR. EARLE: Over fifty ner cent of the voters want a council. In this 

case there was only forty-six and we did not act on it. Anchor Point 
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and that area down there, these are the areas where we are about to 

try these deep frost experimental projects on the preventing of the 

freezing of water systems in particularly cold sections of Newfoundland. 

Hopefully if this proves to be successful we will then be able to tackle 

the Labrador Coast and section on the Labrador Coast where it is very, 

very difficult, in fact almost impossible I suppose,because of the 

terrain,to try and put in s,stems,at any sort of an economic cost,that 

will not freeze during the winter. We did have a consultant study this 

and he has given us some advice on it. We are going to try these on the 

Northwest Coast As a matter of fact they would have been tried this 

past winter but by the time we got approval and got the consultants 

report together it was too late to get the material These two 

projects did not go ahead but they will be going ahead this year. As 

I say out of that we hope to determine the type of system that we can 

put in the areas where the frost danger is most severe. 

I have been talking to some people knowledgeable in this thing 

and of course in cases like the Armed Forces at Goose Bay and even 

Churchill Falls installation.when they were building that they managed 

to keep their water from freezing and their sewer from freezing but 

if you looked at the cost of what it cost them to do that nothing short 

of an armed force or a government could possibly stand such an expense 

for so few people. The cost of doing that is simply outrageous. 

For instance, this is off the side but in Labrador City . and that 

area whereas a normal building lot in the Province of Newfoundland, on 

the Island of Newfoundland,costs what we think to be an outrap;eously 

high price of now about $8,000 to $10,000 each. In Labrador City 

it costs approximately $1~,000 to $17,000 for the same size building 

lot. The pipes and the water system and so on have to be buried sixteen 

feet deen to be assured of not freezing. So you can imagine what the 

cost of trying to service systems in Labrador will be. But nevertheless 

we are going to try it to s:oe what we can do with it, 

Now while on the suhject of commissions, there were questions 

asked as to what had happened to the different commissions. Quite frankly 
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~- CHAIRMAN (DUNPHY): Order Please! I wonder if the honourable 

gentleman would nermit me. to welcome to the Committee on behalf of 

all honourable members, narticularly the >!ember for Bell Ts land, twentv

eight Grade XI students from ~t. Boniface Regional Hir:h School, Rell 

Island,accompanied bv their teachers, Robert r.rane and r.arv Normore. 

The Hon. Minister of )!unicinaJ Affairn and Fousinr:. 

!'F .• EARLE: I just wanted to mention the work of the commissions -

these were nuestions this morning. The Whelan Connnission on '·1unicipal 

Government, quite frankly I might tell the Cn!'llllittee that I am somewhat 

disappointed that there has been delay in gettinp that reoort. The 

latest I hear is we may get the report about the middle of June. This 

is most essential• that '!.re r:et this report ,J,ecause it is holdinP,: up 

so many of our nlans, so many thinrs that we would like to do. We think 

it ~•ould he verv unwi.se to act in a great area of municipal government 

unt:f 1 t•e i>;et the recommendations of that report. I suppose we can be 

accused of just using this as an excuse hut it is a genuine excuse because 

we hope that out of that report there will he good recommendations on 

perhaps the centralization of local government. 

You know, just to mention a few things that come to mind at the 

present time: You get towrs and villages quite close together and you 

get everybody in each place, one gets a fire engine, the other wants a 

fire engine and the third one wants a fire engine. You get three olaces 

oerhans within ten miles of each other and probably small places, each 

wanting a fire engine. Then each one wants to build a fire hall and 

a town hall. They get a LIP grant or something, they get half way with 

the thing because the LIP grant is not enough and then they come back on 

our department and ask if they can have the money to finish it. This is 

the sort of thing that we run into. Now possibly, I am only saying 

"possibly' pending on the recommendations of the report.all of this effort 

could be centralized and carried out at a much cheaper rate, a great 

saving of money for the nrovince. I am hopin~ that apart from the actual 

functions of municipal government that the Whelan Report will give us 

some practical suggestions as to how we operate in these areas and just 
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what money we spent and how we spent it,because I am convinced that 

there has heen a terrific amount of money wasted needlessly in the 

past on this sort thing. 

On the St. John's Urban Region Study,this is a massive study 

and some people who want to be sarcastic about the thing when I 

appointed the Henley Conunission to study the study they said this is 

really going to the ultimate. "You have had a tremendous study which 

cost, I think, $130,000 and now you are appointing an~ther co111111ission 

to study the study." Well that is not in fact the case. What the 

Henley Commission is doing is going around all this huge area which 

covers (what is it]_) a fourth of the population of all Newfoundland 

I think it is. They are going around to all the areas from Holyrood 

to Bay Bulls, Flatrock, Pouch Cove, St. John's, Mount Pearl, Goulds, 

Kilbride all these areas and they are holding hearings to get the 

opinion of the People on what forms of government and what systems they 

want to live under. 

I think this is a very, very useful and I hope will be a very 

productive exercise. It certainly is democracy working at the grass 

root levels because it has been quite evident that since Mr. Henley's 

Connnission went out on the road and started these hearings that there 

has been a lot of diversion of opinion. Not everybody agrees with the 

Proctor Redfern RPnort, and people are speaking up. This is the 

sort of thing we want before we mistakenly put into effect perhaps some 

of the recommendations of that report which might well be wrong. 

So we are getting the advice of .the people and this is what we 

as a Conservative Government promised to do before the election. We 

promised to bring neople into government. I know of no better way to do 

it than to hold nublic hearings and get a crossed-section of opinion. 

This is what we are doing. 

Now it is delaying a little bit, it is costing a bit of money but 

it will be well worthwhile. I am sure from the comments which we have 

had so far it will be very well worthwhile. I do not hesitate at all 

in backing up Mr. Henley's Commission. They are doing a good .1ob. I 

hope that they will come in with an excellent report. 
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l-fuich brings me around to the wl·ole question of this area, 

I think the rest of the Province of t•ewfoundland generally thinks 

that St. John's Area gets everything. It has to be realized that 

the immediate urban area of St. John's has about 120,000 population. 

It has grown up rather rapidly over recent vears and has or is 

creatin!! some tremendous problems. We are tryinp: to look at these 

in a sensible manner. We have had studies done on what we believe 

to be the essential services of this area. The first one of course 

is an adequate water supply for this whole urban area,frot11 Holyrood 

right through St. John's and Torbay and the whole business. 

The main pipe line,without talking about servicing these communities 

but the pipe line itself to bring the supply from Bay Bulls Big Pond 

into St. John's and the auxiliary pumping stations and so on which have 

to be put on that line,will cost a minimum of $19 million, perhaps 

$20 million in round figures. Now if you add to that the services for 

all of the towns on the Southside of Conception Bay, for Torbay, 

Portugal Cove, all of these other places, you can see what sort of a 

figure we are gettin~ into. I think a very rough estimate, which is 

only an estimate at this time,is something over $58 million for this 

particular area,which has to be spent. It will have to be spent in the 

next few years because Conception Bay South and many of these areas 

around are growing rapidly. The population of the Towns of Conception Bay 

South has increased by 6,000 in recent years. Any one with half an 

eye can see how ~ount Pearl has increased. 

All of this, and Mount Pearl in particular and the area around 

St. John's are all feeding :Into the sewer system. Now they are all 

drawing on the same water. If we do not do something by the end of 

1975 we are going to be in really serious trouble as far as the supply 

of water is concerned. As a matter of fact at the present time certain 

badly needed building developments are being held up, the building of 

homes which people are really screaming for have been held up because of 

the danger of over extending the water and sewer supply. This is a great 
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worry of the St. John's City Council a.t the present time. Anybody 

knows that quite contTary to a federal concept on this thing that we 

are d=ing raw sewage hy the tens and millions of g·allons into the 

Harbour of St. John's. On a hot day in summer you only have to go down 

there and smell it. 

So another big study which is now completed, and I have the 

study,is disposal systewfoy this whole aTea of sewage. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (DUNPHY) : 0rdey please! We do not have a quot'lllll. 

We have a quc;,rum. 

}m .• EARLE: Mr. Chairman, I was just talking about the St. John's 

uyban area and I d~lt with the water supply system. Thtte is also 

the most serious problem coming up of the disposal of sewage. 

Engineers and consultants have been doing a lot of work on this. 

This incidentally has all been started since this government took 

over. There is a proposal for a very extensive sewage disposal 

scheme including putting it out into Freshwater Bay but in a treated 

way, going by tunnel through the Southside Hills - a very large 

project which will in itself,if we can lllllnage it over the next 

few years, probably cost $50 million or $60 mi.Ilion. 

So when we are talking about this sort of th~, when we are 

dealing with a population of 120,000, we are not talking $5 million, 

$10 million or even $50,000, we are talking 
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hundreds of millions of dollars. Somehow or other in the foreseeable 

future and in fact in the immediate future we have to find in this 

province the money to do that and at the same time try to look 

after all of the many other applications we have from all over the 

country. This is just a measure of the problem. 

Now, to come down to some of the smaller things which 

I was asked this morning. As far as the unincorporated water systems , 

this was of particular interest to my friend from St. Barbe North 

because he seemed to indicate that there had not been very much done 

down there. I do not think I will bore the House with trying to 

list all these that have been done. I have here about four sheets 

of names of places where artesian wells and small water systems 

at a cost of anywhere from $5,000 to $20,000 each have been installed 

in the past two years. 

So, there have been a great many of these small systems put 

in and they will continue to be put in. As I say,anybody that wants 

that list can have it. 

Now the other questions mainly as I recall them related to 

housing. These questions, if I have them right; re,indicate the scale 

of the federal share of financing in the present programmes which the 

minister has set out. The answer to that one, as indicated in the 

budget speech, the funds being made available to Newfoundland and 

Labrador Housing Corporation in the present estimates will result in 

over $35 million being spent. Thus the federal govenunent which would 

be the principal source of funds would be asked to commit some $27 

million. So, it is $27 million,and $8 million for us. This of 

course is not unusual as the activities of government housing throughout 

Canada where heavy reliance is placed on funds available under the 

national act by provinces and their agencies, The details are as 

follows: 

In 'land banking, the federal will spend $3,240,000 and we 

will spend $360,000. That is a total of $3,600,000. In land servicing, 

the federal will spend $11,700,000. The province will spend $1.3 million 

for a total of $13 million. In public housing the federal will spend 

$8.4 million and the province will spend $2.l •illion for a total of 
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$10.5 million. 

On the federal-provincial lending programme, the federal will 

spend $6 million and we will spend $2 million,for a total of $8 million. 

Another question was asked - land servicing in urban areas and 

land servicing in growth areas - state the federal share. In reference 

to the alleged statement made by the Premier in 1971 regarding land 

servicing in urban areas and growth areas, projects are underway or 

completed in the following communities - in other words we are living 

up to our election promises. These are eith£r completed or in process 

of being done. 

Fermeuse, thirty-two lots; Fortune, fifty-four lots; Bay 

de Verde , 104 lots; Carbonear, fifty-three lots; Gander, 321 lots; 

Harbour Breton, fifty-one lots; Sunnyside, seventy-five lots. Tenders 

have already been called for Stephenville, 230 lots; Corner Brook, 230 

lots; Burin, ninety-five lots; and St. John's, 1,200 lots. Tenders 

are in preparation for a call for St. John's of an additional 1,200 

lots; Arnold's Cove, 100 lots; Carbonear, thirty lots; Marystown, 

fifty lots and Mundy Pond, 150 lots. In addition to that investigations 

are now being carried out in Labrador City, Wabush, Goose Bay, Grand Bank, 

Winsor, Glovertown, Gambo, Catalina, Bonavista, Port Union, Port Aux Basques, 

Bay de Verde, Winterton, , Rants Harbour and several others. 

In addition loans have been made by the province directly to 

the following communities - this is where we lend the money to the 

municipal councils in the places: We lent Botwood money for ten lots; 

Bishop's Falls for twenty-five lots; Centerville, eight lots; St. Lawrence 

for sixty lots; Deer Lake, thirty-three lots; Clarenville, sixty-three 

lots; and Gander, thirty lots. 

Now, infonnation was requested on the industrial park at 

Corner Brook . We have already developed one industrial park at Corner 

Brook consisting of thirty-five acres. The servicing of the land is 

complete and it is now in a position to sell. All the final costs 

are not in but a reasonably accurate detail as follows: 

Federal loans from DREE, $755,000; Federal grants, $280,000. 

The amount expended on land acquisition,which is part of the loan received, 
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is $320,000. Revision of functions of the various housing corporations 

this was related to a statement made by the Premier in 1971: The 

Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation has been restructured and 

enlarged and is presently taking care of the government's housing 

policies as it relates to most areas of the province. The Corner 

Brook Housing Corporation continues in its role of administering rental 

housing in Corner Brook as well as advising the government on housing 

needs for that area. 

The St. John's Housing Corporation continues its role of 

managing 442 units in St. John's and continues to develop land as 

it is required. The St. John's Housing Authority manages the subsidized 

rental housing in the St. John's area. I think these are the answers 

to the questions. Just to enlarge on the restructuring of the St. John's 

Housing Corporation - in line with the Premier's comments at the time 

we had two studies done, one by the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing 

Corporation itself and one by my department. 

The one done by the Newfoundland and Labracor Housing Corporation 

was done by a firm by the name of Eric something or other - I cannot 

remember the name. The one done by our department was by Leonard 

Associates. We studied both these reports extensively. It is our 

feeling after giving due consideration to them that the Leonard Brothers 

report at this stage was quite unrealistic and perhaps impossible of 

attainment because it envisaged a very cumbersome, big system of 

bringing all of our present housing efforts together under one heading. 

So, what we have done is we have followed the recommendations 

of the other report and are strengthening the Newfoundland and :Labrador 

Housing Corporation, putting in top management and good personnel there 

so that they themselves as they get into their stride and develop their 

own procedures and so on and improve on them, they will be able to 

take over these other functions. This is going to be a fairly long

term project. They will eventually, I think, be the government 

body which will control all housing efforts. In the meantime, the other 

functions will carry on and may carry on for some years but hopefully 

we will draw all of this together in-time in what we hope will be the 

most efficient organization. 
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Now, Mr. Chairman, I have done my best to answer all the 

questions that were asked this morning. If I have missed any, I am 

sorry but perhaps they will be asked again. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I do not want to delay the committee, Sir, 

but I do want to bring up the matter of replacing water lines, worn 

out water lines on Bell Island that were put in about fifty or sixty 

years ago by DOSCO. This past two winters, Sir, I would say about 

anywhere from forty to fifty per cent of my constituents were without 

water because of frozen water lines and broken water lines. 

About six or seven years ago, Sir, the former Liberal 

administration started the great task of trying to put in a water 

and sewer system on Bell Island. Up to that time there had been 

no organized water and sewerage on Bell Island apart from what 

DOSCO had done in a sort of a haphazard way down through the years. 

DOSCO, Sir, did not put in water lines for the benefit of 

the people that lived on the island. They put in water lines mainly 

for the industry, for their own use,and the majority of the people 

that hooked into DOSCO's main lines had to do it under cover of 

darkness. They had to more or less bootleg the water. One was 

not allowed to hook on. 

Eventually in the later years people could go out. DOSCO 

sort of relaxed the rules a little bit and people did manage to hook 

on. It is an old system, Mr. Chairman. It is worn out, rusted out 

and the pipes are not, in a lot of cases, deep enough in the ground. 

Where people had to go out and hook into the main line after dark, 

they had to do it before daylight - they did not get an Ofportunity to 

put the water lines deep enough in the grolllld and every winter they 

freeze up. 

The only good part of the water and sewerage system on the 

island at the present time is what the Liberal administration did starting, 

about seven or eight years ago, shortly after I became the member. Do 

you know, Mr. Chairman, up to that time there was no water and sewerage 

in the big schools on Bell Island? It is only in recent years we 

managed to get the - oh, let me see, about four or five years ago, I 

think we managed to get the water into the bigger schools. Up to that 
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time most of the schools over there were using chemical toilets. I 

know the school that I attended, Sir, St. Kevin's Boys School, they 

used a chemical toilet and one had to hold ones nose when one went 

into the school. One could hardly stand the odor in the school during 

the day. I swore that if I ever got an opportunity that I would correct 

that situation. I am happy to say that I had the opportunity to do it 

and I did it. So, we put the water and sewerage in all the schools, 

all the bigger schools on the island anyway. 

Sir, this is a bad situation. This winter a delegation 

from the town council and from the community came to the minister's 

department. I think the minister gave them a grant of $4,006 or 

$5,000 so that water could be delivered from door to door in a 

250 gallon oil tank. Now, in my opinion, , Sir, in this day and age 

that is not good enough. People are entitled to a little better than 

that, Mr. Chairman. 

There has not been one inch of water and sewer lines put 

in on Bell Island since the Progressive Conservative Administration 

took over, not an inch. There has not been an inch of new paving done 

over there either since the Progressive Conservative Administration took 

over. We are talking about Municipal Affairs now, Sir, and I have to 

deal with water and sewerage. Not an inch! When the minister was 

reading off that list of commitments that were made by the former 

Liberal Administration, we did not hear Bell Island mentioned in 

there, Sir. The Town of Wabana was not mentioned in there. 

Despite numerous pleas and numerous requests to the minister's 

department, there is no indication, Mr. Chairman, that any relief is 

in sight. The people on Bell Island will have to endure the hardship 

that they have had to endure over the past two winters by either going 

out and bringing a barrel of water in the back of their cars.a lot 

of them,or depending on the door-to-door delivery in that haphazard way 

by the Town of Wabana,by bringing the water around in a 250 gallon 

oil tank. 

I ask the minister now, Sir, publicly and in all humility,to 

take a good,hard look at this Bell Island situation. I know, Sir, it 

is expensive to put water and sewerage in on Bell Island but the most 
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of the work is done now. The whole community practically has water 

and sewerage now, Sir. There are parts of the community where one 

can only put in water and not sewerage. The deputy minister knows what 

I am talking about because I have had a good many meetings with the 

Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs when he was the assistant deputy 

minister in that department. I had a good many meetings with the 

deputy minister. I must say, Sir, that I always managed to get excellent 

co-operation from the staff of that department, excellent. Maybe 

the minister is right that they were short staffed for a while. Maybe 

the mi•ister has succeeded in beefing up the department. 

Sir, it will not do any good beefing up the department unless 

the government is prepared to loosen up the purse strings, unless "Old 

Scrooge" , the Minister of Finance, is prepared to give the minister 

a few more dollars to put water and sewer systems in around this province. 

Unless the Minister of Finance is prepared to do that, there is no point 

in beefing up the department and taking on fourteen or sixteen additional 

officials and become top-heavy down there. They have more chiefs than 

they have indians. There is no point in that unless they are prepared 

to spend the money. There is every indication, Sir, that there has 

been a retrenchment in that department in the last year or so. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Nonsense! 

MR. NEARY: It is not nonsense, Sir. Delegation after delegation is 

coming into Confederation Building. Half the time they cannot get 

to see that minister. The minister is unavailable; cannot get to see 

him. They are being pawned off. They go back home disgusted. I have 

talked to delegation after delegation down in the lobby of Confederation 

Building. They are going away disgusted. How many petitions have we 

had in this session of the House for water and sewer projects? I think 

the minister told us this morning he has eighty-two on a list. How 

many of these projects are going to be done this year? 

Wait and see? It will be like the Depar-tment of Highways, 

wait and see. Why does not the minister tell us what projects are 

going to be done this year? Is Bell Island going to be one? Will the 

Town of Wabana get any money this year to replace the worn out DOSCO 

lines that have been there for sixty or seventy years? Will they? 
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We were working on it. I would say, Mr. Chairman, without 

fear of contradiction that the former Liberal Administration spent 

close to $1 million,over $700,000 I would say, putting in water and 

sewerage on Bell Island. Not an inch has been put in since this 

honourable crowd formed the government. I do not think it is 

intentional. That would be the last thing to enter my mind, Sir, to 

say that it is intentional on the part of the administration. Political 

discrimination, I do not think it is. I would say it is more just 

disinterest on the part of the administration because we are not the 

only community. I am not fighting for the other co111D1unities. I am only 

interested in the Town of Wabana at the present time because I do not 

want to see these people go through the same hardship that they had 

to go through last winter and the winter before and the winter before 

that. 

We started out with a plan to put water and sewerage into 

every part of that municipality. The deputy minister knows, Down in 

his planning office there is a town plan for Bell Island • It was 

done, I think in 1958 or 1959. I was gradually picking away at 

it, getting a water line put in here and a water line put in there 

and a few hundred feet of sewerage put in there. We were chipping 

away at it. The job is far from being complete. I ask the minister 

now to tell me - I could not think of a better day, Sir, for a delegation 

of students to be in the galleries from Bell Island because they will 

hear the minister's answer and hear what the minister has to say when 

I take my sea~ I call upon the minister now on behalf of these people 

who have had to lug water in buckets and go out to a pickup truck and 

drain water off a 250 gallon oil tank, on behalf of these people I 

ask the minister to state now whether or not it is the intention of 

his department and his administration to continue the water and sewer 

programme that was started on Bell Island by the former administration 

seven or eight years ago. 

MR. EARLE: Mr. Chairman, I am very happy to answer the honourable 

member for Bell Island. My straight answer is no. I will not repeat 

the mistakes of the previous government in that system over there. It 
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was a mess when it was put in. It was not put in properly. It has 

caused us numerous headaches. He asked us to have a look at it. Hy 

officials are cross-eyed from looking at that system over there. 

What is needed on Bell Island is a completely new system. 

The old stuff over there is not worth a hoot. If we are going to do 

the job, we will do it properly. We will not do just a half-as8 sort 

of a job. I would be disloyal to every other district in the country 

if I came out at the present time and answered the honourable member's 

question by saying, "Yes, wr. will do Bell Island." In due course, after 

our estimates are passed and so on,I will be advising various sections 

of the province what we will do this year. We will do the utmost for 

all Newfoundlanders that our money will permit. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chainnan, obviously the minister, Sir, does not know 

what he is talking about. The system that was put in,as the deputy 

minister knows - all he has to do is check with the deputy who can 

check with his officials - the system that has been put in, Sir, so 

far is perfect. There has not been one bit ol trouble with the systein, 

not a bit. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: As far as $200,000 a year subsidy. 

MR. NEARY: Oh, well now that is not what the minister said. The 

minister said that the system was not working. It was put in in a 

haphazard way. It was put in under close supervision. It was supervised 

by Gorman-Butler Associates who have an excellent reputation in this 

province. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. W. ROWE: The department hires them on. 

MR. NEARY: The department still have Gorman-Butler under contract. 

Of course, the minister knows all about 
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Whitbourne.I suppose his equipment is over there putting in the 

water and sewer line, 

AN HON . MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY : Lundrigan's, did he? Well, Sir, the system on Bell Island, 

what we have of it, what has been put in so far is working perfectly. 

The minister did not criticize the subsidy; that is a different matter. 

He criticized the system. But, Sir, there is not a community, not a 

town council, a community council nor a local development, a local 

improvement area in Newfoundland that is not bankrupt, not one. Why 

single out Bell Island? You are paying off a couple of hundred thousand 

a year, so what? When Bell Island was working over there we put that 

much into the public treasury in one week. That is no excuse, That is 

no answer. The system is working. What is there is working perfectly. 

There has not been a bit of trouble with it since it was put in. What is 

not working, Sir, if the minister will only pay attention to me, what 

is not working is the old OOSCO system, the system that DOSCO put in 

seventy-five years ago • That is what is not working, and down in the minister's 

office there is a set of plans. He does not have to go out and hire a 

consulting firm to look at it, the plans are down there. Water and sewerage 

plans have been down in the office since 1959 I would say and I told the 

minister a few moments ago when I spoke that we were chipping away it, 

chipping away at it, spent probably $800,000 or $1 million in the last 

seven or eight years improving the system,and it is perfect. The minister 

should not get up and brush off my request by criticizing, saying the 

system is not working,because the system is working. You can flush 

your toilet up on the Scotia Ridge now, Sir, and away she goes, out to 

the sewerage treatment plant. No problems with it unless somebody should take 

off a manhole cover and stuff something down in it. That happened once 

or twice, seven or eight years ago. I remember once they took off the 

cover and put a dog down in the manhole. But even that is not happening 

now, Sir, because the covers are welded down. 

So, the minister just cannot get up and brush it off in a haphazard 

way by saying, "No, that svstem is not working and we are going to wait 

until we get plans. " Well, the minister already has the plans. All we need is 
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the money, a few dollars. The Town Council will be in to see the 

minister very shortly, Monsieur Gendreau, the idol of the Tory 

boys. 

AN HON. MEMBER: He got a big vote on Bell Island anyway. 

MR. NEARY: No, he did not get a big vote. We will see how much 

he will get the next time. Monsieur Gendreau will lead a delegation 

in to see the minister and say, "Look, we have to replace these old 

worn out lines." What will the minister say? That is what I want to 

know. The minister cannot say, "Well look, go home until we get the 

plans made." The plans are already there and they can bring them with 

them in their brief cases if they want to. Then the minister says, 

"Oh no, I am not going to do this because I will have to do it for every 

community in Newfoundland." Well what is wrong with letting the communities 

know if they are going to get water and sewerage this year or not. We 

already had the Minister of Transportation and Co111111unications refusing 

to give the Honse a list of projects that his department are going to 

do this year. Do not tell me we are going to have another minister refuse 

to give this committee the information when the minister is asking approval 

of the committee to spend millions and millions of dollars of the taxpayers 

money. What does the minister want, a blank cheque? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Agreed. That would be great? If that minister had a blank 

cheque he would not know what to do with it. Look old scrooge sits in 

the seat where the Minister of Justice is. Well,there is the old miser 

himself right there, the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. STAGG): Order please! For the second time in as many 

days I must draw to the attention of visitors to the House of Assembly 

that while some of the proceeding may be hmnourous and on occasion may evoke 

a response of laughter or some other response, it is customary and indeed 

it 1 ... nne of the rules of the House of Assembly that the visitors are here 

at the sufferance of the House and are not to participate in proceedings. 

Probably I should direct my comments to the member for Bell Island and insist 
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that he not be so humourous. 

MR. NEARY: Xr. Chairman, I am not being htanourous, I am being very 

serious with the minister. I would 1i~e to ask the minister before 

I take my seat again if he has received any requests from the Town 

Council on Bell Island for additional financial assistance to extend 

the water and sewerage system and if so will the minister be accedinp: 

to the Town Council's request? Will he be meeting with the Town Council 

in the near future? Just what is the situation? The minister must not be 

permitted to leave the thing hanging up in the air, Sir. Surely this 

administration can make one decision, Sir, make one. I call upon the minister 

again not to just brush this matter off, hoping the problem will go away . 

There is a very serious problem there and people who have been fortunate 

enough in the last few years to be able to put in furnaces and to put 

bathrooms and toilets in their houses, Sir, are in an awful spot. When 

lines freeze up,they cannot get water in the winter time. It is a terrible 

situation. It is an awful worry and an awful bother to these people, Sir, 

and an awful inconvenience. I would like to know what the minister is going 

to do about it. 

~- E~L.!.:._ ~r. Chairman, I find it very hard to follow the honourable 

gentleman's arguments. In one voice he says that when you flush a toilet 

over on Bell Island it goes half way across Conception Bay and in the next 

breath he says that everything is in trouble over there. 

MR. NEARY: That is the part that works. 

MR. EARLE: The part that is working. All I can say to the honourable 

gentleman is that recently we have not had any aporoach from the Town 

Council of Bell Island. If they do approach us I shall certainly see 

them. We will have an accmnulation of information at that time,which 

we hope will be able to give them some satisfaction. But at the present 

~oment I cannot answer the ill'lllediate demands or questions of any one 

uarticular council in Newfoundland. We are going to deal with all of them 

as we can and the best way we can and Bell Island will be no exception. 

MR. WM. ROWE: Mr . Chairman, I would like to make a few brief remarks 
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about matters concerning this department. First of all, Sir, let 

me say publicly, I do not know if I have ever said this before 

and I do not want to embarrass the deputy minister, the highest 

permanent official in the department, but I would like to say publicly 

that both while I was in the administration and since I have been out 

of the administration, serving as a member of the House, that I have 

had and I believe I speak for my colleagues in this, I have had nothing 

but co-operation of the highest order from that gentleman, the 

deputy minister.and any member of his staff with whom I have had need on 

occasion to contact or with whom I have had to speak on occasion concerning 

some problem in my district or outside my district for that matter, nothing 

but co-operation. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

"IR. WM. ROWE: Well this is exactly what I am saying, nothing but co-operation. 

That is not to say that the staff can always do what you want them to do 

for the simple reason of course that they do not set policy. They may 

recommend policy but they do not set policy nor do they decide on how 

much money is going to be spent in Newfoundland, That is the prerogative 

and the responsibility of the government or the committee of cabinet 

known as Trea• ury Board. 

But I would like to say publicly an~ I hope this is not the kiss 

of death for the deputy minister, he is among the best public servants 

that I have every had the good fortune to come across while working on 

behalf of my district, easy of access if he is not out of town or on 

some conference on the Mainland or travelling around the province, no 

problem getting through to him. Some officials I believe members may 

find are difficult to find on occasion. They are always at meetings of this, 

that or the other thing. If the gentleman should happen to be at a meeting 

the gentleman who I am referring to now should happen to be at a meeting, he always 

calls back post haste, superb type of public servant. If we had, I am 

not saying we do not, but if we had 5,000 public servants of his 

calibre and his desire to co-operate with the elected arm of government, 

then the problem8 in Newfoundland,provided the money is forthcoming, would 

not be long being solved. 
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The minister, Sir, well I do not want to get involved too deeply 

into this particular subject, suffice it to say and we are talking about 

the minister's salary and the minister of this department, suffice it 

to say, Sir, that it bo@gles my mind, and I do not think I am unique in 

this regard, it boggles my mind as to how that honourable gentleman, 

and I believe he is an honourable gentleman and a decent and sincere 

honourable gentleman, but why that honourable gentleman should find 

it necessary on nearly ~very occasion that he rises to speak in this 

House he has to become sort of partisan in a bitter fashion. Now if he 

had been a long time Tory and had spent twenty years or so, Sir, trying 

to get into office and finally got in and saw a few mistakes and if it 

has put the devil in him because these mistakes were made,that would be 

understandable partisan bitterness. But when you are talking about an 

honourable Minister of the Crown who supported the previous administration 

for twelve years,! believe it was twelve years. He was in the administration 

for eight yeara I believe, supported it for twelve. In the administration for 

eight years and can with a straight face, un~lushingly rise in this Rouse 

and start talking about the previous ad~inistration and we are not doing 

the stupid things that the previous administration did in Municipal Affairs 

and that sort of thing. You know how he expects anybody to treat that 

seriously or ~ow he expects himself to be treated as a credible member of 

the government when he gets on like that is beyond me, Sir, because 

the honourable minister voluntarily supported the previous administration 

for twelve years. I am prepared to sav he did a good job when he was there 

just as I hope that all honourable gentlemen who were in the previous 

administration or this administration tried to do and in fact did in aost 

cases a half decent job. For him to rise in his place and talk about the 

mistakes of the previous administration when he was there for about half 

its life, certainly there for all the period of time that he rises to 

criticize, when he would be there to this day. I believe my colleague from 

Bell Island would agree the honourable minister would be here to this 

day if he was not forced out of it as a result of the exercise of the 
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prerogative of the previous Premier, the fonner Premier of this province. 

Just no where is the dignity of that honourable gentleman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please! I wonder if the honourable member be 

not relating to matters which are irrelevant to Municipal Affairs 

and Rousing at this point. 

MR. WM. ROWE: Your Honour, of course is the arbiter on that but 

I do think it has something to do with Municipal Affairs. We are talking 

about the minister and the credibility of the minister and all that sort 

of thing. But anyway I will not belabour that point, I will just ask 

him in his own interest to cease and desist that line of attack because 

it does not do him any credit, it does not do the government any credit, 

either government, the government to which he belonged previously or 

this present administration. It just does not do him any credit. He should 

not get on like that ~ecause I do believe that he is genuine and sincere 

in what he is trying to do. Whether in fact he is doing what should be done 

is another question. I think perhaps the member for Bell Island put his 

finger on it when he mentioned a certain miserlyness and I am not talking • c~at 

the honourable minister personally but I do think that he may have a 

tendency, a conservative tendency to say, "Well if you cannot pay your own 

way, forget about it." I believe he has a tendency to do that. I am not 

saying he does it on every occasion but I seem to detect in the honourable 

minister, in his operations of that department, a feeling that well if 

a community cannot afford a certain public service then perhaps they should 

not have that public service, water and sewer or pavine or whatever it might 

be. If we followed that argument that idea to its logical conclusion, Sir, 

there would not be much done in Newfoundland. There would not be much 

done . Newfoundland would be depopulated. It wauld be moose pasture, Newfoundland, 

if we followed that argument. Because there is not enough money generated 

in Newfoundland itself with regard to municipal services to do hardly 

anythin~ in this province if we were not depending to a large extent on 

Ottawa,under the DREE progrS111111e, on Ottawa in its equalization payments 

which allows the government to run certain public services. So the argument 

that I fear he might be applying to a place like Ming's Bight,for example, 
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which has 100 families or so and simply cannot afford to pay for in any 

reasonable period of time or in any reasonable manner a water 

and sewer system that they have been asking for, if he should apply the 

argument that he has been, indicating to me that he believes in, namely 

if you cannot pay your own way you are not going to get it, well then if he 

should bring that to its logical conclusion he should shut down the 

Municipal Affairs Department because there is very little that we 

can do in thi~ province today, as it is now,without further resource 

development. Without further income of our own, from our own sources, 

there would be very little, Sir, that we would be able to do. 

So I do hope that the minister does not pursue that type of a 

feeling too strictly. I hope that he does open up the coffers to a 

certain extent and not expect small communities throughout this province 

or concerning w~ich there is every indication people will be living for 

many years to come, I hope he does not think that merely because they 

cannot pay their own way they should not have public services. That would 

be a wrong way, a wrong approach, a wrong rationale for municipal 

affairs or municipal services in this province. 

Sir 1 with that general remark I would like to point out to the 

minister one or two things that he already knows. I have not been too 

successful in talking to the minister and getting an opportunity to 

talk to the minister. To tell you the truth, Sir, after the first two 

or three attempts to see him, where he agreed on one or two occasions 

and when the delegation concerned came to see him he was off to a Treasury 

Board meeting or something like that, which is not his fault. I know how 

these things happen having been in the same position myself on many 

occasions. I have not really gone after the minister to sit down and talk 

to him on many of the problems because I find it difficult to be in the 

same place at the ~ame time as the honourhle minister. Therefore, most 

of my communications with the department have been by way of meetings with 

the deputy minister or one or two others or by use of the telephone and 

therefore most of the stuff I am going to talk about now is in the possession 

of the department, the officials of the department. I just want to 
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make sure that the minister himself is fully aware of some of the 

problems which I am going to deal with very briefly, some of the 

problems in the District of White Bay South. 

~tarting at the extreme northern end, Sir, I would like to commend 

to the minister a suggestion that hopefully money will loosen up this 

year to provide water services at any rate for Jackson's Arm and 

Sops Arm and Pol.lards Point. These places have received certain 

grants under the old unincorporated water vote or communities water 

sy~tem vote, whatever the real name of it was. They received money 

there, not nearly enough to do the complete job to provide the hasic 

of life, water to the people of those communities. Although part of 

the job has bren done and I would ask the minister and his officials 

to try to look after that this year, any remaining work that has to be 

done, Try to look after it. Sir, the money you are talking about 

is in the tens of thousands, not a great deal of money at all but to 

the people concerned, while not a matter of life and death, there is a 

difference between a halfway pleasant life and a life of drudgery for the 

woman of the ~ousehold or the man who comes home from work and has to lug 

water two or three miles during the heat of the summer. So I would ask 

that the tens, maybe $30,000 or $40,000 I do not know, $50,000 0 I had 

a study in there done by an engineering firm and I forget the figures 

now with re11;ard to the Jackson's Arm one. Jackson's Arm, Sop's Arm, 

Pollard's Point should be looked after,hopefully this sU111111er,by the 

Department of Municipal' Affairs and I hope the minister when he rises can 

say whether in fact that is going to be done or not. 

Down in Hampden Bayside area they have, of course that is a 

municipality, they have a water and sewer system there which is inadequate 

for certain purposes. I leave it in the hands of the department to meet 

the exigencies of those conmunities when they arise because it has an 

organization there and they can contact the department. 

Coming on to the Baie Verte Peninsula, Sir, Westport and .Purbeck's 

Cove are two other communities where they have difficulties with these basic 

municipal services. Part again of the problem has been solved. One of the 
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communities, Westoort,is an incorporated colllllunity. Part of the problem 

has been solved but they all have additional problems. I believe 

they are lookinR for a sewer system now and I will be the first to 

admit, Sir. that when you are dealinr, with say 150 families or somethin~ 

along that line, to talk about spending anywhere from $250,000 to 

$500,000 or more for a water and sewer system does tend to throw your 

whole concept of 
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economics out of kilter because if you apply that to 700 co1D1Dunities 

or say 600 communities of equal size then you can see the types of 

money you are talking about, you are up in the hundreds of millions 

of dollars. I fully realize that but I do ask the minister to give 

every possible consideration to try and provide this basic service to 

the Commdnity of Westport and of course Purbeck's Cove which is vep, 

smalL It has no organization at all there but perhaps some assistance 

can be provided there when needed. 

Seal Cove, Sir, is in a bind as the minister knows and the 

deputy minister knows. An amount of money I believe at the time it 

was $600,000 or $630,000 cut out for a water and sewer system for the 

Conununity of Seal Cove, a town, a local improvement district I believe 

it is now, or a town council type of operation any way,but two-thirds 

of the community have been done, two-thirds-one-third. I get calls 

really every day from people who are not hooked up to the system. I 

believe that more money will be needed and that more money will be 

forthcoming. Again I ask the minister publicly and his official to try 

and help out on that. I believe they are making progress but I do hope 

that the whole thing can be completed this year. There may be some 

problems with the contractor or the job that was done there, I do not 

know, but I do hope that the Municipal Affairs Department can cope 

with that problem and get us fixed up this year. 

Wild Cove which is right next to Seal Cove is an unincorporated 

community, a small col!llllunity, thirty or forty families, fifty families, 

around that range. It happens to be growing as a matter of fact. It 

does not have any kind of an adequate water system to this day, although 

again money was spent from this fund that used to be in the Department 

of Co11D11unity and Social Development to try and provide water for them. 

They have a water committee there. Again they are after me and after 

the department to provide enough money in the coming season to have 

some kind of a decent water system. They are not asking for water and 

sewerage at this point, I believe they feel it is out of the realm of 

possibility at this particular point in time but they do want, do need 

enough money to provide water for that community. And again, you are 
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talking about I believe tens of thousands of dollars, nothing more than 

tens of thousands. How much is up to an engineer to estimate: $50,000 

or $60,000 perhaps but a small amount when compared to some of the 

massive amounts spent throughout this province for some of our larger 

communities. 

Fleur d~ Lys, Sir, and Coachman's Cove again received money from 

the Department of Municipal Affairs several years ago. Fleur de Lys 

was among those pioneer communities which decided that the council 

itself, with of course the okay of the Department of Municipal Affairs 

the council itself would do the job of putting in a water and sewer 

system and tried to save the money which would ordinar~ly go by way of 

profit to a contracting company. I do not know whether this was the 

right decision at that time or not. It had to be that way at the time 

otherwise it could not have come within the formula of the Department 

of Municipal Affairs for subsidization. 

I would like to hear from the minister what he thinks now of 

this experiment. I believe there were several conununities which went 

ahead on this basis. What he thinks of this experiment and instead of 

calling tenders and having a contractor do a job, a water and sewer 

system, of having the town itself purchase the equipment or rent it 

as the case mirht be and put in the water and sewer system itself 

with the help of a management team or a consulting engineering firm 

that could help out and give guidance along the way. 

Fleur de Lys has been some three years or over three 

years trying to get their system operational,without a great deal of 

success. A lot of money has been spent hut I received many complaints. 

The whole job does not look too sightly at the moment when I visited 

the district, I go there and have a look at it. It does not look too 

sightly. I am wondering what kind of - from an engineering standpoint 

and the department's standpoint, what progress has been made? What 

point has been reached? How much more money is needed? And what is 

the possibility of providing whatever monies are needed to complete 

that job for the benefit of the people of Fleur de Lys? 
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Also of course, Sir, finally,other smaller co!l'lllunities-Mings 

Bight are looking for money for a water system and a sewer system, 

if possible. Again a small.community. The department has been good 

enough to have some surveys done, some engineering reports done on it. 

By the way, these engineering reports I found to my experience 

do not always jive with local knowledge of a situation and as often as 

not the local people are right, I think in the case of the Mings Bight 

engineering survey that there were some gross errors made as to the 

availability of water, the amount of water in a particular pond, the 

difficulty of getting the water down and all this sort of thing, the 

cost. I think there were some gross errors made. I believe that it is 

possible to do it probably cheaper than the engineering report indicated. 

~ut in any event, I would like the minister, if he can at this time, 

to tell the Committee, to tell me whether it it likely that Mings Bight 

will obtain enough money to get a water system this year. The same 

thing applies to Pacquet again in my district. That about completes the 

roster at this particular time, Sir, for the District of White Bay South. 

I would like to know,on behalf of the people of that district, what 

is going to be done this year. 

Now before I sit down, my honourable colleague the Leader of the 

Opposition,who had to leave the Committee to go to a speaking engagement 

some distance from St. John's, asked me on behalf of his district to put 

certain questions to the minister concerning communities in his own 

District of White Bay North. 

Main Brook I believe that the Department of Municipal Affairs was 

instrumental in having some wells drilled in the CoD111unity of Main Brook 

but unfortunately they were dry holes and no results- Apparently they 

are going to have to do what would be called probably a proper water system 

piped from a surface source of water down through the community to be 

piped into the homes. I would like to know what the minister is going 

to do in that community this year. 
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No1<1 these are the type of problems that the minister referred to 

a little while ago, smaller problems,! believe in response to the 

Member for St. Barbe North, smaller problems or some minor questions. 

They may indeed he minor in the scale of the totality of Newfoundland 

and Labrador, Sir, but I would assure the minister,as he knows from 

representing a rural district himself.that as minor as they may be, 

minor in scale compared to the other parts of Newfoundland, St, John's, 

Corner Brcok, Grand Falle that to the people concerned thev are not 

minor, they are very major problems. They need an answer on this type 

of thing just as much as the people of St, John's do, or the people 

of Corner Brook do. 

Raleigh is in the same boat, I think they need a water system. 

I am not sure whether these communities are incorporated or not but in 

any event they do need water systems and the Leader of the npposition. 

to raise these matters publicly. I know he has already made representation 

to the department privately but he did ask me for the record to raise them 

publicly. 

Also there is Conche, Ship Cove, which on the note that the Leader 

of the Opposition gave me said, "Should be started this year." I am 

not sure whether any survey work has been done, any engineering reports 

have been done on Conche and Ship Cove, Sir, but if not, I hope that 

work can start quickly and, if so, I hope that as a result of the reports 

the department will .be in a position to get some work un~erway in these 

particular places. 

Also he mentio.ns some larger communities, St. Anthony, St. Lunaire, 

Goose Cove, Englee where some have water only. There is a water 

and sewer ,;vstem in St. Anthony I believe that 1.'0rk needs to be carried 

on with. He asked me to raise these questions as well concerning the 

District of ,'hite Bay North. 

Sir, om this question,before I sit down, on this question of the 

minister not telli..~g members of the House of Assembly or the ouhlic what 

his department intends to do specifically thjs year, I find it difficult 

to reconcile that statement that he will not tell us what they specifica}];' 

intend to do with his earlier statement that he i~ deterPdne to tell the 
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truth rather than give the people of these communities the runaround. 

Now I would say, Sir, that the minister knows what he intends to 

do this year, at least ninety per cent of what he intends to do. As 

you look down through the various subheads you notice figures for this, 

that and the other thing - Community water services $600,000, engineering 

and planning for this, that and the other thing. I am sure that when he 

brought his draft estimates to Treasury Board, that Treasury Board 

insisted on knowing what he was going to do. So I think he does know. 

If he do not tell us here that can only be construed, Sir, as 

the opposite to what he already said. He does not tell us what he is 

going to do. He has already said that he does not want to give the 

people a run around but when somebody calls me from Pacquet or Mings 

Bight now I have to say, "Yes, the estimates of the minister's department 

went through the Committee this afternoon." And the person on the other 

end of the line will say ,''Well, are we going to get any work done in 

Mings Bight or in Sops Arm or Jackson Arm?" I have to say, "I do not 

know." He will say, "Why?" I will say, "Because the minister would not 

tell us. He knows what he is going to do but he will not tell us what 

he is going to do." 

Now if that is not giving the people the run around, keeping them 

dangling on a hook, I do not know what is. I think the minister can 

conscientiously and truthfully tell us now what he intends to do. If 

he wants to write me a letter privately concerning the District of 

White Bay South, I shall take that. I can understand that he has a 

limited amount of money for an infinite number of demands, I realize 

that. I realize that it may be difficult to stand up and say that 

out of the 700 communities in Newfoundland in need, we are going to 

attend to fifteen, for example. I realize what kind of reprecussions 

that would have throughout the province. I realize that his hands are 

largerly tied. But that is no excuse, Sir, for the minister. If he 

cannot do it publicly now, there is no excuse for him not sitting down 

tomorrow or the next day and writing a letter to myself and any other 
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member of the Committee who make the request,telling us what is going 

to be done so that when we are asked as members for the district, we 

are not made to look like jackanapes and fcols in the eyes of our 

constituents. Because they find it very difficult to believe, they find 

it difficult to believe, Sir, that we cannot possibly know what is going 

to be done because they were told two months ago, they were told by the 

minister's department that we cannot tell you what is going to be done 

next year because the estimates are not down yet. We have to wait until 

the estimates are passed by the House of Assembly. Giving the firm 

impression to the people that once the estimates are brought into the 

Committee and passed then they will know if there community is going to 

have some work or not done in it this year. 

New for me or the minister to go back to the people and say the 

estimates are down and for us to say we still do not know what is going 

to be done next su11D11er or tl·is summer, this does not jive in the 

mind of any reasonable individual and you can hardly blame them for not 

being able to swallow that kind of a statement hook, line and sinker. 

So I would say for the sake of efficiency and truthfulness with 

the people concerned that the minister at the earliest opportunity should 

let me, let other members who make the request of him, let them know 

what work is intended to be done this summer so that the people 

concerned will at least have an answer and they will not, to use tle 

honourable minister's phrase "They will not be given the run arotmd 

again.•· They will at least know "Yes'' or "No." They will not be 

left dangling. 

Sir, I do hope the minister can spend a few minutes in commenting 

on one or two of the matters I have raised. 

MR. EARLE: "r. Chairman, it is not too difficult to comment on the 

matters which the honourable member raised. Just to clear un the 

first point, first, I do not think that the public nor the press nor 

anybody else after these years are so interested nor am I so conceited 

as to think that I passed the association of the Liberal Party is of 

any interest to the general public. I took full responsibility for 
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the Liberal Party when I was with it and with the Liberal Government. 

I have always said that I was responsible for what happened in that 

time . At the time I parted with them I gave due notice that I would 

do everything I possibly could to destroy that government because I 

felt it had failed and I resigned on that. 

There is nothing more to be said about it. I now think that this 

government is doing a good job and I support it just as I loyalty 

supported Joe Smallwood for eight years. If this govermnent made any 

mistakes and I could not deal with it,I would resign from this government. 

However that is enough said on that subject. 

The point is, Mr. Chairman, there are a number of questions which 

the honourable member asked about White Bay North, Most of these have to 

do with small unincorporated conmunities. There is in the estimates here 

a vote under which this comes, which is $600,000, Item No. 906-03. 

He will note if he looks at this that this has risen from $435,000 

last year to $600,000 this year. 

The honourable Member for St. Barbe North mentioned,this morning 

I think,that there had not been much progress in this particular field, 

that is in providing water services to small c01111Uunities. Actually 

there has been quite an astounding increase. Two years ago that vote 

was $300,000, last year it was $435,000, this year it is $600,000. 

So it should indicate to the honourable member that we are at least 

going to do as much as we did laat year and hopefully more although 

prices have gone up on all jobs so tremendously. The work is going to 

cost much more for every project that we undertake. 

Now as regards to his statements when he rather accuses me of 

giving the people the run around, I have always said to delegations 

that until I am in a position to give them a firm answer, I perfer 

not to give them an answer. Many delegations go out of my office 

completely dissatigfied. I do not mind that because I would rather that 

I were able to give them an honest answer than give them a straight answer. 

The position is on these items that he mentions here today that 

on the larger ones _which I mentioned I have eighty-two applic~tions on 
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hand at present for water and sewer systems. These as I said this 

morning will be financed by government guarantee. Just to repeat, 

this is done by issuing guarantees to the council for bank loans 

which generally are of a five year duration. Then after that time 

they are refinanced and turned into bonds - forty year bond systems 

with subsidy from the government. 

Now the position as of this moment is that I have not yet been 

advised by government, in fact government have not yet decided how 

much I am going to be permitted to guarantee for the coming season. 

So none of these major jobs other than those in which we have DREE 

funding and some of which tenders have been called for, none of these 

have yet been allocated but when I am in a position to allocate them 

I will tell the people what jobs and I hopefully will tell the members 

what jobs we can do. 

Now the small jobs as he referred to them, in the smaller water 

systems there is a vote here of $600,000. How this is usually handled

my officials come to me from time to time and say that Flower's Cove 

or some other place whatever it may be, Jacksons Arm or something,has 

a request in for $10,000 jobs, some more wells or some more lines or 

somethin8 of that sort. We look at the thing a!ld we will say, "Okay 

that can be done. " We go through the course of the year depending on 

how available our men are and our engineers are and so on to see that 

the thing is properly supervised. We go ahead and we keep on with these 

projects as we go and there will be a p,reat many of these done this year. 

I cannot tell the member actually if individual places will be done but 

he can be assured that his district in common with all the other districts 

will get fair treatment on the money we have to spend in this respect. 

I will be the happiest person in the world to be able to tell these 

councils when I am able to announce to them that, yes, I will do such 

and such a thing in such and such a place. I will also advise the · 

member of the district,whether he is on this side of the Committee or 

on the other side of the Committee,but at this stage I really do not know 
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what individual places we are going to do. 

I do know that in the case of Fleur de Lys to finish off that 

particular place, the estimate is about $200,000. I do not know if 

that one will be one of the ones that will be fortunate enough to get 

it this year or not but that is about it, it is about $200,000 on that 

job. Some of them of course are a lot smaller than that and some are 

perhaps in the same field, hut we will treat them all fairly and we will 

do what we can and when I know what we can do I shall tell them . 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Mr. Chairman, hefore the minister sits down, I think 

my colleagues would allow it. The minister did not comment on the 

question I asked, Row has this sort of pilot project worked out? · 

I have another question before the minister gets up as well. I believe 

there were, what? Probably a-half a dozen communities who decided to 

go it on their own, so to speak, rather than have tenders called for 

contractors. That is one question I would like for him to comment on. 

Secondly, perhaps the minister could set it out in perspective for all 

of us in the Committee, Mr. Chairman, if he could give us a ball park 

figure on what would be the cost at this moment of completing all 

water and sewer system which have been requested or which are outstanding 

now in the province. For example, would it be $200 million? I am not 

asking for anything exact but what is the range, what is the scale of 

money we are talking ahout in order to get water and sewer systems to 

an acceptable level or what might be considered acceptable by the 

people concerned? 

MR. EARLE: Mr. Chairman, to answer the first question, first. With 

the experimental projects where councils themselves were allowed to 

employ consultants and contractors to do the work, the majority of 

these cases worked out fairly well, Some of them were quite bad, some 

of them did not work out at all well. This was generally due to the 

management and overseeing of the job and so on. 
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I would think in most cases we are quite satisfied with the 

work they did. I do not think that we will get away from that 

completely this year. We will probably have a look at the job and 

see if the council in our opinion is capable of doing it and having 

it done properly and we will probably go along with it. One cenot 

be too specific on this. One has to judge every case as it comes 

up. 

Now on the ball park figure, I always hesitate to 

give this but I mentioned it several times. About six or eight 

months ago I was asked the same question and I said that in order 

to give the people satisfactory water and sewer systems in the 

areas!where it is possible to do so, I estimated that it would 

cost about $250 million. That is a very broad figure. Prices 

have escalated to the point now that I would not be at all surprised 

if that figure could not be revised to $300 million. As a matter of 

fact this morning when I opened my remarks I stated that the projects 

which I considered urgent at the present time and which are presently 

really urgent requests are probably somewhat upwards of $30 million, 

these which need immediate attention. 

MR. WINSOR: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I should begin by complimenting 

the minister. After complimenting the minister I should be able 

to criticize if the need be. I want to compliment the minister 

on the way in which he has dealt with many delegations which l 

have arranged to see him. He has always been willing to meet a 

delegation even though they have, as he stated, gone away very unhappy. 

However, Mr. Chairman, the minister did mention the fact that there 

was approximately $900,000 spent in the Fogo District in water and 

sewer systems. Musgrave Harbour I think is the one the minister 

mentioned and Carmanville. He omitted Lumsden l think. 

been just about completed, 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

Lumsden has 

MR. WINSOR: Do not discredit me by taking Lllllsden ,out of 

Fogo District as yet. It may disappear in redistribution. 

AN -HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 
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MR. WINSOR: That is fine. 

Mr. Chairman, all of those systems were committed 

during the last administration. Most of the money I suppose 

was arranged and it was a matter of arranging for additional 

money to have the jobs completed. I am sure that the people 

of those communities are very appreciative. They are not too much 

concerned about when the systems were started as long as they enjoy 

the facilities and getting into our modem way of living by 

having water and sewer. It is next to roads. Water and sewer 

has taken on a new light in this province, Mr. Chairman. Every 

connnunity of any size now is craving for some kind of a water and 

sewer system. 

2 

Mr. Chairman, I have to criticize the minister for 

not taking some positive action on the installation of the water 

system at Fogo. The minister is quite aware of the situation there. 

He should know better than anyone else in this honourable conaittee 

because having been born and having grown up there, he knows the 

community of Fogo better than I do. There is a dire need for some 

kind of a system at Fogo. 

Hr. Chairman, for the past three years $500,000 

has been in the bank there in Fogo and no arrangement can be worked 

out or has been worked out with the Clean, Air, Water and Soil Authority 

to get that job off the ground. I feel the people of Fogo expect 

some positive action from the minister. They expected it last year. 

I hope this year that they will be able to get that. Whether they 

start phase one or phase two or the whole thing, it is very important, 

it is very essential. I would urge the minister to give full,special 

consideration. It is the land of his birth. No man can do any less 

However, Hr. Chairman, there is a grave need for some 

source of a good supply of drinking water practically all over the 

District of Fogo. I named but a few. The2e is Joe Batt's Arm, another 

community which the minister is well familiar with, Shoal Bay, Tilting 

and Seldom, practically all the communities on Fogo Island. Then on 
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the mainland part of the district we ha,•e Horwood, Stoneville, Gander 

Bay, Clarke's Head, Fredericton, Davidsville and others. 

I must say that the minister did make an attempt 

to have something done in providing wells in certain communities. 

Last year, Mr. Chairman, I received,as perhaps other members did, 

a letter from the minister's department advising us that a 

sum of $5,000 was available to provide wells in certain communities 

and left the onus on the member to suggest in which communities that 

$5,000 should be spent. 

The honourable minister must realize that no 

member, if he should have any political sense at all, would place 

himself in a position where he would have to favour one community 

over another to have the meagerly sum of $5,000 spent to provide 

a source of good drinking water. 

Mr. Chairman, I think this is typical all over the 

district. How the minister is going to get around it, I do not 

know. I can appreciate the fact that the minister does not have 

enough money or sufficient money to do all of those things. Is it 

not possible to pinpoint where the water is most urgently needed?. 

There are some places in the Fogo District during the summer and 

as a matter of fact all year round, during the hot weather of summer, if 

there should be such a thing, the frosty weather of winter and we 

know that there is lots of frost, where people are just unable to 

get sufficient water to manage their daily chores, in certain 

parts of Gander Bay and in that area, they go by truck and whatever 

other convenience they can get hold of. 

Mr. Chairman, there is the matter of fire equipment. 

It is really frightening, Mr. Chairman, In some of those communities, 

there is not one single piece of equipment around within miles. 

If there were a fire to take place at Gander Bay, the nearest fire 

equipment I suppose is at Gander. God knows what would happen by 

the time they would get a fire engine out from Gander to fight a fire 

in any part of Gander Bay. There is some equipment I think at 
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Lumsden and Musgrave Harbour but these are probably the only 

two co111111Unities that I know of where there is any fire equipment 

at all. Those are matters which affect the lives of all of the 

people and especially in those communities where they are incorporated. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like, as my colleague the 

Hon. Member for White Bay South, to request the minister - I feel 

that he will do justice to us and let us know what to expect. When 

I go to the District of Fogo, every town council, every co111111Uility 

is asking me the same as they are asking I am sure every other 

member on both sides of the committee, "What is going to be done 

in our district this year? How are we going to get a good source 

of drinking water? Are we going to get our water and sewer system 

completed?" 

Mr. Chairman, the minister or the deputy minister 

received a delegation yesterday from the Town Council of Carmanville. 

They are concerned because they find that they are going to be 

perhaps $100,000 short of completing that system at Carmanville. 

Surely, Mr. Chairman, the minister will not permit the installation 

of part of that system without arranging for the full thing to be 

completed? 

Mr. Chairman, I am asking the minister if he would 

be good enough, after today I would suspect that those estimates 

will get through, to see that delgations or the member will not 

have to go back to their communities and say we just cannot give 

any information on what is going to be done because the estimates 

have not been passed, We know, Mr, Chairman, that that is only a 

way of evading the real question. We know the minister knows right 

now how much money is going to be spent in each district, what 

systems he is going to undertake to have completed or new ones 

installed. Is that not correct? 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. WINSOR: It is not correct. 
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Well then if that be not correct, would the 

minister undertake to -

MR. NEARY: Where is their planning and priorities secretariate? 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

UR. WINSOR: I would suspect that the minister knew a long 

time ago. However, if that be not the case, I accept that. 

MR. NEARY: Get rid of the planning and priorities. 

MR. WINSOR: Mr. Chairman, the minister, like we have, has a district 

which I am sure is very demanding for those services. I wonder 

will they be able to find out sooner than we are what is going to 

be done in that district or several others that I might have mentioned? 

Mr. Chairman, I would plead with the minister to 

give us some information that we can take back. After all, one part 

is as good as the other. One part is as much as entitled to know 

what is going on as the other. Whether it is Progressive Conservative 

or Liberal, it does not make any difference. I am sure the honourable 

minister would not tolerate the impression from anyone that 

he would be more lenient towards a Progressive Conservative District 

than a Liberal District. I have a feeling that if the minister had 

to make a strong decision he would favour my district perhaps, 

the District of Fogo, in preference to maybe Hermitage or Fortune. 

Mr. Chairman, I sincerely hope that the minister 

will be able to give us some information that we can take back. If 

the minister should want to tell it like it is, well then we shall hold 

him responsible. Of course, we will have to plead our case with the 

minister and hopefully we will be able to get the information that 

is expected of us. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a few words. I feel 

impelled to do so and I would like to say that I am thinking as an 

M.H.A., which is impossible I guess as a minister of the government. 

I should say a few words about the problems that arise out of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing which are quite unusual to my district, 
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when I hear the honourable members across the committee and my 

colleagues on this side of the committee, in respect to the towns 

that I represent in this committee, the Town of Labrador City, 

Wabush and Churchill Falls, which are amongst the nicest towns 

in the province, I would like to spend just a couple of minutes 

because I do not want to delay the proceedings. It is a time for the 

opposition to have the opportunity. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to go on record and for 

a few minutes I would like to go into the Town of Labrador City, 

Wabush and Churchill as they relate to the Department of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing. 

Mr. Chairman, as you know in the activities of the 

municipalities and in the activities of the school boards in 

Labrador City, Wabush and Churchill Falls, the cost or by far the 

greatest amount of it is borne by the mining companies, the Iron, 

Ore Company of Canada, Wabush Mines and the Churchill Falls,Labrador 

Corporation. It is anywhere from sixty to eight per cent of the 

operational costs and the total capital costs. Psychologically 

this is certainly not a healthy situation. There is a feeling 

in the area which people have that what one is given is given by the 

companies. It is a rather paternalistic attitude. I guess the strong 

and deep pride of Newfoundlanders (There are many Newfoundlanders 

in Labrador. from all over the province,who have moved there) and 

the feeling is that they are really receiving handouts from the companies 

on a paternalistic basis and this. is not something that makes them 

feel proud of the fact that they are part of this province. 

Mr. Chairman, last year the grants were raised from 

$75,000 to $100,000. The municipalities were pleased, Labrador 

City and Wabush. Churchill Falls operates more or less as a private 

town. The $25,000 increase was welcomed,as one dollar would be 

or $25,000,000. It is still a long ways to go. I lllll sure I have 

talked with my colleague on a number of occasions. While it is not 

much, at least it is something. When one talks about operating 
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budgets in the area of $3 million to $5 million, when one is talking 

about the company proportion of that, one is talking about again 

the feeling that the mining companies are again going beyond the 

scope and people feel that government should become involved. Last 

year we were quite fortunate in that the first cabinet meeting of 

the island part of the province was held in Labrador City and Wabush, 

last July. The Premier stood and suggested at that time on behalf 

of the government that government should become more involved in 

the mining towns, We certainly welcome that principle. 

By law, under the acts that created the corporations 

in Labrador City and Wabush, they are not asked to pay more than 

forty per cent of the operating budget of the municipality. In 

effect they pay seventy-five and eighty per cent. It is a difficult 

situation, as I said, from a psychological point of view. People like 

to feel that their government is helping. I would like to see the 

programmes that relate to this type of thing, the prants being 

raised with the acknowlegement that part of the tax dollar is being 

returned to the people who pay them. That really is a minor situation. 

It is in hand now. I am sure that with the passage of time and 

the study that my colleague has going on in the area now in Labrador 

City that,sooner or later, of course, possibly there will be an 

elected town council in the area and things may change at that time. 

Mr. Chairman, the most importanr thing I would like to 

bring up is the question of housing. Perhaps nowhere in the province 

is there any more need for housing than in Labrador City and Wabush. 

There may be other places which need as ~uch. The housing up there 

is built by the company for the company employees. There are long 

lists of people who are waiting for houses in Labrador City and Wabush. 

There is a long list of company employees. 

Mr. Chairman, as we all know, in any situation where 

one has a 6ne-industry town, like Labrador City and Wabush or like 

any other area, one is going to have the situation whereby one has to 
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have service industries. It often comes as a shock to people 

when I tell them that there are over 3,000 people employed in the 

service industry in Labrador City, not I.O.C. employees but 

people outside of the mining companies. There are 3,000 employees 

or more now. That was the latest figures we received some time 

ago. These people need housing. There are some houses in Labrador 

City or sbme apartment buildings that are open to the general public. 

I am talking about the non-r.o.c. employees. In many instances 

many of the I. 0, C. employees, who have not been there very long, 

of course,have problems acquiring houses. Our turnover rate is 

unbelievable with regard to people leaving the area because they 

they cannot get housing. 

Mr. Chairman, for somebody who has lived in Wabush 

and Labrador City, there is a special feeling of community there. 

I have been at it for twelve years now and I still cannot get used 

to it when the grapevines starts, the telephone rings and we hear 

that somebody is leaving town, somebody we know and this is 

constantly going on.day in and day out. We never get used to the 

news that somebody else is leaving, SOlllebody who is part of the 

comnmnity. Often times the reason is housing. We have a great 

need for housing. 

Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that the minister has 

directed his officials as well as the members of the Newfoundland 

and Labrador Housing Corporation to enter negotiations with Wabush 

Mines. Wabush has offered land in the Town ef Wabush for a housing 

development of one kind or another. Unfortunately, of course, because 

one is in the north, ( I will no'i>' say it here) the cost of preparing 

the building lots for these are abnormal because of the area in which one 

is. There is no way on the r:augh estimates that I now hear that 

a person could afford a building lot. They are quite extensive, quite 

high. I do not know what is going to be done but something has to be done. 
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We are not crying and shouting. We feel the time has come to 

recognize that there is some money coming out of Labrador City and 

Wabush 
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and there is some going back. I think right now in my estimation 

that probably the number one problem that we have now is housing. 

It is housing for those IOC employees who are unable to get them 

and those Wabush Mines employees who are unable to get them as well 

IB-1 

as housing for the other people in the area. The serviced industries• 

they have no housing. 

Young families come up in there,like many of us did. It is 

a very young population. They want to settle down and live there for 

a lifetime and life is good and clean and simple up there. Because 

there is no housing available, they do not stay for the period of 

time that would make the col!Dllunity a stable place in which to live. 

The efforts so far of my colleague I am very grateful for. 

I think the people also share my attitude in this respect. I think 

that we have to get something done. I know that I am saying this for 

the record but I must say one thing, that my colleague did send some 

officials of his department into Labrador City and Wabush and they met 

with various people. I read the report that they gave when they came 

back. The report was as accurate as if they had had it from somebody 

who had lived there for a lifetime. The picture is well-known by the 

minister. 

I stand merely now to plead on behalf of the people of 

Labrador City and Wabush that everything be done possible - I know 

the minister is doing this - but everything possible be done in 

order to provirle housing for the people of Labrador City and Wabush, 

for those people with the Iron Ore Company of Canada and Wabush Mines 

who cannot get housing and especially those people who are not employees 

of either company and who find it next to impossible to acquire housing. 

When they do and it is a basement apartment, some of the prices 

that they have to pay for rent are exorbitant. It is unfortunate and it 

is a matter of grave concern to all the people in Labrador City and 

Wabush and to myself and I know also to government. So, merely I 

stand for a few minutes to ask the minister publicly to continue his 

efforts which I am very pleased with and to make every effort,which I 

am sure he will do, to provide some housing, some government housing, 

in the Labrador City, Wabush area as soon as is humanly possible. 
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I can assure the honourable minister and I can assure this 

committee, Sir, that the people up there would appreciate it greatly. 

I think they have waited a long while patiently for it. I think the 

time has come when they would like to see sOl!le positive and real effects 

of the housing prograllDI\e of this province in their back yard. So, I 

thank him for these few minutes. I did not mean to take up any time 

but I think it is a matter of significant importance to the people 

in my district to bring it to the attention of the colllI:littee and ask 

their concurrence in my support for this cause, 

Let me say one thing too that I might add in closing. The 

people in my district in effect are people from all the districts. 

The forty-one districts in the province are in my district, It is 

the cosmopolitan area of the province. So, in effect in standing 

up and asking for this I am asking for support because they are people 

who lived in the various bays and coves and towns and inlets and parts 

of Labrador and parts of the island. So, they are your people and 

they are in my district for one year or ten years or maybe for the 

rest of their life. So, the plea is on behalf of all of them. I am 

sure that it will be heard by the minister and appropriate action 

will be taken. 

MR. WILSON: While sitting here and listening to the honourable 

members speaking of their districts and water and sewerage, I myself 

have been put to wonder from sitting down there if I have a district 

at all, because my district takes in, Sir, Georgetown, Brigus, Juniper 

Stump, Cupids, Bay Roberts, Port de Grave and Country Road, Clarke's 

Beach, South River, North River, and Halls Town. 

Neither one of these communities in my district has any 

water and sewerage but I can assure you, ~ir, that a few of them 

have plenty of pollution. I am wondering why, by listening to the 

honourable members this evening in this honourable committee and hearinp, 

the money that is being spent in different districts, Sir, there 

could not be some spent in my district because it has been a great 

honourable or Liberal district for years and years. I am wondering 

why it was overlooked. 
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Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, I suppose we are all here for 

a purpose. That purpose is to do the best for our fellowim, let him 

be Liberal, Tory, NDP, whatever category he stands in. To me, Sir, and 

in this honourable House that would be my attitude since I am here. 

Neither do I want to pretend to be looking for anything for people 

they have not asked for. I intend when it is put before me to see 

it, to ask for something for the people who need it and there is a 

necessity surely, should the burden by placed on my shoulders to do 

so and if I run not in the position to do that, I should take my back 

seat. 

Now, especially referring to the Town of Clarke's Beach~ 

people may say, ''Well, you live there." I am not altogether interested 

in my own field as far as that is concerned. If I do not want to drink 

pollution, probably I may be able to afford without coming to the 

government to dig an artesian well. That is not saying that my next 

door neighbor can do the same thing. Somewhere along the line they 

have to be provided for. 

Well, in the Town of Clarke's Beach we have an old peoples' 

home there. Ther~ are about a hundred people in it. As far as I 

understand , a lot of the wells in that area are being polluted 

because the system is not working well. Since going to the department, 

there have been engineering studies done on this. 

Also, the next town that is deeply buried in pollution is 

the Town of Brigus. The reason why is because it is lying in a lower 

land area on a level with the sea. Other communities by the hillside 

and what not have a better chance to get clear of pollution than 

somebody who is down on the sea level. So, the Town of Brigus, I 

think, had an engineering study back in the good old Liberal days. 

There was nothing done with it, nothing done about it. 

Sure, I am not naive enough to come into this honourable 

House and figure that the Town of Clarke's Beach and Bay Roberts 

and all of these can be all done at the one time when I understand 

that in Bay Roberts the work now will take about $4 million to do 

the water system, about $3 million for Coley's Point, about $385,000 
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for Mercer's Cove, Bay Roberts, $89,000 to draw a line to come 

from the old peoples' home at Clarke's Beach. I understand it 

is a quarter of a million dollars or more for Brigus. Naturally, 

if all of this were thrown into one place there would be lots of 

people who would not receive anything. 

In the olden days, Sir, as far as when I came up. there 

were not very 1112.ny apples or oranges kicking around. There may 

have been one but everybody was looking for a part of it. Wisely 

enough it was shared. I think that we should in this honourable 

House feel in the same position. Some of us can get by without 

water and sewerage and people are not asking for it. While they 

are not asking, why would government put the burden on their 

shoulders of having to take something on them when these people are 

not even looking for it. The people who are looking for it as a 

necessity to them, surely we should give it to them if possible. 

That takes money. 

Listening here in this honourable House this evening 

about what water and sewerage programmes have been put forward, I 

think there is a lot of money involved. Another thing we have to 

consider is since all the water and sewerage programmes have been 

given out and the contract is after getting out and all the rest of 

IB-4 

it and while I am satisfied to go along with the honourable minister's 

not releasing where it is going to be done, the contractors are all 

apt to jUl!lp in as soon as they hear that the money is going to be 

spent there. 

I am one here to stand on this floor and say that just about 

half of this cost could put the water and sewerage in lots of places, 

for half the money. This is what is leading us where we are to. I know 

myself that as far as the department is concerned in the Liberal days 

as well as in the Progressive Conservative days - I was the mayor of 

Clarke's Beach over there for four years - I never had any trouble 

coming over to try to get something found out in the council area. 

I tell you that there have been a lot of things done that no one had 

to sit down and start figuring before they did it. 
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My district from one end to the other is about eighteen or 

twenty miles from end to end. In that district there is a council in 

Clarke's Beach - and just across the bridge from one community to another. 

There is a council in Clarke's Beach, a council in South River, a council 

in North River, a council in Cupids, a council in Brigus, a council in 

Bay Roberts, in the vacinity of twenty miles. There is a fire truck in 

Brigus, a fire truck in Cupids. They are looking for one in South River, 

looking for one in Clarke's Beach. There is a fire truck in Bay Roberts. 

When a fire hall can te built half way into town, there is only ten 

miles and they can be to every home there. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Do they all go to the fires? 

MR. WILSON: They all go to the fires when they are called. They have 

to get voluntary men to go on them. Honourable gentlemen know what 

that is. Why not come through a system and build a fire hall and 

put a paid crew around the shop when the fire trucks are there? I 

could be truced and the other fellow could he taxed because his insurance 

would be that much cheaper that he would be able to pay extra tax. 

Somewhere along the line someone did not do their homework 

for twenty-three years. I am sorry to have to say it. I am one with 

the other members in this honourable House who are after falling in the 

category that we have to take this upon our shoulders and be told that 

this is not done and that is not done. We are the same as a man whose 

business has fallen into debt. We are paying off the debt. Until the 

debt is paid off, we cannot get on our feet. 

swim with a load on his back. 

There is no man who can 

I am not pretending to know it all as far as this government 

is concerned or any other government. If the Liberal government were 

in power or the NDP were in power, they would have to have the money to 

do the job. We have to utilize what we have and do the best with it. 

We have no cause to see what is going ahead in this honourable House, 

calling one gentleman down and the other one because they are in separate 

parties. Surely, we can go out on the street and meet man to man and 

come in this honourable House,and they are trying to get at the skin, lf a member 

is elected for a district, whatever he may be, he should try to do the best 

he can and to the best of his ability, I find this in this day and age to 
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be a very, very sad thing to be handing out to a younger generation. 

Tomorrow the generation that is cominr is only going to be as good 

in the future day as what we build it. Surely if we are not 

men enough to try to build it and be honest in our ways about it, 

we cannot expect to reap any benefits. 

Right here now I do not want to try to put any pressure 

on, but Brigus is a town of low lands and if we only had everybody 

who is looking for water and sewerage in lots of cases in communities, 

if we either had sewerage out and if we never had sewerage out, we 

had water in, it would solve the problem. One of these things would 

offset pollution. If we got clean water in, there is no water going to 

be polluted because we got it in. If we have sewerage out, there is 

no sewerage to pollute the water because it is gone out. 

This is where we are all wrong. A little town wants water 

and sewerage. There is thousands of water there but they want water 

and sewerage. It is one or the other . I heard in this honourable 

House today from the honourable member,for St. Barbe North I think 

it was, that he could not find out and see why there were special 

priorities for water and sewerage. Well, I say there is a special 

priority if there is a town that is polluted in low level land. If 

that is polluted, well that should be a priority. If a town is built 

on a hillside, the pollution is running away from them. So, therefore 

it is running down on the low land fell~, and he has all the pollution. 

Well, I say that is a priority. 

I think we should try to reason out and try to do the best 

we can for those communities that are in need of such water and 

sewerage. People are looking for it but let us find out and see 

before we cast it over on the people that the people are even satisfied 

to pay taxes when that time ccmes to receive the benefits. Until we 

arrive at that, we are going to be in a sad position. I hope the 

honourable minister and this government will find fit to try to look 

after water and sewerage in some of the areas of which I have spoken 

about if they have the funds to do so . If th~y have not got the 

funds, well, we just have to wait until the money is relieved. Thank 

you. 
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MR. NEARY: I must say, Sir, what the member for Port de Grave says 

makes a lot of sense. Sir, the first thing I want to do now while 

I lllll on my feet - I am going to change the subject slightly after I 

raise this matter. Somebody called me, I think it was yesterday,to 

ask me to bring to the attention of the committee that a sewer line 

is being put in, I believe , over in New Perlican. Is there a sewer 

line being put in at the present time in New Perlican? 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: New Perlican. Well, it was pointed out to 111e, Sir, that 

the sewerage, the outfall from the sewerage is going to be right 

down on the beach where people swi111, where the kids go swimming in the 

summertime. I am told that there are picnic tables right on or near 

that beach. The person who called me from that community, I think it 

was last night or the night before, asked me to bring it to the lllinister's 

attention because it certainly would not be conducive to a good picnic 

sight, Sir, to have the sewerage flowing right out in the salt water 

there, right on the beach. I would like to bring that to the minister's 

attention and have it checked into because maybe what is needed.there, 

Sir, is a sewerage treatment plant. 

I know there are other areas of Newfoundland where sewerage 

is running out in the salt water and there are areas where they have 

sewerage treatment plants but this one apparently is right in an area 

where people go to have picnics and so forth. 

Now, Sir, I want to change the subject for a few moments if 

I may because the Minister of Municipal Affairs is also responsible 

for housing. I want to change the subject for a few moments and talk 

about housing. Now, my colleague, the Leader of the Opposition, put 

forward a number of suggestions and ideas and proposals to the lllinister 

yesterday. I do not propose to go over these again, Sir, but there 

were some good ideas thrown out by the Leader of the Opposition. I 

hope that the minister will take note of them. 

What I want to talk about first of all, Sir, before I get to 

the royal co11111ission report on the cost of home construction and housing 

in this province, a report of the Co-1.ssion of Enquiry, I think it 
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was done by Mr. Kostaszek, 1959, I want to refer to this report, Sir, 

but before I do I want to bring to the attention of the collllllittee a 

statement that the minister made the other day that I was rather 

interested in. The minister in outlining a sort of a housing policy, 

in trying to defend the administration's lack of a policy I suppose, 

was being interviewed by CBC, I think it was "Here and Now". 

I heard the minister make a statement that sort of caught 

my attention. That was the minister more or less was abusing the 

Government of Canada for not removing the twelve per cent sales tax 

on building materials. The minister was merely parroting, Sir, his 

counterparts in Ottawa. The Tory members of parliament have been talking 

about this for some time without too much success. So, the thought 

immediately occurred to me, Sir, then if this minister, our provincial 

minister responsible for housing, is sincere in what he is saying, really 

means it, is acting in good faith, then why would not the province - they 

have it all in their own hands - remove the eight per cent sales tax 

on building materials in this province? 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Ottawa has much more money than we do. 

MR. NEARY: Oh, the minister says that Ottawa has much more money than 

they have. Well, Sir, the minister knows full well that to remove the 

eight per cent sales tax in this province would probably cause the 

province in loss of 
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revenue of about $25 million because I am told the matter has already 

been investigated. The loss in revenue would be around $25 million. 

How much would the Government of Canada lose in revenue? The minister 

thinks that the Government of Canada have their own printing press up 

there - money running out of their ears • Sir, it is just as right 

and just as proper for me to suggest to the minister that his government 

remove the eight per cent sales tax on building materials in this 

province as it is for the minister to go on televison and publicly 

abuse the Governemnt of Canada for not removing the twelve per cent 

sales tax. 

The minister could say to me, "Oh, it is easy, you are over in 

opposition,to make this suggestion but where will we make up the loss 

in revenue?" Does not the Government of Canada use the same argument 

against the minister? 

But, Sir, be that as it may, the thing that irritates me in this 

province, Mr. Chairman, is the eight per cent that is tacked on to 

manufactured homes, Atlantic Design Homes that are manufacted out in 

Stephenville. The minister knows full well, Sir, that in the case of 

these homes there is rank discrimination - discrimination of the worst 

sort. Not only is the eight per cent tacked on to the building materials 

but the eight per cent is added on to the selling price of that ho111e. 

The selling price - they are collecting the eight per cent on everything, 

Sir, even the profit that Atlantic Design Homes are making. 

I am told, Mr. Chairman, I have it from a very, very reliable 

source,that an Atlantic Design Home, Sir, a manufactured house in 

Stephenville can be put on a foundation in Eastern Newfoundland, and 

this is of some interest to the Committee, now just listen to this-

an Atlantic Design Home, a manufactured house out in Stephenville can 

be put on a foundation here on the East Coast of Newfoundland for 

$16,900. Now let us say a potential homeowner has a piece of land or 

can get a piece of land for $3,000, $4,000 or $5~noo, he can put in his 

foundation probably for $2,500. So his piece of land and his foundation 

would probably cost him about say $6,500. He can get the manufactured 
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home put on that foundation for $16,900. You know what the total cost 

then is, ~1r. Chairman? The total cost of that house is $23,400. 

Well let us give him an outside price. Let us exaggerate it a 

little bit. An individual here on the East Coast of this province can 

get a manufactured home from Stephenville put on a foundation, paying 

for the piece of land for $25,000. Why in the name of heavens, I do 

not understand this, why are our people then going for the expensive 

homes? Why are they paying $45,000 and $50,000, $55,000 and $60,000 

for a home? Is it because this company in Stephenville have not been 

able to get their message across? 

I was really amazed, Mr. Chairman, I am sure members of the CoDmlittee 

who are listening to me will be amazed. The same home, it is a three 

bedroom home, it is well constructed, it is a magnificent home, Sir, 

I have been in them. When I was the Minister of Social Services I brought 

fourteen or fifteen or sixteen of these homes for welfare officers. The 

same home, a three bedroom home,can be put on a foundation on the West 

Coast for $15,700. So on the West Coast you can do it for a little over 

$1,000 less than on the East Coast. It is absolutely fantastic, Sir. 

I did not believe that in this day and age when the cost of homes 

have gone completely out of reach of the ordinary people that you could 

still get a home put on a foundation, and incidentally, Mr.Chairman, it 

is not necessary to put in a foundation. If you had a piece of land 

they would put the home there for $16,900, 1t does not need a foundation 

but the ideal situation of course would be to have the foundation. This 

company out in Stephenville, Sir, this is not a commerical for Atlantic 

Design Hornes by any stretch of the imaginatirn but it is a pretty good 

piece of information to pass along to the general public. 

The factory out in Stephenville is capable of manufacturing 500 

homes a year. They are turning out now an average of 150 homes a year. 

That means that they can at maximum capacity produce another 

350 homes. 

So I would like for the minister-Sir, I do not know if trere is 

a problem with these homes. Are these homes not accepted by municipalities? 
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By the City of St. John's? By the City of Comer Brook? The Town of 

Grand Falls? Are they acceptable? I remember first when these homes 

came on the market, Sir, I heard it said by people who, you know, had 

pretty half decent homes: "There is no manufactured home going 

on this street, going next to my house because all they do is decrease 

the value of my property." Is that still the situation? Is there a 

stigma attached to these homes? I do not think so, Sir. Some pretty 

well-to-do people living in some of these homes today. 

The Atlantic Design Home that is manufactured in Stephenville has 

come a long way since they established that industry out there a few 

years ago. I am told, Sir, that this company ranks with the best in 

Canada,has one of the finest reputations of any C0111Pany manufacturing 

homes in Canada. It is practically number one on the list. They have 

come a long way. They have a good reputation. Well what is wrong,people 

are not buying these homes? I hear every day young people cannot afford 

to buy homes because they are too expensive $55,000, $~0,000. 

I am also told, Mr. Chairman, and I do not know if this is correct 

or not,that the pre-cut homes are doing a thriving business in Newfoundland, 

doing a thriving business. Right down here off the Torbay Road where a 

development is taking place,you can see the tractor trailers going by 

this building practically every day with a load of joists and beams, 

board all pre-cut. You know where it is pre-cut, Mr. Chairman? Up 

in Montreal. 

So it is hard to understand, Sir, why our people are not going 

for these low-cost homes, these low-priced homes. They would rather 

import the pre-cut material from Montreal and to put a house up. Even 

with the pre-cut material from Montreal - I see them advertised in 

our local papers every day - it is still going to cost $35,000 or $40,000 

to put that home down there on the Torbay Road or wherever they are 

putting them up in Newfoundland. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Is that right? $35,000 or $40,000? 
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AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR, NEARY: Even with these pre-cut ~omes? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Except the manufactured home, I am just pointing out to 

the Committee, $16,900 put on the foundation. Does my honourable 

colleague know that you could get a home in Newfoundland for that 

price? 

AN RON . MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Well I just said it. You do not even need a foundation. 

It is an ideal situation to have the foundation but to rut in a 

foundation I would say would cost about $2,500. To buy a piece of land 

what? $4,000 or $5,000? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Well, okay, fine! Maybe this is the problem. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Land is the problem. 

MR. NEARY: Pardon? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Aw, well maybe land is the problem, 

AN HON. MEMBER: A great big problem. 

~. NEARY: Perhaps the minister could tell us what his administration, 

what his department intends to do about this land situation. What I 

would suggest, Mr. Chairman, I am going to throw this out and we have 

been accused on numerous occasions on this side of the Committee of 

not being positive and constructive in our thinking, we do not put 

forward any new ideas or any constructive ideas. I am going to suggest 

to the minister now, Sir, that they provide,the government, his minister's 

department provide the land up on which to put a substantial number of 

these manufactured homes from Stephenville. Let the government pay for 

it and let the government put the homes on the foundations then sell 

them to the individuals. Does thAt not make sense? Instead of going 

off with illusions of grandeur and putting up these luxurious homes, 

the windows leaking and the walls popping out and the poor consumer with 

no protection, no guarantee against poor workmanship and shoddy workmanship, 
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1hese homes I imagine from Stephenville could pass the test. Why 

would not the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing r.oI'1'oration? I 

am glad to see my honourable friend, the Chairman, no not the Chairman, 

the Manager. 

AN HON. MEMBER: The Chairman. 

MR. NEARY: The Chairman of the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing 

Corporation here in the Chamber today to hear my few remarks. 

AN HON. MEJ-!B ER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Pardon? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: No, I am not trying to be nice, Sir, I am just trying to 

be objective and trying to be helpful. 

Well, Mr. Chairman, why not buy these homes by the hundreds, not 

by the dozens by the hundreds,and stick them up? The government have 

the land down in the new satellite city. They have land all over this 

city,down in Virginia Waters. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: No land down there? Up the Torbay Road? Why does not 

the government, Sir, put the foundations in and put these homes on the 

foundations and sell them for $25,000 or $26,000? I am sure there would 

be a lineup tomorrow morning, people would be cued up from here down 

to the overpass to get one of these homes. 

The whole trouble is, Mr. Chairman, there is not enough initiative 

not enough imagination has gone into th_is whole problem of housing. No 

fault of the Chairman of the Newfoundland and Labrador Rousing CoI1>oration. 

I know the honourable gentleman is governed by the policy of the 

administration. But, Sir, this strikes me as being a reasonable 

proposal. Why would the government not do this? Why would they not 

do it? Is there any reason? 

This outfit out in Stephenville now producing 150 homes a year 

average can go up to 500 homes,at $26,000 a home. Even if you said 

$28,000 a home,would you still be getting a low cost home compared to 

the price of constructing a home? And the carpenters -

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 
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MR. NEARY: Pardon? 

MR. WILSON: Would the honourable member permit a question? 

MR. NEARY: Sure! Go ahead! 

MR. WILSON: Mr. Chairman, I think the honourable Member for Bell 

Island in what he is getting along to is right. I back him up on 

that as far as I am concerned. Not $26,000. I, myself, was in the 

building and construction out in the outports. I can supply a two 

bedroom home, land and the whole business,for less than $15,000 

and a three bedroom home,that is with no basement, built on a 

concrete foundation, a three bedroom home, a house,three bedrooms, 

forty-two by twenty-six,is $17,500, the house,land and all, fit for 

the king to go into. 

MR. NEARY: Well does the honourable member -

MR. WILSON: Excuse me! And being at it since 1943,never had to charge 

a cent interest on my money and could supply for seven and eight years, 

and in here in this honourable House of Assembly, my business today is 

worth half a million dollars. 

HR. NEARY: Does the member's company pre-cut? Pre-cut homes are they? 

Does re pre-cut them? 

MR. WILSON: No build them? They are right ready, take them right out 

of the raw stock, right ready to build them and put them into. 

MR. NEARY: Well there you go, Mr. Chairman, I did not think there 

were any low...cost homes left in this province. 

MR. ROWE, W. N. The land cost is the problem. 

MR. NEARY: The trouble is the land. This is the problem. 

MR. WILSON: Land cost$ a lot where I am speaking of,cost about 

probably $1,000 a building,a building lot. 

AN HON. MEMBER: It is not serviced land though? 

MR. WILSON: 

of it. 

MR. NEARY: 

No it is not serviced. Use septic tanks and all the rest 

Well, Sir, that is a very helpful piece of information. 
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But, Sir, I am going to suggest also to the minister when I am 

on the question of manufactured homes in Stephenville that the eight 

per cent retailed sales tax on these manufactured homes be abolished 

and that would reduce the price of the home further, Sir, would bring 

it down toJlet me see. Eight per cent of $16,900 - $48,SS)would 

save the homeowner, the buyer,$1,352. That is a substantial saving, 

Sir, for a young couple trying to get a roof over their heads today. 

Now the government may not find it within their power,no more 

than the Government of Canada have been able to do it,to eliminate 

the twelve per cent sales tax on building material, the federal twelve 

per cent. This province may not be able to see their way clear to 

eliminate the eight per cent sales tax on building material in this 

province but they could take it off the manufactured home, Sir, and 

give the poor people of this province who are trying to get a roof over 

their heads an opportunity to own a home of their own. 

I believe the day is long past, Sir, when there is a stigma attached 

to a manufactured home. Welfare officers are living in them all over 

this province, doctors. If my memory serve me correctly, Sir, the 

Department of Health bought a number of these homes a few years ago 

to be used as doctorg residence in various parts of the province. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Pardon? 

AN HON. MEMBER: One in Trinity. 

MR. NEARY: One in Trinity. Magistrates? I do believe, Sir, that 

magistrates are living in these homes, these manufactured homes, 

manufactured out in Stephenville. 

AN HON. MEMBER: One. 

MR. NEARY: One. Well that is what I said, I do believe that magistrates 

are living in them. I believe there is more than one. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Pardon? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 
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MR. NEARY: Complaining about the home. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

PK - 8 

MR. NEARY: Is that a manufactured home he is putting into this? 

AN HON. MEMBER: No. 

MR. NEARY: But, Sir, the opportunity is there. I am sure that a lot 

of people in this province would be very proud and very happy, and 

would be very pleased to own one of these manufactured homes. I hope 

this will not be construed as meaning that I au, putting in a commerical 

for Atlantic Design Romes because it is not,but he is in the process 

of doing some research on housing in this province, this is just a 

little item that I happened to stumble upon. I thought it would be a 

piece of information worthwhile passing on to the committee. 

Now, Sir , in the last few days we have been told that mortgage 1110ney 

at certain lending institutions in this province has dried up. Of course, 

we are well aware of the facts, Sir, the interest rates on mortgage money 

is eleven and a-half per cent, I think, at the moment on a new home and 

eleven and three-quarter per cent on an old home. 

AN HON. MEMBER : Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: I am coming to that. Certain lending institutions you 

cannot even borrow the money at all but in others, Sir, you have to 

now wack down forty per cent as a down payment. I do not know what 

the trust companies insist on as a down payment . I think it varies. 

Perhaps some of the lawyers who deal in real estate matters could tell 

me but I understand it varies anywhere from fifteen, twenty, twenty-five 

or thirty per cent, depending on the mood and I suppose the fiscal 

situation at the moment but in the chartered banks, most of the chartered 

banks I am told in this province you cannot at this moment borrow a 

nickel mortgage money, 1f you can,you have to wack forty per cent down. 

It used to be I think five per cent, ten per cent, I believe it was five 

per cent. I think it went as low as five per cent. 

MR. ROWE, W. N. You could go up to ninety-five per cent. 

HR. NEARY: That is right. You could borrow ninety-five per cent. 

Your mortgage could be up to ninety-five per cent, five per cent down. 

payment. Now it is forty per cent. 
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MR. HICKMAN: It is going to get worse. 

:mt. NEARY: It is gou;ig to get worse. The Minister of Justice says. 

!t ii;! going to get worse. Sir, that is all the more reason why we 

should be looking around for alternatives, why - should be trying 

to solve this problem and not just sitting baek hoping it will 

disappear, hoping that it will evaporate in thin atr,because it is 

not going to.as the Minister of Justice pointed out. 

So I would submit, Sir, that the minister and his colleagiles 

give very serious consideration to drO'PPing this eight pe.r cent retail 

plea tax on the selling price 
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of manufacture• homes in this province. This is one area, Sir, 

in my opinion where a lot of our people can, if the land be made available 

and I think it is up to the government to make the land available, 

serviced land, and not even sell the land to these uoor individuals who 

are trying to get a roof over their heads, not even sell it to them, not sell 

the land, Sir, ]ease it to them. The government should buy and service 

the land. I do not know how much they have got under their control 

now. They must have a fair amount especially down here in the satellite 

city. Lease the land to the individuals who want to buy homes and after 

they pay off their home, if they want to buy the land.well sell it to 

them over a period of ten or fifteen years. What is wrong with that? 

They are doing it up in Ontario. God only knows the people up in Ontario 

are in a b~tter position financially to purchase homes than the people 

in Newfoundland where we have the second lowest per capita income in 

Canada. I think P.E.I. has that reputation now, do they not, of being 

the lowest? 

MR. WM. ROWE: Yes. 

MR. NEARY: Or second, why not lease the land to these potential home 

owners? If they want to buy it, fine, if they can afford to buy it,but 

I do not think very many people can afford to buy a building lot today. 

But it is up to the government, Sir, to find the alternatives. These people 

cannot afford to buy the land and the house. They cannot get a mortgage 

for the land and the house or they cannot meet high monthly payments. Why 

not lease them the land until they get their house paid for? Then tf they 

want to buy the land, sell it to them. If not,carry on with the lease. 

That might be one of the solutions, Sir, to the verv serious uroblem that 

we have facing us in this province in connection with housing. 

Now, Sir, I would like to refer if I may for a few moments to the 

Report of the Commission of Enquiry on the Cost of Home Construction and 

Housing in Newfoundland. Honourable members will probably remember, Mr. Chairman, 

that this enquiry was commissioned because of a controversy that developed 

between myself and the legal profession in this province over the high 

legal rates that are charged for real estate transactions in this province, 

one of the bitterest controversies, Sir, that every raged in this province . 
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I remember how it started. I made• statement to "The Evening 

Telep.;ram'' one day, Sir, and as a result of that statement it apparently 

caught the imagination and caught the attention of the whole of 

Newfoundland and I was invited to appear on a television programme, I think 

it was 1Analysis~ where the gentleman who at the time was Secretary 

of the Newfoundland Law Society or the Newfoundland Bar Society, one 

Don Mercer, he was secretary of the Newfoundland Bar Society at the 

time and I will never forget that afternoon. 

MR. WM. ROWE: He will not either. 

MR. NEARY: I did my homework and I had my case well prepared when 

that gentleman came to the CJON television studio,and he was not 

too well prepared. I do not want to boast, Sir, but I was head and shoulders 

over him. I had never read a law book in my life, Sir, and I could 

snow him under and he got mad and he tkreatened to walk off the television 

programme. Re said, "I do not have to put up with this." I kept referring 

to the Law Society and the "Lawyers' Union" and I said they had the best 

closed shop in the world, He did not like that. You know,nobody dare 

criticize the lawyers, the Bar Society. "Who do you think you are? You 

little fellow from Quigley's Line,you know, to dare criticize the lawyers 

in this province.• So,one of the biggest controversies that ever 

developed in this province. 

I will bet you, Sir, I was about two...a.nd-a-half months, night and 

day, radio and television, newspapers, being interviewed here, there, 

everywhere, I was beat to a frazzle trying to keep up to it, Then lo and 

behold!one rlay I got a call from the gentleman who happened to be the 

Premier of the Province at the time, I am going to tell the committee 

something now, Sir, that I have never told anybody before in my life, 

MR. NEARY: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Yes that is - now I did not put it that way. But he reminded 

me that I had a number of colleagues who were lawyers and they were beginning 

to be a bit resentful. They were beginning to detest this little upstart 

from Ouigley's Line that was out critieizing the lawyers for the high legal 

fees they were charging and wanted to know what I was going to do about it. 
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I said, ''Nothing, I am going to keep this battle going until the 

government does something about it." I happened to be sitting 

just inside the rail at the time as a private mE!!llber ir. this House. 

Well that honourable gentleman thought that I should know that my 

colleagues were not too pleased about this. They were after speaking 

to him. But he did not tell me to quit. He did not tell me to stop. 

He just said, "Boy, you are doing a good job. Keep up the good work." 

I knew. I got the message, Sir. I knew that some of my colleagues - when I 

would walk in the Common Room and sit down you co11ld cut the tension, 

the silence. My honourable colleague knows. I think we were both partners 

in crime at the same time. 

MR. WM. ROWE: That is right. 

MR. NEARY: Anyway, Sir, about two weeks later the controversy was still 

raging, about two weeks later I got the call from Mrs. Templeman to come 

to the eighth floor right away, emergency, urgent. I rushed down, thought 

I was going to be flicked out of the House, I figured,thia is it, the 

lawyers have won out. The ordinary poor little layman, the fellow who is 

fighting for the ordinary poor people of this province is going down, going 

to be flung out on his ear. When I went down, much to my surprise, I was 

congratulated for the job that I had done for the past couple of months 

on exposing this situation to the general public and I was told that there 

was going to be a royal commission appointed to look into the high 

cost of housing, not the high cost of lep.al fees, to look into the 

high cost of housing in Newfoundland,because it was indicated to me that 

it would be far better not just to zero in on legal fees • "This is· only 

one aspect of the high cost of housing in this province. Look at all the 

contributinir factors to the high cost of housing." 

Well I scratched my head and I said, "Well, I think I would prefer just 

to deal with one item. I would personally prefer to stick to the legal 

fees rather than muddy up the water." But anyway I was sold on the idea that 

we should take a look at the cost of home construction and housing in this 

province generally and I bought it because I thought it was a good idea. It 
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was something that was necessary and something that had to be done, 

So, ~r. Leonard Kostaszek, a gentleman from Ontario,was commissioned 

as a one-man commission of enquiry. Mr. Kostaszek I think about a year 

later and probably $75,000 or $80,000 richer - How much was it? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: About $100,000 richer out of the public treasury produced 

volumes one and two of his report and I doubt very much, Mr. Chairman, 

I doubt very much, I happened to be a member of the Cabinet when the 

report was submitted and I doubt very much, Sir, if many members of the 

House have really taken the trouble to read this report. I know I have 

not. I must confess, Sir, I have not taken the trouble. When I get one 

of these royal commission reports the first thing I ~o for is the 

recommendations. I never go for the nonsense, the back-up material, 

the - I was going to use an unparliamentary term then - the stuff in 

between. I never go for that at all. I go straight for the recommendations 

and so in this particular case I glanced through the report and I went 

for the recommendations. 

Now, Sir, when the minister estimates were coming up I decided 

to dust off this report because it has been laid on the shelf somewhere 

in Confederation Building, Not one of the recotm1endations of this report 

in my opinion and I could be wrong, perhaps the minister can tell me, has 

ever been implemented. The report was put away in one of the dark closets 

of Confederation Building and it has never yet seen the light of day. 

Sir, the report came in in 1969, we were kicked out in 1971, Probably 

the report was lying dormant for the two years that we were there and 

it has been lying dormant for the two years that this administration 

is there. So this is one time, Sir, ,when we can both share the blame. 

MR. WM. ROWE: One thin11: was done by us, the condominium legislation -

but the ~inister of Justice will not set the regulations. 

MR, NEARY: Oh yes, that is right. I am glad my colleague reminded me 

of that. The condominium legislation, we put it through this House and 

every day I hear reference on radio and television why is it not proclaimed? 

I heard a gentleman the other night in the construction industry -
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MR. WM. ROWE: Mr. Foley, the president. 

MR. NEARY: That is right. Mr. Foley said, ''Well,if we could only get 

this condominium le~islation proclaimed, why we might be able to make 

some homes available to people in this province, in St. John's 

especially." 

!ffi. HICI0-1.AN: The regulations are drafted. 

MR. NEARY: The regulations are drafted. Well, Sir, that is probably 

one good thing that came out of the Kostazek Report. But generally 

speaking the report has been gathering dust, Sir. 

Mr. Chairman, one thing that the report proved, and if I never 

do anything else in this world, Mr. Chairman, if I never accomplish 

anything else in this world, and I was paying attention to my honourable 

friend from Placentia East this morning when he was up telling us about 

all the great things that the lawyers were doing in this province and I 

heard my colleague here on my right, the member for Bonavista North say, 

''Yes, but it is going to cost the taxpayers $200,000," I remember the 

member saying; "The people are getting all this for nothinJ!:." 

There is no such thing, people are getting it for nothing. They 

helped to pay for it, they are paying for it out of their tax moneyJ 

getting legal-aid. 

MR. MARSHALL: Point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. NEARY: What is the point of order? 

MR. ~<\RSHALL: My hourly reminder; we have now passed the six hours 

left mark, we are now almost down to five. I know they cannot be 

relevant but I just want to remind the honourable member that he is 

being irrelevant as he has been irrelevant for approximately sixty of 

the sixty-six hours. Now he may proceed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The honourable member is reminded of the rule of 

relevancy. 

MR. NEARY: Of course, Mr. Chairman, b•it I might say, Mr. Chairman, 

that tomorrow, Sir, I am due to go to Bell Island to walk in a fifteen 

mile walkaton, sponsored there by the Bell Island Pootball Association, and 

honourable members were very generous to me today in this honourable 

House. I think the count right now is $242 I have managed to raise today, 
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on both sides of the House, Sir, for this charitable -

AN HON. MEMBER: You have to walk fifteen miles. 

MR. NEARY: You have got to walk the fifteen miles but Sir, my honourable 

friend said that he was not sure whether it was bribery or corruption 

but -

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: I do not believe I got the honourable member's $5.00 

yet and maybe when I am finished, Sir -

MR. AYLWARD: With the amazing legal fees, all on this side 

are going to withdraw their offer. 

MR. NEARY: I have the cash, Sir, in my pocket. But I do not have the 

honourable member's $5.00, Mr. Chairman. You know whet the prize is 

Sir? Whoever raises the most money gets a prize and you know what the 

prize is, Sir? A pair of football boots. So the honourable members 

better watch out next week becaase I will really be putting the boots 

to them. 

AN HON. MEMBER: No announcements on radio and television this weekend. 

MR. NEARY: The television cameras will probably be there tomorrow. 

But, Sir, Mr. Kostaszek agreed with me. After his research, after 

his interviews with the Law Society, he did confirm that legal fees 

for real estate transactions in this province were out of line, completely 

out of line with the rest of Canada. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: My honourable colleague here last night I think it was or 

the Leader of the Opposition said they are the highest in Canada. 

MR. WM. ROWE: There is no lawyer in Newfoundland on welfare. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: I am not too familiar with the legal fees for litigation. I 

do not know. Well maybe, maybe I will. 

MR. WM. ROWE: What did Kostaszek say? 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Kostaszek, Sir, made a recommendation to the government. "Legal 

and professional fees," Mr. Kostaszek said and here is what he said, Sir 0 

"The Commission believes that any review of professional fees generated from 

real estate transactions must be the sole responsibility of the Newfoundland 
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Law Societv, prefi?rably as one aspect of the total fee schedule," he 

says. Then he l)Ut a note down on the bottom, ''The Commission's 

terms of reference cmly include the review of real estate fee schedules 

and so forth. Any attempt to lep.islate professional fees," he said, 

"would have a detrimental t'iiect on professional practices ·in the 

province. Our remarks therefore outline a course of action which we 

will offer to the members of the society for t.heir very serious consideration.·• 

Want to hear the rest of the recommendation? "One," here is 

what Mr. Kostaszek said, "One - appoint committee to review existing 

professional fee schedules. We recommend that the Newfoundland 

Law Society appoint a committee to review the existing legal fee schedules 

and effect possible reductions in the li~ht of present and proposed changes. 

Any changes to the professional fee schedule should reflect proposed 

chan?,es in the land title registratior, system." Has that been done? 

No, of course not, 

MR. HICKMAN: Inaudible. 

'MR. NEARY: I see. You can computerize everything today except the 

registry office. 

MR. HICKMAN: It is not the registry office but you have to do the surveys. 

MR. NEARY: I see. Well, Sir, according to my information it is something 

that is essential, it must be done in this province. I have been told 

by none other than the one and only professional searcher that we have 

in this province, who is an expert in this field, who I do not think is 

looking for a job or a contract for himself, Sir, I do not think he is. 

I think he has quite sufficient work • 

.!!!l..:..!!.ICKMAN: There was a study made by the former member for Green Bav 

in the 19SO's. 

On motion that the committee rise and report progress, Mr. Speaker 

returned to the Chair. 

MR. WELLS: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of Supply have considered the 

matters to them referred and report having passed certain items of 

expenditure under the following heads, Head VII, all items,with some 

amendment,and made further progress and ask leave to sit again. 
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On motion report received and adopted. 

MR. MARSHALL! Mr. Speaker, I move the House at its rising do adjourn 

until tomorrow, Monday at 3:00 P.M. and this House do now adjourn. 

On motion the House adjourned until tomorrow, Monday, May 13, 1974 

at 3:00 p.m. 
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